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Established in 1999, Scope is one of Scotland’s leading bathroom
companies in both the Retail and Contract sectors. Scope is proud
to have provided many of the UK’s finest hotels and best known
housebuilders with quality bathroom specifications.
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danish design is not
only to be enjoyed
by a few danes
Danish design is our legacy, but a great legacy should always be balanced by
innovation and new ideas. BoConcept has taken the great traditions of Danish
design to the world’s big cities and made it our own. We call it Urban Danish
Design. It has the comfort and simplicity from Danish design and the vibe you
get from urban.
Discounts are available for contract accounts or client introductions.
Delivery available throughout Scotland. Call for your free design catalogue.

boConcept glasgow, 257 sauchiehall street, glasgow. 0141 341 4920 www.boconcept.co.uk
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When your client needs comfort and
peace of mind, you need Carron Bathrooms.
Hotel, housebuilding, renovation. When approaching a project, any architect
knows that the quality of the materials can make or break the outcome.
So when specifying your baths, Carron Bathrooms can give you the edge.
Made in Britain and ﬁnished by hand, the design and attention to detail put
into every Carron bath ensures peace of mind for you and your client.

To ﬁnd out more about Carron
Bathrooms and our products:
Call: 01324 638 407
Follow: facebook/carronbathrooms

carronbathrooms.com

SHOW
ME

THE FUTURE OF
EXCEPTIONAL
ARCHITECTURE

A Stirling Performance
at the Lyric Theatre
Reinforcing its position as a world leader for premium access solutions, DORMA
can offer the whole package from door closers and automatic doors, to glass fittings
and accessories. Specified on the prestigious Lyric Theatre in Belfast, which was
shortlisted for this year’s Stirling Prize, DORMA ensured that both reliability and
aesthetic quality were provided.
With a combination of panic hardware, locks and durable cam action door closers,
DORMA offer a combination of precision engineering, proven performance, along
with unobtrusive and sleek design.
As such, DORMA products are the natural choice for the buildings that redefine
architecture.

To see more of our extensive range, please visit

www.DORMA-SHOW.com
Tel 01462 477600 Fax 01462 477601 Email info@dorma-uk.co.uk
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malcolm cochrane

regulars // FROM THE PRESIDENT

mixed emotions
RIAS Council meetings tend to be busy affairs at the best of times.

In her presentation, the Cabinet Secretary reaffirmed the

However, the meeting of 5th December had more than the usual

Scottish Government’s commitment to quality in the built

number of agenda items and included presentations from both the

environment. She commended the Incorporation on our awards,

Chief Executive of the Architects Registration Board, Alison Carr

particularly the Doolan, on the RIAS input to the upcoming

and the Dean of Architecture at Dundee, Graeme Hutton FRIAS.

new Policy on Architecture, on our work on Construction

Add to this list a visit by our Cabinet Secretary to meet with the

Procurement, now the subject of a Government review and on our

President’s Policy Committee (Chapter Presidents and Committee

conservation and historic environment endeavours. The Cabinet

Convenors) on the morning of Council, it all added up to a long but

Secretary commended the Incorporation’s work in political

very positive day.

liaison, acknowledging the breadth of issues on which we have

The Cabinet Secretary for Culture and External Affairs, Fiona

provided feedback and offered support. On a personal note it is

Hyslop MSP, has demonstrated in her continuing support for the

always positive when meetings with senior figures are relaxed and

Doolan Award and in making architecture one of the four key

friendly. We may not always agree with Government policy or

priorities of her ministerial role, a passion and dedication to the

action but we firmly believe that positive dialogue is in the best

cause of architecture in Scotland, which can only be positive for the

interests of both the profession and our political masters. We are

profession. The opportunity to update her on the Incorporation’s

very grateful to Ms Hyslop for her time and her consideration.

activities vis-à-vis procurement, technical issues, planning and our

The Council meeting itself, as ever, opened with the reading of

work with Historic Scotland was gratefully embraced by all those

obituaries, a traditional and important acknowledgement of the

who attended.

contribution of those who are no longer with us. Particularly sad,

In addition, Debbie Mays, RIAS Director of Projects, gave

because she was so young and a good friend to so many on Council,

the Cabinet Secretary an overview of our work towards a year-

was the passing of RIAS Depute Secretary, Sharon McCord. Sharon

long Festival of Architecture in our centenary year, 2016. Debbie

always attended Council and her absence over the last eighteen

reiterated that, although the Incorporation’s birthday may be a

months as her illness took hold, has been keenly felt, never more

cause for celebration for the architectural profession in Scotland,

so than in the minutes silence in the RIAS Council Room on that

we are keenly aware that it’s hardly headline material for the rest

chill December afternoon. I will come back to Sharon and her

of the nation. However taking the RIAS’ 100th as the stepping

tremendous contribution to the RIAS at the end of this piece.

off point for a year-long, Scotland-wide, Festival of Architecture

The agenda for the Council meeting, as I’ve already mentioned,

seems the perfect opportunity to focus public attention on the art

was lengthy. At the outset Alison Carr outlined the ARB’s response

form which has the most significant effect of their daily lives.

to recent detailed criticism from the RIAS. The Incorporation ha s

The impressive list of organisations which have already signed

specific concerns over the proportionality of the ARB’s penalties,

up for the festivities is itself very encouraging. Our plans for 2016

over a lack of prosecutions for abuse of title and over what some

will feature in the next edition of the Quarterly, so enough on this

have described as ‘mission creep’ by the regulatory body. Ms Carr

for the moment.

roundly defended the ARB position but acknowledged that there

8
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charlene byrne

was merit in some aspects of the RIAS case. Our dialogue will
continue. Here too engagement is vitally important.
Graeme Hutton’s presentation of the excellent work of the
Dundee School was a grateful respite from our habitual focus on
technical issues and the daily grind of our lives in practice. The fact
that this year’s Rowand Anderson Silver Medal went to Dundee
student Sam Wilson, testifies to the inspiring atmosphere of an
institution which, while accommodating radical changes, retains a
strong focus on context, on the practical and on realisable visions.
The Council meeting, with its inevitable focus on BIM, on
procurement, accreditation and government consultations is
comprehensively described in Jack Hugh’s piece elsewhere in the
Quarterly – I am grateful that Jack, thorough as ever, has saved
me the task.
And so back to Sharon. Her work for the RIAS was exemplary.

Cabinet Secretary Fiona Hyslop MSP, Ian Gilzean FRIAS and RIAS
Presidents Policy Comittee

Our communications, our public standing and the breadth and
quality of our events have all improved massively through her
endeavours and through her very special bond and the unique
double act that was the McCord/Baxter show. But much more,
she was a friend. She was kind, funny, always supportive of her
colleagues, did everything with an extraordinary focus on the
details but with a light touch. Her legacy is this magazine, but so
much more. She will be very much missed. Thank you Sharon, Rest
in Peace.

sholto humphries
president
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REGULARS // ARCHIVAL
IAN STUART CAMPBELL HON FRIAS, A FORMER EDITOR OF THE RIAS MEMBERS’ JOURNAL CONTINUES HIS REGULAR SERIES

FROM OUR ARCHIVE
55 years ago
RIAS PROPECT no.8, WINTER 1957

In a carefully researched paper J L Paterson
analysed what makes the image of a city
and argues that architects should reclaim
the initiative from town planners.
‘Image for a City’ by J.L. Paterson
During a recent visit to Berlin I was not so
much impressed by the new architecture
there, as I was by the undoubted
enthusiasm of the Berliners towards the
buildings which are now arising out of the
rubble of a former city.
This enthusiasm is all the more
remarkable because West Berlin is a
seiged city that may at any moment be
annihilated by the Russians and yet here
we have the conviction of the authorities,
the architects and the people that what
they are doing has some purpose and is in
fact an expression of their society.
This undoubted conviction led me to
contrast the differing situations in Berlin
and in Scotland and to conjecture why
this conviction is so sadly lacking in our
country.

10

There are few definitions for the spirit
of the times, but what we ourselves are
creating in architecture seems to lack
any real faith, any belief that architecture
should satisfy the spiritual needs of
a society. Why should this be so? To
discover the reasons one must look … at
the concepts of modern city planning.
The pioneer work of Howard and
Geddes at the beginning of this century
crystallised slowly into the solution of the
garden city, the horizontal garden city. It
was soon and sadly discovered that what
had been created was not a city but a
glorified suburb, cluttered with roads and
dotted with houses spreading over acres
of ground - breaking down completely the
closely knit community life of a true city.
If the horizontal city failed what of
the vertical city? This was instigated by
Hilberseinner, publicised by Le Corbusier
and found expression in the Athens
charter of C.I.A.M in 1933, coming in time
to be known as the Ville Radieuse.
As most architects have rejected these
solutions to city planning what can we find
to replace them? I believe the problem is
how to create a new cityscape in an existing
milieu without resorting to piecemeal
development or wholesale demolition.
We have to create in our existing cities an
image or images which reflect the character
of that city, not merely try to make the city
function efficiently as a mechanism to live
and work in.
My submission is that the principles of
modern city planning should become the
credo of the individual architect so that in
his own designing he is always consciously
aware that he is a member of a community
and that his buildings are related to other
buildings that are part of a city or town.

As a gesture towards a future
reunification of their city the authorities
recently announced an international
competition for the replanning of the
central area of Berlin. One interesting
feature of this competition is that the
West Berlin authorities have especially
invited several well-known European
architects to participate – and as most of
these participants are known, primarily
as architects rather than as city planners,
it seems to suggest that the authorities
are following a trend of thought among
architects that this field of activity should
be their responsibility and not the sole
property of the town planner.
If we as architects can revive the
spirit of the city so that to be a citizen in
a community of citizens is considered a
privilege then surely we will have found
our true purpose.

25 years ago
RIAS PROPECT no.32, WINTER 1987
A visit to 1920’s icon excites appreciation for
unified space, detailing and furniture.
Schroder House, Utrecht by Fergus W
Purdie
How can such an incredible piece of
architecture belonging to the 1920’s still
continue to expand our consciousness
and excite us over 60 years later? What
ingredients lie behind this remarkable
house of Gerrit T Rietveld and Mrs
Schröder?
On first impressions the exterior of
the house represents itself as a puzzle,
although unlike a Rubik’s Cube, there is
no solution and method for arriving at a
conclusion.
The exterior of the house may confuse
or even appear abstract. Upon entering

the house the interior, in contrast to these
perceptions, instantly disarms the visitor’s
predetermined opinions, leading the
visitor in a journey of inspired curiosity.
The adaptable and flexible nature
of the interior can accommodate the
inhabitants individual needs and desires in
much the same way as the exterior planes
and colours are constantly sculptured and
enriched by the changing light of day and
season.
Within all the diverse and multiple
spaces of the house there is the much
needed presence of a centre of gravity.
Throughout the entire house subtle
detailing reveals a sense of anticipation
and knowledge of the inhabitant’s habits.
Shelves that fold out in order to receive a
book or other similar personal object, beds
that become sofas, folding screens that
enclose for privacy and open for communal
activities or a corner window that opens
to become a point in the landscape. In
fact all the furniture participates in this
relationship of multiplicity. The detailing
expresses itself as a final contribution by

Rietveld to create a space unified in every
dimension.
The details are consistent in both
quality and appropriateness, for example,
the folding glass screen that encloses
the stairwell and lantern when the other
screens are in position, simultaneously
maintains its quality of transparency. The
everyday, matter of fact, detailing may
at first sight appear obvious and not of
any real significance. Yet it is in this very
ordinariness and the fact that Rietveld
considered them important and made
room for them that the Schroder house
became a home and reflects a caring and
thoughtful attitude towards its inhabitants
and visitors.
“Functional Architecture must not
just lavishly satisfy existing needs. It
must also reveal living conditions. It
must not simply establish space, it must
intensively experience space.” With this
kind of approach architecture can learn an
important lesson. Could this be one of the
solutions to the puzzle? It may be, as like
most puzzles it seems to elude most of us!

1 year ago
RIAS QUARTERLY no.8, WINTER 2011
A compilation of articles on the theme of “the
Spiritual in Architecture” presented visual
delights including Corbusier’s Ronchamp
and a 14th century Miesian masterpiece
in Barcelona and was accompanied by
memorable erudition from Mark Cousins,
Neil Baxter, Nathalie Régnier-Kagan, David
Mackay and Pat Lally. The latter focused on
“the triumph of Cordoba’s Mesquita”.....
The Triumph of Cordoba’s Mezquita by
Pat Lally
The Alhambra in Granada is undoubtedly
the most celebrated legacy of the Moorish

neil baxter
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dynasty that ruled Spain for several
hundred years either side of the last
millennium. So much so that you have to
buy your tickets weeks in advance.
The sheer number of fellow visitors
rather detracts from the peaceful
contemplation of the intricate traceries
of this glorious Moorish Palace. A much
smaller Andalusian city, Cordoba, offers
quite a different experience…
… It is the forest of columns, now set
behind closed doors and electrically lit,
which provides the first jaw drop moment
in this extraordinary building. The next
is the transition between this powerful
evocative Moorish creation into the
renaissance cathedral that now sits at its
core.
The Andalusian Muslim community’s
recent pleas to worship alongside their
Christian neighbours once more in their
great mosque have to date fallen on deaf
ears. It seems this gesture of friendship
and reconciliation is sadly, for the moment,
a leap of faith too far.
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Majollica cloister

impressions of... naples

ian stuart campbell hon frias offers some ‘snaps’, sketches and personal reflections on naples
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Cruise tourism

Bay of Naples with Vesuvius

Galleria South entrance

Neapolitan colour

Prosperous Naples

High density living

View from Castel Dell Ovo

wedding shoot

Familiarity can disappoint. Branded retail
outlets show little regional sensitivity,
instead favouring standardisation. Identical
buildings offer comforting familiarity, but
do they breed satisfaction or contempt?
Savvy 19th century visitors to Naples
surely found the architectural ‘déjà vu’ of the
place stimulating. The city’s major square,
Piazza del Plebiscito, seems immediately
familiar. The flanking colonnades (Leopoldo
Laperuta 1809) evoke St Peter’s Square, yet

confusingly the centrepiece (Basilica de
San Francesco de Paola (1817-46) by Pietro
Bianchi) is based on another Roman icon the Pantheon.
Nearby the sheer exuberance of
Galleria Umberto I overcomes any surprise
at finding Milan’s magnificent Galleria
Vittorio Emanuele II (1868) cloned in
Naples - thirty years later. Just as in Milan
glazed arcades meet beneath a vast dome,
with rich detailing and exuberant mosaic

patterns. In Milan they link Piazza del
Duomo to Piazza della Scala. The cruciform
plan however seems less comfortable on the
sloping site in Naples where three of four
entrances require steps. The main access
opens from the west - Via Toledo - with the
secondary south entrance obliquely facing
Teatro di San Carlo, behind an elaborate
colonnaded crescent. This facade somewhat
overwhelms its historic neighbour which
has enjoyed continuous service as a theatre

13
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impressions of... naples
NAPLES Skyline

since 1737.
The sheer abundance of antiquity in
Naples ensures familiarity which, while
not necessarily inducing contempt, has
encouraged irreverent re-workings. Castel
Nouvo (1280) displays numerous audacious
architectural interventions, including five
gigantic towers (1450) and later the white
frilly ‘triumphal arch’, jammed between two
of these sombre silos. This flamboyance
is credited to Milanese architect Pietro di
Martino with Catalan artists invited by
Alfonso d’Aragona whose conquest of the
city is celebrated in the renaissance panels.
Castel Sant’Elmo has dominated the
Naples skyline since 1275, initially as a
residential palace but later significantly
reconfigured by Valencian military architect
Pedro Luis Escriva (1537). Escriva introduced
the innovative hexagonal star perimeter to
form an impenetrable ‘stronghold’- possibly

14

the inspiration for Robert Adam’s Fort
George. Sant’Elmo became a jail for political
prisoners in 1604 and a military prison
until 1952. Recent restoration revealed
generations of incongruous interventions
but also introduced lifts, an auditorium and
a library, allowing the building to join the
Naples Museum Circuit in 1982. Sharing
Vomero Hill is the beautiful San Martino
monastic complex (1325) also intended to
be impenetrable - but in a different way.
Both buildings now offer public access and
present sumptuous cultural treasures.
Castel dell’Ovo stands on the tiny
outcrop of Megaris which, around three
thousand years ago, was part of the Greek
settlement of Parthenope, later Neapolis.
From this foundation Naples became
one of the oldest continuously occupied
cities in Europe. In the first century BC a
Roman Patrician built his residential Castel

here, which, fortified six centuries later,
became a monastery (492 AD) before being
rebuilt as a fortification [11th century] and
restructured to its present form during the
Spanish Viceroyalty (1504 – 1713).
Over the centuries Naples’ strategic
location has exposed the city to invasions
from Greeks, Spanish, French, Saracens
and even the Roman Empire. The city also
survived commercial invasions such as the
18th century ‘volcano tourism’ illustrated
in the super Scottish National Gallery
2012 exhibition of the work of Giovanni
Battista Lusieri, “Expanding Horizons”.
The current, potentially damaging, swell in
‘cruise liner tourism’ is a form of relatively
benign contemporary invasion which may,
in time, rejuvenate Neapolitan tourism and
encourage lengthier stays in this unusually
familiar, unique, city.
ian stuart campbell hon frias
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Castel dell Ovo

All profits to St Columba’s – the perfect Christmas gift!
ESPLANADE, PORTOBELLO, EDINBURGH
This wedding gift from Stuart to Sharon McCord
and her husband Robin McKechnie, depicts
Sharon’s last home and the seafront she loved.

THE ARCHITECTURAL TOURIST

THE ARCHITECTURAL TOURIST
BY I A N S T UA R T C A MP BEL L HON F RI A S
IN MEMORY OF SHARON M c CORD HON FRIAS
This book of photographs, superb sketch

As Stuart himself has commented:

Stuart has very generously agreed that

impressions and essays on ten European

‘I am immensely grateful to Sharon

all profits from the sale of this beautiful

cities from Oslo to Naples, via Amsterdam,

for the encouragement which turned

book will go to St Columba’s Hospice in

Barcelona, Paris and Rome, is the first

a hobby into an engrossing study. It is

Edinburgh where Sharon was cared for in

compendium of Ian Stuart Campbell Hon

entirely appropriate that this publication is

her last few days.

FRIAS’ ‘Impressions’ which were previously

dedicated to the memory of Sharon McCord,

published in the RIAS Quarterly.

Hon FRIAS.’

IAN STUART CAMPBELL HON FRIAS

IAN STUART CAMPBELL HON FRIAS

Galleria Umberto i

THE ARCHITECTURAL TOURIST

£10.00
RIAS PUBLISHING

SKETCH IMPRESSIONS OF EUROPE – FROM NORWAY TO NAPLES

The Architectural Tourist by Ian Stuart Campbell Hon FRIAS
In memory of Sharon McCord Hon FRIAS
This book of superb sketch impressions and essays on ten
European cities from Oslo to Naples via Amsterdam, Barcelona,
Paris and Rome by Ian Stuart Campbell Hon FRIAS will be on
sale in December from the RIAS Bookshop (0131 229 7545,
bookshop@rias.org.uk) for £10 per copy.
As Stuart himself has commented:
‘I am immensely grateful to Sharon for the
encouragement which turned a hobby into an
engrossing study. It is entirely appropriate
that this publication is dedicated to the
memory of Sharon McCord, Hon FRIAS’
Stuart has very generously agreed that all profits from the sale of
this beautiful book will go to St Columba’s Hospice in Edinburgh
where Sharon spent her last few days.
Castel Nouvo
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RIAS andrew doolan
best building in scotland award 2012
A splendid awards evening in the Scottish Parliament
culminated in the presentation by Cabinet Secretary, Fiona
Hyslop MSP and Mrs Margaret Doolan Hon FRIAS of the RIAS
Gold Medal and a cheque for £25,000 to OMA for the Maggie’s
Centre, Gartnavel, Glasgow. The winners immediately
donated their financial reward to the charity – a fitting and
generous gesture.
In a departure from our now familiar approach to awards
shortlists, the following pages feature articles by our four
judges, Professor Andy MacMillan OBE FRIAS (Chair),
Daphne Thissen Hon FRIAS, Cultural Attache at the Embassy
of the Netherlands, Ian Gilzean FRIAS, Scotland’s Chief
Architect and Kerr Robertson FRIAS, Projects Director with
Glasgow City Council. Each was asked to consider a group of
entries linked by building type or approach.

Kerr has considered the educational buildings, drawing
conclusions that link form to the educational process. Ian finds
much that is hopeful in the individual houses and perhaps
particularly in this year’s one housing association project.
Daphne, an art historian by training, commends the creative
adaptive reuse of some particularly fine historic structures
and awards Chair, Professor MacMillan contemplates some
unusual angles.
All of this year’s judges deserve particular thanks for
going well beyond the usual demands of judging and giving
particular insights into this year’s award. The Doolan family,
particularly Mrs Margaret Doolan Hon FRIAS and the
Scottish Government, particularly Cabinet Secretary Fiona
Hyslop MSP, are, once again, most warmly thanked for the
continuing, hugely generous, support.
Neil Baxter, Secretary & Treasurer

17
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dave morris

dave morris

paul zanre

doolan 2012

education
The quality of our schools and places of learning says a lot about
our aspirations for future generations. That three strong education
projects should make it on to the shortlist of the RIAS Andrew
Doolan Awards this year is hugely encouraging.
Education building and refurbishment work may have fared
better than most other sectors of the construction industry
during this economic downturn. However with local authorities
and other institutions nonetheless under pressure to make limited
funds spread ever further, it is not difficult to see how architectural
quality might suffer. It was therefore assuring to see that we still
had clients and architects determined to meet such challenges. An
extension to a primary school, the addition of new sports centre
to an existing private school and a new further education college,
presented three quite different solutions. The judges found much
to commend in each.
At Heathfield in Ayr, Homes Miller and the local authority
may well have been tempted to take the easy option to demolish
the existing 1930s primary school. Instead they produced a large
new contemporary extension that makes the original building
work so much better. The existing school was not without merit,
with classrooms offering large, bright and airy accommodation
off good circulation corridors. However, this was not just about
making do with an existing asset in order to concentrate precious
funds on the new wing. This is a design which respects the scale of

18

the original frontage and successfully blends old and new by using
simple elements to deliver clean, crisp elegant lines.
Such principles also apply internally – scale is well considered,
with a seamless quality achieved between old and new. By
removing the clutter to the rear and replacing this with a carefully
orientated new double sports hall, new dining room and external
courtyard the building is neatly unified in plan. This is not just
a building with more space; it is a school that sets itself out so
much better than before and a clever design that exceeded South
Ayrshire Council’s aspirations and budget, while delivering an
excellent nurturing environment for young minds.
Good use of materials was a common feature with all three
projects, albeit to achieve different ends. At Heathfield this was
about unifying the old and the new internally with the use of
common materials and bright colours. At the second education
project we visited the choice of materials was even more
fundamental.
The brief for Heriot’s Centre for Sport & Exercise and
particularly the extremely restricted access of the site itself
presented a significant challenge. LDN Architects solved this by
selecting a proprietary engineered structural timber system that
could be quickly assembled on site to achieve the necessary large
spans for the new sports halls. Precise detailing of birch panel
cladding, with solid sections at low level and perforated acoustic
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panels above, give the two main halls a very rich, airy and uplifting
quality, compared to more typical sports halls with heavy concrete
block above a few sheets of rebound board. Such well detailed
timber specification extends to other internal spaces, unifying the
two principal upper halls with the modular accommodation and
changing rooms below.
Externally too, materials have been carefully considered and
detailed. Pre-patinated zinc cassette paneling not only provides a
suitable outer skin for this timber structure and interior finish, it
appears very much in keeping with the lead roof of the historic
George Heriot’s School building. With its sedum roof this is a
building not just sensitive to its immediate surroundings but
respectful of the views from nearby historical landmarks, such
as the Castle Esplanade. Having personally laboured for years
delivering sports centres with limited budgets and struggling to
achieve anything near this quality, I raise my hat! On the other
hand no-one was able to provide any cost breakdown. I suspect
while this was a project with many constraints to be overcome,
price may not have been the toughest challenge.
Within a competitive design and interview framework process
Reiach and Hall are likely to have encountered more in the way of
budget constraints for their new Forth Valley College of Further
& Higher Education. The site however was certainly a lot less
restrictive. While the steeply sloping site for Alloa Campus did

have its challenges the architects have used this to great effect.
The view from the adjacent busy roundabout in the town centre
presents a surprisingly dramatic perspective that suggests pride
and confidence, as well as an expressive new focus for the town.
Accommodation is also well set out to make the best use of the
site, whether this be level access for workshop space or ensuring
good views out from general public areas. The arrangement of
spaces and movement system is so clear and well considered that
this might be taken for granted – a compliment to the design team.
What really impressed the judges however, was the quality of finish
to the external envelope. The choice of a Danish handmade brick
throughout was inspired. The quality of detailing was clearly the
result of some very hard work –by the design team and contractor.
As a centre for further education responsible for trades including
a new generation of construction trades people, this is not just a
building designed to stimulate learning it is also a place which sets
very high standards for good workmanship.
While we are still in a period of austerity, it is promising to note
that local authorities are continuing to prioritise investment in
new schools. Let’s hope the importance of achieving good quality
of design will also remain a priority and that next year we will have
an equally strong list of contenders from the education sector.
Kerr Robertson FRIAS
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housing
It was gratifying to see such a strong field of housing projects
on the shortlist this year. Although economic conditions remain
difficult, the quality of housing design on the shortlist provides
significant cause for optimism. Another positive sign of the
strength in depth of housing work in Scotland is the number of
projects on this year’s Saltire Housing Design Awards.
In rural building, we have undoubtedly seen a steady rise
in the quality of projects over the past decade, with Skye-based
practices, Dualchas and Rural Design at the forefront of this trend.
Both practices, in different ways, forge a greater understanding
of relationships between built form and the Scottish landscape.
The houses at Boreraig and Bogbain Mill at Lochussie are projects
which meet client requirements and clearly engage with context
and cultural continuity. The social, economic, cultural and
environmental qualities of these projects are exemplary. These
projects do more than ‘fit-in’; they manage to connect past and
present with an optimistic future. Both projects’ relationship to
the immediate and wider landscape setting is well-considered and
uplifting.
What is also interesting is that both practices are now moving
into the supply side of design and manufacture of affordable
housing with Rural Design’s R.House initiative winning the Saltire
Society’s Innovation Award for 2012. Dualchas has developed
HebHomes to provide an alternative to the conventional kit
housing prevalent in the Highlands and Islands while building on
rural design traditions.
The Model ‘D’ house at Insch also addresses issues of
affordability and environmental sustainability and is another
prototype for low cost rural housing. The Model ‘D’ House builds
on Professor Gokay Deveci’s long-standing expertise in innovative
low energy design and was developed as the result of a knowledge
exchange partnership between Robert Gordon University’s Scott
Sutherland School of Architecture & Built Environment and local
construction company Sylvan Stuart Ltd. The combination of
very low cost construction, using mainly Scottish timber, and low
energy cost-in-use is exemplary and demonstrates the benefits
of using a design led approach in addressing the challenges of
meeting the requirements of future building standards.
The final project in a rural setting is the house at Cape Cove
by Cameron Webster Architects. It is a reworking of an existing
house (previously a naval outlook post) which does justice to, and
takes full advantage of, the dramatic site on Loch Long. Beautifully

configured in plan and section, Cape Cove demonstrates the care
and attention given to detail, light and materials that has become
a hallmark of Cameron Webster’s housing work in recent years.
The housing at Fore Street in Glasgow by Hypostyle Architects,
by contrast, has transformed a gritty slice of forgotten urban
backland into a well thought out combination of flats and a
wonderful mews development. This is an extremely interesting
approach towards the design of high density urban housing in
Scotland being linked to, and set within, the backcourt area of
the surrounding typology of tenemental properties. The mixture
of low rise housing with private courtyard gardens and trafficfree shared spaces reminds me of high quality new projects from
Europe such as Ackermannbogen in Munich. It is another example
of the way in which great design can maximise (and more!) the
potential of what would initially have been an very unpromising
site. Moreover, the combination of typologies linked to a ‘designing
streets’ approach provides a template for housing development
which deserves further exploration.
Over the past ten years, Zone Architects has built an impressive
portfolio of residential projects and the Wester Coates House in
Edinburgh enhances that track record. Driven by a strong concept
which is inspired by the quarrying of hewn stone, a split in the
cubic form of the villa allows light deep into the plan and section
around the stairwell. The flow between internal spaces and the
external garden is effortlessly handled. Subtle shifts in axis and
section, the elevational treatment of each façade and the deft
handling of materials root this uncompromisingly contemporary
design into its historic setting in a convincing manner.
Hopefully there will continue to be a strong representation of
housing projects on the Doolan shortlist in coming years and more
examples of innovative urban design. Additonally, none of this
year’s shortlist tackle the issue of suburban, edge of settlement
developments. What we would all wish to see, of course, is the
level of commitment to research and innovation in this year’s
housing projects amplified to a larger scale and for mainstream
housebuilders to perhaps consider some of the lessons learned.
Too much to ask?
Ian Gilzean FRIAS
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restoration
Each of this year’s restoration projects reworked historically
impressive spaces with interventions which enhance their appeal
and secure them for the long term. It comes as no surprise that the
average visitor rating for Glasgow’s Corinthian Club is excellent.
The second phase in this ten year long restoration project, by G1
Group, is very much complimentary to, and an improvement
upon, the first phase. The relatively understated, but nevertheless
appropriately grand scaled, entrance opens up to the dramatic
height of the hallway and the glimpses of mid Victorian grandeur of
the building beyond. This has been enhanced by the sympathetic,
but nevertheless quirky, treatment of eye-catching parts such as
the drama of the staircase, now ‘carpeted’ in cast brass, leading
to the bars and meeting rooms on the upper floors, the superbly
sculptural plasterwork ceilings in the main, former telling halls
and the brick vaults of the basement.
The use of local craft skills and modern design with an obvious
respect for the original historic fabric, make this a true Glasgow
jewel. Open to all, this building offers a wide range of entertainment
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options that use the building to its full potential. Visitors can
embrace the opportunity, rarely available in public buildings, to
experience virtually every part, all the nooks and crannies, of this
extraordinary building - a masterpiece of restoration!
On the opposite side of the country, Edinburgh’s Scotsman
Steps is a perfect example of cross-organisational collaboration for
the public good. The combination of the Edinburgh World Heritage
and City Council restoration specialists with the Fruitmarket
Gallery’s extensive knowledge of public art has delivered a
brilliant result. The steps needed freshening up and to be made
more welcoming to a wider public. A standard restoration could
have ticked those boxes; however, the combining of expertise has
created a solution well beyond the prosaic.
The restoration works have ensured that the masonry,
leadwork and iron grilles are secured for at least another hundred
years. The great glory is the new contrasting marble steps, a work
by artist Martin Creed. The marbles, from around the world,
reflect Edinburgh’s international trade and cultural heritage. A
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description of the original source of each marble step is available
from the Fruitmarket Gallery. The mixture of the restored historic
structure and the modern artwork has enhanced the allure of the
Steps. Although perhaps not a building in the strictest sense, the
Scotsman Steps is an important structure within Edinburgh’s
multi-level historic built environment which is now being used
and enjoyed by locals and visitors.
As with most public art buildings, the use of the actual gallery
spaces has changed several times since the Scottish National
Portrait Gallery was first built. These changes were not always
in the best interests of the building or the public. This latest
restoration by Page/Park is a tribute to the original plans and the
historic structure and intention of the building. The new openings
at either side of the vestibule create a new line of vision, further
enhanced by the new glass lift which also creates a better visitor
flow throughout the building.
Original structural elements have been revealed, making the
historic form of the building more apparent. This work also created

more extensive and flexible exhibition spaces, meaning more of the
collection is made available to the public. Most notable is the new
library. The fabric, the original rich wooden bookcases lining all
four walls, looks undisturbed. However, the actual location of the
library has changed. Another restoration masterpiece, the library
was carefully moved, painstakingly, piece by piece, several floors,
to fit in a space more suitable to the new displays and patterns of
movement within the gallery.
These three projects testify to something which the Scots are
clearly very good at – the reuse of historic buildings and spaces.
With such a legacy of extraordinary and irreplaceable historic
buildings it’s great to see such expertise and to know that, at least
as far as Scotland’s architects are concerned, your nation’s heritage
is in very good hands.
Daphne Thissen Hon FRIAS
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My fellow judges having addressed the projects that are perhaps
more easily categorised, my task, as Chair, is to consider the
winner and the most modest of all the projects this year, the little
bird hide at Loch Leven. On the face of it two radically dissimilar
structures, as remote as they might be from each other in scale,
materials, function and budget.
Strangely however, both of these buildings have something
in common with a former Doolan Award winner, the Scottish
Parliament. None of these structures conforms to any conventional
or familiar building plan and all exploit an absence of orthogonals,
an especial challenge for architect and contractor alike, to achieve
effects which raise them far above the ordinary. It’s not an easy
thing to do but when done well the outcome aspires to the sublime.
Only a stone’s throw from the Beatson Clinic, the Maggie’s
Centre at Gartnavel is a thing of joy, light and landscape. It was
that relatively rare phenomenon in any awards process, the instant
and unanimous choice of the judges. Uplifting on entry, an angular
ring of alternating glass and wall around a modelled landscaped
courtyard, it is a place of places – for contemplation, counselling
or reconciliation, the coming to terms with possibly bleak futures,
eating with family or friends, quietly reading or just being there. This
building admirably meets the client’s exhaustive brief at every level.
White walled, flat roofed, a single storeyed pavilion nestling
into the landscape, this Maggie’s Centre epitomises the ideals of
modern architecture. And the empathic and sympathetic staff
reflect the ethos of the caring medical profession.
Architecture is in the mind and can be found in the simplest of
structures. The singular form of the little bird hide on Loch Leven
responds to the contingencies of its lochside site. It becomes a
memorable incident along the walk round the loch, a shelter from
which to discover significant, framed, views of the castle and the
islands and enjoy the spectacle of bird life on the water.
Overhanging the water, the hit and miss larch strip cladding
is offset to reduce windloading and minimise visual disruption.
Much of the building’s extraordinarily low cost is hidden in its
underwater foundations. It represents good value for money as
well as elegantly and imaginably satisfying the user’s needs.
Maggie’s Centres tend to be given to established masters.
Perhaps, inspired by the simple ingenuity of the most modest of
this year’s Doolan shortlist, they could consider a commission
which might help establish a new master. Just a thought!
Professor Andy MacMillan OBE FRIAS
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WINNER
Maggie’s Gartnavel, Glasgow
OMA (Client: Maggie Keswick Jencks
Cancer Caring Centres Trust)

renzo mazzolini

“This is an extraordinary building – a place
of calm, simultaneously welcoming and
open. Maggie’s Centres provide support
for people with cancer, their families
and friends. Exceptional architecture
and innovative spaces make people feel
better. This single-level building, a ring of
interlocking rooms, is close to the Beatson
Cancer Centre. The spaces feel casual but
allow for privacy. The approach is about
modest external expression, embracing a
courtyard garden to generate a unique place
of gentle contemplation and an exemplary
caring environment.”

SPECIAL MENTION
Fore Street, Glasgow
Hypostyle Architects (Client:
Association Ltd.)

“Designed with a nod to international
contemporary modernism, this new
community sits within the embrace of
the historic tenemental landscape. A new
build, 5-storey, block of flats on Fore Street
maintains the scale of the street. The
backcourt comprises a series of 2-storey
houses and cottage flats. The overall affect is
alluring and continental. Bright, welcoming
and ingeniously woven into the existing
fabric of the city, these new homes are a
superb model for the Glasgow of the future.”
SPECIAL MENTION

G1 Group (Client: G1 Group)

Heathfield Primary School, Ayr

“Embracing some of the finest interiors
in Scotland, this major second phase, a
decade on from the original conservation
project, consolidates one of Scotland’s
best Victorian buildings as a crucially

Holmes Miller (Client: South Ayrshire
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Whiteinch + Scotstoun Housing

SPECIAL MENTION
Corinthian Club, Glasgow

school with a substantial new extension was
a particular challenge. The redevelopment
respects the scale of the original frontage,
removes the clutter to the rear and meshes
the existing building with a new dining hall
and external courtyard. Simple elements
deliver clean, crisp, elegant lines. The
contemporary architectural appearance
and lively interior scheme, contrasts with,
yet complements, the original building,
delivering an excellent environment for
nurturing young minds.”
benedict brown

important leisure asset for Glasgow. The
building now embraces bars, restaurants,
a casino, a club and lettable conference
suites of real opulence. New access stairs
connect the ornate ‘Tellers Hall’ and the
vaulted brick basement. New interventions
and materials have been imaginatively
considered to enhance the building’s superb
historic fabric.”
tom manley

image courtesy of oma;
photography by phillipe ruault
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Council)

“While presenting a powerful argument for
the sustainable adaptation of the existing
education estate, combining an established

SPECIAL MENTION
House at Boreraig, Skye
Dualchas Building Design

“Set within the barren drama of the Skye
landscape, this new home is elegant and
deceptively simple in form. The external
timber ensures that the building does not
intrude upon its superb natural setting. Three
separate elements, living, bedroom and studio
blocks keep the building low. A new lochan
is the focal point of the views. The same
restraint and reliance on natural materials is
evident in the uncluttered interiors, with a
simple palette of Caithness stone and oak.”

SPECIAL MENTION
Scottish National Portrait
Page\Park Architects (Client: National
Galleries of Scotland)

andrew lee

“One of the most important and imposing
public buildings of the Victorian era, this
remarkable Sir Robert Rowand Anderson
building has a witty baronial aspect. Much
messed around with over the decades the
walk to the top was long and potential
gallery space was taken up by support
functions. Two new openings flank the
vestibule, vertical circulation is improved
by a large, glass lift and the remodelled
entrance facilitates access. This brilliant
restoration creates something even better
than Anderson’s original vision and a
brilliant showcase for one of Scotland’s
most important art collections.”

and Higher Education, Alloa
Campus
Reiach and Hall Architects (Client:

dapple photography

Gallery, Edinburgh

Forth Valley College of Further

Forth Valley College of Further and
Higher Education)

Cape Cove, Shore Road,
Helensburgh
Cameron Webster Architects

“Transformed from an existing waterfront
dwelling,
this
alluring
conversion
commands superb views across Loch Long.
It rises from its natural rock foundations
as an uncompromising work of modernity.
The original plan has been completely
reconfigured to create a large and sunny,
welcoming entrance hall. Kitchen and
dining were moved upstairs and extended
with full height, frameless, glazing. Angled,
flat roofed extensions and the play of glazing
lend a particular drama. Simple materials
and colours were used throughout.”

“This is a landmark building. Set within a
wooded hilltop landscape, close to Alloa
town centre, this new college is both
inviting and stimulating. It is designed
to encourage social interaction between
learners and staff from different disciplines.
The plan responds to pragmatic issues such
as flat ground (for workshops and service
yard) and safe vehicle access. This building
respects its users and creates a stimulating
environment for learning. Embracing views
to the Ochils, this is a powerfully expressive
new focus for the town.”
paul zanre

andrew lee

wooded landscaped setting. It blends
industrial history with, predominantly
timber-clad, new-build to create delightful
contemporary living space. Existing walls
embrace sheltered garden courtyards.
The plan is typically one room deep, with
simple linear circulation connecting into
garden ‘rooms’ and the natural surrounds.
The existing fabric has been respected,
incorporated, amended and extended,
without resorting to pastiche.”

dave morris
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Heriot’s Centre for Sport &

Bogbain Mill, Lochussie, by

Exercise, Edinburgh

Maryburgh

LDN Architects LLP (Client: George

Rural Design

Heriot’s Trust)

“This ingenious conversion of a rural
mill juxtaposes old and new to create
a unique and elegant home within a

“This is a complex and intelligent response
to a very difficult site. The appearance of the
building belies its innovative use of timber.
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Morningside Parish Church, Edinburgh
LDN Architects

Skylight International Ltd
75 Birkmyre Road
Glasgow G51 3JH
Phone 0141 445 6655, 0141 445 4219
info@skylight.co.uk

Skylight International are designers,
manufacturers and installers
of innovative glazing solutions.
Now in our 25th year.
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Model ‘D’ House, Insch
Gokay Deveci Chartered Architect
(Client: Sylvan Stuart Ltd. Timber
Engineers and Log Construction)

“Although the shape of this house is
familiar, drawing upon the architectural
language of traditional agricultural
buildings, the external envelope is anything
but. Large windows take advantage of the
solar gain and maximise views. An external
rain screen provides shading and privacy.
This ingenious and spacious home’s highly
energy efficient approach reduces costs.
The Model ‘D’ House is a superb model for
affordable housing stock in the countryside
and a private endeavour worthy of
significant public support.”

Loch Leven Bird Hide, Fife
Icosis Architects (Client: The Rural
Access Committee for Kinross-shire

“With its splayed entrance welcoming
in visitors, this small, superbly crafted
structure is part hide, part bridge and part
screening of an enclosed viewing platform.
The gaps between the boards reduce wind
loading and restrict visual disruption for
the birds. The structure and inner faces are
stained dark, emphasising the horizontality
of the external boards. This building
cleverly addresses the needs of visitors.
Its raw, elemental form and avoidance of
the orthogonal is an appropriate foil to the
natural environment.”

chris bowes

(TRACKS))

Scotsman Steps, Edinburgh
McGregor Bowes + Haworth
Tompkins with Martin Creed (Client:
Fruitmarket Gallery, City of

important shortcut within Scotland’s
multi-layered capital was sadly neglected.
Vandalism had created a threatening
environment. Works included structural
and masonry repairs, new leadwork, repair
and painting of iron grilles, cleaning of
glazed bricks, new iron gates and reglazing.
Artist Martin Creed introduced different
and contrasting marbles which enliven the
climb, adding a new visitor experience to
Edinburgh’s riches. The external structure
is also revealed as full of delight.”
paul zanre

Set within the existing school campus,
this building provides state-of-the-art
accommodation. The need for large volumes
demanded careful handling of the building’s
mass. Studio space on the first floor links
directly with the Sports Hall. The timber
lining gives the main spaces visual richness
and a feeling of welcome throughout. “

stuart johnstone

doolan 2012

Wester Coates House, Edinburgh
Zone Architects

“This superb new villa in a conservation
area provides a distinctive new home
on a tight site. The building utilises high
quality natural materials and a very
restrained external form to embrace high
specification interiors, infused with light.
The stone cubic form of the house is split
to allow light deep into the stairwell. Its
plan is ingenious, generating generous
rooms, easy, uncluttered circulation
and moments of real delight. The
predominantly glazed south side of the
building opens out to embrace the rear
private garden.”

Edinburgh Council and Edinburgh
World Heritage)

“Long a favourite, but, at times, intimidating,
connection between the Old and New
Towns, built between 1899 and 1902 this
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Tolbooth Steeple, Glasgow – John Boyd (1626)

The Future of Scotland’s Past
The RIAS’ half day conference on 9th October
2012 highlighted the challenges and
opportunities facing Scotland’s immensely
valuable legacy of heritage properties. The
presentations covered an overview of current
legislation, the role of Historic Scotland
across the sector, the increasing role of
preservation trusts in project delivery and
an update on the Scottish Government’s
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position on VAT. this first set of papers from
the conference reflects the presentations by
lord prosser, ian walford and michael lynch.
further papers by liz davidson, dave brown and
anne mcchlery will feature in the spring 2013
issue of the quarterly.
Fiona MacDonald RIAS reviewed the day’s
proceedings.
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the future of scotland’s past
Fiona joined Edinburgh World Heritage as conservation architect in 2000 and manages the grants
programme. She works closely with proprietors and professionals on schemes of improvement and
repair, to target funds and help develop collaborative projects which conserve and enhance the
World Heritage Site and encourage economic regeneration in the city.
The half-day conference ‘The Future of Scotland’s Past’ at
the Storytelling Centre, Edinburgh explored the challenges
and opportunities in dealing with our unique historic built
environment. The event was chaired by historian Professor
Michael Lynch Hon FRIAS.
Particular reference was made to Historic Scotland’s recently
published Corporate Plan for 2012 -15 and their pivotal role across
the sector. Speakers helped identify links between legislation,
government objectives and how people actually live. A strong
underlying thread ran through the afternoon, with presenters
demonstrating passion, integrity and optimism for the future of
our historic buildings. But it was clear that choices had to be made.
Lord Willie Prosser Hon FRIAS gave an overview of the
Legal Framework in Scotland. He explained how laws regulating
the protection of our heritage have evolved to reflect changes
in attitude. He reminded us that laws were necessary and that
without them the best of our rich architectural heritage would not
have survived.
Protection first began in 1780 with the formation of the
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland. Then with the introduction of
the railways in the early 19th century, major changes in society
led to the establishment of the Ancient Monument Protection Act
in 1882. The first listing scheme came under the Town & Country
Planning (Scotland) Act of 1947. Conservation Areas were created
in the mid 1960s.
Lord Prosser stressed that our heritage was one of Scotland’s
greatest assets, and that regulation was necessary to protect it. He
emphasised that the quality of information on which decisions
are based directly determines the quality of the end product. It
follows that adequate research and survey work have to be carried
out so that rigorous intellectual assessment is possible and wellinformed decisions can be made. Short-term policy makes the
headlines for short-term gain, but this could be at the expense of a
more enduring asset for the future.
Ian Walford, acting Chief Executive of Historic Scotland
(HS), explained how the Policy Framework, outlined in their
new Corporate Plan, set out the government’s ambitious aims
and aspirations for Scotland’s historic built environment. He
was confident that as international heritage tourism grows, new
technologies will help to raise awareness of the value of our cities
and towns across Scotland.
Ian acknowledged that, beyond 2014, challenging times would

make accountability and prudence ever more essential, along with
the need to better raise awareness of cultural and social values
of the historic built environment. Through its protection, jobs
could be created and traditional skills promoted. This will help the
tourist industry, but more importantly there will be long-term
benefits to society from the feeling of well-being that a healthy
environment creates. He stressed the need for a national strategy
across the whole country, with the state and property owners
working together to protect our heritage.
In a time of diminishing resources he emphasised that historic
properties need to be seen as assets, of great economic value, with
communities taking more responsibility for their care. He was
pleased to report that the new National Conservation Centre in
Stirling was due to be ready in 2015 and that Historic Scotland was
committed to maintaining funding levels in grant programmes
across the country.
Liz Davidson OBE is Principal of City Design within
Development and Regeneration Services with Glasgow City
Council. She explained how, in 2010, Historic Scotland had given
Glasgow Council delegated authority, which in effect meant more
powers to proceed with not-contentious cases in managing the
historic environment. This had helped to encourage fast and
effective development in the city and was extended to cover
Category ‘A’ listed buildings in 2012.
She was however comforted by the fact that Historic Scotland
still kept a watching brief over the decision-making process,
which helped to mitigate some of the pressures local authorities
sometimes face from developers.
Liz commended the work of Building Preservation Trusts with
their success in helping communities to drive projects forward.
With much good humour and conviction she persuaded us that
great things could and would be achieved.
A Question & Answer session concluded the first part of the
conference, when concern was expressed at the apparent shrinking
conservation resources throughout Scotland. The need to help
owners maintain their properties and better raise awareness of the
built heritage through education programmes and the media was
supported. Grant programmes were also seen as a positive way of
helping people to help themselves.
Professor Michael Lynch Hon FRIAS was Chair of the Ancient
Monuments Board for Scotland from 1996-2003. He explained
how Scotland has more recorded heritage than any other part of
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the United Kingdom. Although there were about the same number
of listed buildings in Scotland per head of population as there are
in England, Scotland has many more Scheduled Monuments and
Properties in Care than England.
Professor Lynch was concerned that government cuts would
in effect result in a 33% reduction in investment in the historic
built environment in Scotland between 2010 and 2015 and that, as
a result, the ongoing process of listing had now stopped and other
core activities could suffer.
He suggested that Historic Scotland’s current acquisition
policy might be revisited, to ensure that its objective was not
just for potential economic gain. He accepted that Ancient
Monuments are not vote winners, but stressed that we owe it to
future generations to pass on Scotland’s valuable legacy of heritage
properties in good repair.
Dave Brown is a VAT Consultant who specialises in advising
property owners on VAT and listed buildings. He led us through
the challenges of VAT and ongoing debate as to what rate should
be charged and confirmed that if the incorrect VAT rate had been
charged, it was possible to go back four years to have the project
re-assessed.
Following the removal of zero-rating on approved alterations
to listed properties on 1st October 2012, he explained how VAT
relief could still be applicable for dwellings, residential homes
and charities which are not businesses until 30 September 2015.
However to be eligible for this VAT relief, Listed Building Consent
must have been obtained and work began by 21 March and H M
Revenue & Customs could only deal directly with the contractor.
He reported that, despite a recommendation from the Scottish
Government to reduce VAT to 5% for repairs to homes, this had
unfortunately not been supported by the UK Government.

Anne McChlery is Director of the Glasgow Building
Preservation Trust, a charity which celebrated its 30th birthday
this year. Anne outlined with passion the economic benefits of
bringing new projects forward. Their success contributed to the
economy by levering in an additional £10 for every £1 of initial
investment.
With before and after photos she showed how a building at
risk such as Castlemilk Stables had been transformed (by Elder
and Cannon Architects). This project had been led by the local
community and supported by the Trust.
She demonstrated how Building Preservation Trusts could
help save historic buildings for the benefit of the public, through
tackling problem buildings on the ‘at risk’ register. These projects
acted as a catalyst for regeneration, could lever in grants, create
jobs, help support others and improve the economy.
In summing up Neil Baxter applauded the work of Glasgow
Building Preservation Trust which he said was ‘grounded in
reality’. He stressed the need for Ministers to be able to take advice
from the experts in their field, to ensure that we learn from the
past and make better informed decisions for the future.

Govan Old Parish Church – Robert Rowand Anderson (1888)

Gallery of Modern Art – David Hamilton (1832)
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Conclusion
Cutting corners may appear attractive for short term gain, however
this may be at the expense of long-term benefits to society. With
diminishing resources, we need even more to make the most
of what we have. We can do this by harnessing the energy and
enthusiasm of the community, to take us forward and help realise
our aspirations for the future. It is in our own hands to shape the
future, so let us ensure that informed choices can be made.
Fiona MacDonald RIAS
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Legal Frameworks
Lord Willie Prosser Hon FRIAS and Malcolm Cooper Hon FRIAS
Introduction
For most people, most of the time, the law is irrelevant to their
daily lives. However, the law which regulates the protection of
our heritage is of vital importance, daily, for all those involved in
that protective exercise. This is partly because the law tells those
who have executive power and all those who advise them, what
they can do with those powers and what they should be doing in
order to meet the responsibilities which come with and are the
justification of power.
It has been some 130 years since the first protective legislation
for heritage was enacted in Britain. This paper is a brief look at
how heritage legislation has evolved and developed in Scotland
over the intervening period. Throughout this time Government
has sought to answer a number of key questions:
• should the State become involved in protecting heritage
through the use of legislation?
• what is it that we should be protecting and who decides?
• should the state directly manage certain key sites and
monuments or should this be left entirely to the private
sector?
• should the protective systems be implemented at national or
local level?
• how do we decide what level of change to heritage assets is
acceptable?
• who are we protecting heritage for and how do we release its
potential?
This is a complex subject. In such a brief overview, it will not
be possible to explore some of the subtleties of the legislation.
However it is worthwhile to draw out the main themes. Because
the law has always evolved – it is a reflection of changing public
attitudes and wishes. That indeed is why it matters.
Before legislation
Scotland has had a long antiquarian tradition. The Society of
Antiquaries of Scotland, for example, was founded well over two
hundred years ago in 1780. There was also some State involvement
in the repair of historic sites in the Government’s ownership in the
18th and 19th centuries. The Scottish Office of Works under Robert
Reid, for example, undertook repairs at number of sites such as
Elgin Cathedral, Dunfermline Abbey and Glasgow Cathedral in the
19th century.
The vast majority of significant sites and monuments,

however, relied for their survival on sympathetic landowners, the
use of restrictive covenants or simple benign neglect. Nonetheless,
increasing numbers of sites were being lost across Britain as a
result of the significant changes in society, such as the massive
urban development, rural changes and burgeoning transport
infrastructure of the 18th and 19th centuries.
Ancient Monuments
Historically Government was exceptionally reluctant to interfere
with private property rights. However, after a long campaign, the
first legislation – the Ancient Monuments Protection Act – arrived
on the statute books in 1882. It was highly limited in scope – it
identified a very small number of prehistoric sites which were
considered worthy of protection. The process was voluntary on
the part of the landowner and the penalties for damage were
exceptionally weak.
The Ancient Monuments Act was amended on a number of
occasions over the next 70 years, increasing its scope in order that
medieval monuments, such as ruined castles and abbeys, could
be protected. However a number of key principles for ancient
monuments were established:
• ancient monuments by the act of designation would be
deemed to be of national importance,
• they were regarded as museum-pieces – albeit out of doors - to
be conserved and protected as found,
• consistently with that “museum” approach and a feeling
that it was not for the state to intrude on private ownership,
buildings and structures in residential and related uses could
not be protected under the legislation,
• the responsibility for designation and for granting consent lay
at a national level, however applicants could elect to go to a
public local inquiry,
• provisions also existed to take monuments into state
ownership or guardianship.
Historic Buildings
In the early 1930s planning and housing legislation began to
include provisions which allowed planning authorities to introduce
schemes to protect existing buildings and objects of architectural,
historic or artistic interest and to introduce preservation orders.
Developing out of these earlier pieces of legislation, it was the 1947
Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act which first envisaged
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‘listing’ as we understand it today. However this was held back by
the lack of inventories or lists of significant buildings which were
to be protected.
The work of the 4th Marquess of Bute, the National Trust for
Scotland and the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical
Monuments of Scotland was to be important in terms of the
creation of early lists. However key to the subsequent protection
was the move away from the voluntary preparation of lists to
the introduction of a formal process undertaken by Government
– credited in Scotland to Ian Lindsay, working with the bodies
already mentioned above.
As with ancient monuments, there would be a consent process,
by which proposed works would be assessed and penalties for
unauthorised works.
As with the ancient monuments legislation, historic buildings
legislation has seen significant expansion and change in the
intervening period. However the key principles established were:
• the decision over what was to be listed rested at national level,
• listing introduced a series of categories of importance,
• the decision over consent rested with the local authority with
the state holding reserved powers (appeal process available).
Recent changes have removed the need to involve the State/
Historic Scotland with certain types of minor works which
previously added unnecessary delays and duplication of effort.
The overarching principle is that there is an emphasis on keeping
the building in use. Proposals for change should be determined in
terms of the overall impact on the elements which make a building
worthy of listing.
Conservation Areas
In the case of town centres it was recognised that the value and
visual amenity of historic buildings and monuments often lay, not
with individual buildings and monuments, but on groups together
with the spaces between them. In the mid 1960s therefore
conservation area legislation was introduced for the first time.
This new legislation essentially allowed local authorities
to designate specific areas within which they could adjudge
development proposals in terms of their broader impact on the
overall appearance and significance of the area. Consent would
be needed, for example, for the demolition of unlisted buildings
in a conservation area. The local authority could also introduce
additional planning restrictions in order to help manage the
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impact of small incremental changes over time.
The key principles were:
• conservation areas would be designated by local authorities
subject to agreement by Government,
• consent processes would be determined by local authorities,
with reserve powers falling to the Government (appeal process
available),
• powers granted to introduce additional restrictions to avoid
minor incremental change.
Other heritage designations
More recently other types of heritage assets have come under
legislative protection, either through provisions within the landuse planning legislation – such as historic gardens and landscapes
– or other legislation, such as the amendment to the Ancient
Monuments Act in Scotland to allow the designation of Historic
Battlefield sites. In both of these cases, designation is undertaken
nationally and protection undertaken locally with (once again)
the Government holding reserve powers. Marine heritage – both
remains of vessels and historic landscapes now underwater has
been brought under the provisions of the Marine Scotland Act.
There are many other archaeological sites, buildings and other
heritage assets which are not designated. However they may be
identified on local Historic Environment Records and on the
Royal Commission’s national database and become a material
consideration in the land use planning process.
Grant-aid
I should mention in passing that in addition to the designation
and consents process, government have various powers under
legislation – the powers are complex and I won’t detain us here
by exploring this - to give grants towards the protection and
management of historic assets or to defray costs being met by
others to this end. This power reflects a recognition that the State
has a real responsibility to help to bring about the protection
which the law has said is appropriate.
The current situation
In summary, heritage protection in Scotland is currently achieved
through:
i the Historic Buildings and Ancient Monuments Act 1953
ii the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979
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iii the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) (Scotland)
Act 1997
iv the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 (and related)
v the Marine (Scotland) Act 2010
vi the Historic Environment (Amendment) (Scotland) Act 2011
It is important though also to recognise that in terms of the
implementation of this legislation, there are a number of key
policy documents. Most important of these is the Scottish Historic
Environment Policy (SHEP) and Scottish Planning Policy.
Recent changes
Scottish Ministers sought to improve the heritage legislation
by introducing the Historic Environment (Amendment) (Scotland)
Act 2011. This elegant piece of amending legislation sought to
remove anomalies and problem areas which had become apparent
over the lifetime of the various strands of legislation. By way of
example, one change has been the introduction of a Certificate of
Immunity from listing for buildings currently the focus of specific
or area planning applications – a mechanism which has existed in
England and Wales for very many years but was regrettably absent
in Scotland. It most often enables businesses to get certainty
while also providing a mechanism to identify outstanding subjects
before plans for their destruction are developed – a win-win.
Issues
Over the past century we have seen huge improvement in our
understanding of the historic environment, in the mechanisms
used to ensure both protection and managed change and in
our use of heritage to enrich lives, whether through offering
employment, contributing to national and local identify, or to
Scotland’s increasing important tourism industry. But there
are significant challenges ahead. Heritage management is about
protecting heritage assets for a purpose.
Maintaining information quality
Key to all heritage management - and the enjoyment that comes
from our heritage - is the quality of the information on which
decisions are based. This must be rooted in continued surveys,
intellectually rigorous assessment of significance, and the
maintenance of high quality and accessible records. The statutory
designation process within HS is of fundamental importance. It

is also crucial that uncertainties over RCAHMS be resolved as
rapidly as possible to enable the continuation of that important
service. Our heritage management must maintain its strong
academic basis, its credibility and public support. This seems to me
fundamental. Our heritage regulation framework has long been
among the best in the world – the future of Scotland’s heritage
relies upon the continuing strength of our law, policy and action.
Regulation is necessary
Regulation is the basis on which we can curate what is valuable for
the future. However regulation rarely produces good news stories
and bodies such as Historic Scotland are vulnerable to our political
masters moving resources towards activities which generate shortterm good publicity at a cost of their longer-term responsibilities.
HS and Scottish Ministers must be seen to actively support
regulation even, at times, in the face of adverse publicity. One
cannot sufficiently emphasise the importance of powerful, strong
based, advice in keeping politicians on the rails and preventing
weak or unthinking misuse of power.
Checks and balances
There is always a danger that local decision-making will be based
on short-term local interests. There is a key need therefore for
Government to continue to hold – and to use – its reserve powers
to ensure that longer-term broader interests are given sufficient
weight in decision-making. Similarly there is a need to rebuild
and reinforce a vibrant private and amenity sector which is not
reliant on Historic Scotland or any other branch of Government
for its funds and therefore able to act as both a major delivery
mechanism and in corporate forums (like the RIAS and others) as
a critical friend.
Short term policy
Legislation, the statute which underpins the actions of
Government is one thing. However it is all too easy to change the
policy framework underlying the legislation. This can radically
alter the outcome of the heritage management process. This can
be a benefit – helping to sort out commonly-recognised problems
– or a disbenefit – potentially expediting political short-termism
to the detriment of the longer-term interests of Scotland and its
people.
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Funding
The original intention of heritage funding was to offset the cost
to owners of maintaining their heritage where this maintenance
would not generate a return. However income generation is
increasingly a key determinant of whether support is available.
I can see how this arises. But it will often be paradoxical and
an evasion of responsibility in the very cases where support is
most needed. We must never lose sight of the most needy cases,
they are after all often needy because there is no local income to
support them, or any opportunity to generate funds from their
exploitation. After all as a society we fully endorse the purchase of
works by great artists without any expectation of a direct return
– we must place the same emphasis on the cairns, castles and
cottages that are the soul of Scotland.
Resourcing
The increasing requirement for local authorities to manage the
heritage comes at a time when they are cutting staff and not
seeking qualified professionals to carry out the work. It cannot be
a tick-box exercise but this is an increasing problem in the absence
of skills.
International Perspective
Scotland prides itself on having strong links with Europe and being
a leader in many fields. As such, we must maintain our heritage in
accordance with international best practice.

Glasgow Cathedral (from 1200)

We have good law in this area
We must apply it with care – but we must apply it. We have effective
checks and controls to manage change. Our built heritage, properly
managed, is an enduring asset. Once gone, it is gone forever.
Lord Willie Prosser Hon FRIAS and Malcolm
Cooper Hon FRIAS

Pearce Institute, Govan – Robert Rowand Anderson (1905)
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challenges and opportunities
ian walford
There are significant challenges but also tremendous
opportunities ahead for all of us with an interest in Scotland’s
historic environment. As Chief Executive of Historic Scotland,
representing the Scottish Government, I must stress, at the outset,
the Government’s unshakeable commitment to our heritage.
The Cabinet Secretary said in her speech at our conference
earlier this year that Ministers care deeply about Scotland’s
historic environment. They are very well aware that we have an
amazingly rich and diverse legacy of architecture and archaeology
that we must continue to treasure and celebrate. They recognise
the power of the historic environment to inspire, to educate, and
to enhance our lives in many different ways.
The Government’s passion for Scotland’s historic environment
is reflected in HS’s current Corporate Plan. In this document we
have set out our vision for the whole historic environment. It is
a vision which is firmly in line with the Government’s ambitious
programme for Scotland. To quote:
“Our vision is of a well understood, creatively managed
and fully appreciated historic environment. We believe that it
should be shared by all, continue to make a significant economic
contribution and be handed on with pride and confidence to the
next generation”.
It shows how the historic environment can contribute to
successful outcomes in so many areas of cultural, economic and
social activity - and thus to the Government’s overall purpose of
creating a more successful country with opportunities for all to
flourish through sustainable economic growth.
So, on the plus side we have a vision of what we all want
to achieve as set out in our Corporate Plan. We have fantastic
historic assets, both buildings and archaeological sites. We have
the opportunities presented by new technology. We have many
highly skilled and enthusiastic people involved in the historic
environment, including many thousands of private property
owners. And international heritage tourism is growing. Of course,
there has been a blip across the whole UK this summer. But we are
confident that growth will resume next year.
On the other hand, every part of society and the economy is
suffering from the economic downturn. That feeds through into
depressed tax revenues, higher public borrowing and a very tough
public expenditure outlook. It is difficult to envisage a significant
uplift in UK public expenditure in the foreseeable future. In
this fiscal climate the public will justifiably ask the Government
to explain why any public money spent on old buildings and

archaeology could not be spent better on more nurses, teachers or
police officers. That is why we are bound to review very carefully
how we should go about trying to achieve the outcomes we all
want to see.
For example,
• how can we steward our historic environment more effectively
to maximise the outcomes we all desire?
• how can we do things differently, better and more economically?
• how can we generate even greater cultural and social value
from the same or a lower level of spending?
• how can the historic environment contribute most effectively
to the wider strategy of economic recovery and sustainable
economic growth?
• how can we most effectively tap into new thinking and ideas
without compromising quality?
That is the context for the fundamental review of policy for the
whole historic environment which we announced in our Corporate
Plan.
Our overriding objective is to develop a cohesive framework
and national strategy. This must enable everyone with an interest
to deliver the vision for the historic environment in a joined up,
proportionate way at a time of declining resources. The review
will help to ensure that the historic environment policy is firmly
aligned with wider Government policy in areas such as planning,
culture, tourism, the environment, architecture, skills, and
housing and regeneration.
A key theme which has already emerged from discussions with
stakeholders is about the balance between the role of the state
and that of property owners and communities. There must be
appropriate planning of the whole built environment as well as the
natural environment and archaeology; but ultimately the best way
of protecting traditionally constructed buildings (those which are
designated and the vast majority which aren’t) is to consider them
as assets, educating everyone about their value and economic and
practical benefits in the context of place-making.
We want a simplified system which puts community
empowerment at the heart of decision making – decision making
about the future of each community’s places, their landscapes,
their tourist attractions. We want a planning system which meshes
local accountability and distinctiveness with national standards
and appropriate national oversight and which is consistent with
the purpose of sustainable economic growth.
Together with RCAHMS and local authorities, Historic
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Scotland has already done a great deal to inform and empower
communities through work on the Historic Environment (HE) data
strategy. Using the opportunity that technology gives us we are
well on the way to fulfilling the vision of a HE public information
record which is accessible and regularly updated. This will make
regulation of as well as education about the HE much easier. It will
give real focus for the vital work of stewarding the HE.
As many of you will know, the Government has decided in
principle to create a new body by merging HS and RCAHMS. The
business case for merger is being developed in the context of the
policy review. We want to ensure that the new body protects and
is able to sustain the core functions and strengths of both existing
organisations within a new overall framework. As such the review
will be a microscope through which the roles of all the bodies
operating in the historic environment can be examined.
We are committed to being completely open and transparent
during the policy review. We also want radical thinking. Many
different views and theories about how to manage the historic
environment have been advanced over the years and decades. We
want to ensure that all these are put on the table during the review.
As the Cabinet Secretary said back in February as we launched
the policy review: “… we need to focus on the outcomes we wish
to achieve. We must avoid being too wedded to any particular
processes and structures”. That’s why we have already talked to
many people and spread invitations to the review working groups
widely. We are also in close contact with colleagues elsewhere in
the British Isles; and we are looking at international practice.
But we do need to be realistic – and alive to the risk of creating
uncertainty and paralysis by analysis. That is why, for example,
we and RCHAMS are continuing to do everything we can to make
sensible changes as we go along and reap early fruits from closer
joint working.
The aim is to produce recommendations for Ministers around
the turn of the year. Subject to their decisions this could form the
basis of a consultation paper prior to legislation and changes to
guidance.
Now to the debate about raising standards in caring for our
traditional buildings. Decay is inevitable. All we can do is preserve
the cultural value of buildings, or the aesthetic place- making value,
as long as we can. Our traditional buildings are an intrinsic part
of who we are and provide a solid basis for our tourism industry;
yet years of under-investment by building owners, with climate
change exacerbating the situation, is providing us with very
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significant challenges. Successive building condition surveys have
rung alarm bells. Climate change is exacerbating the situation.
The Government is working with the further education
sector and the construction industry to develop the capability
to train skilled workers in the various crafts. Historic Scotland is
developing a National Conservation Centre in Stirling which will
be ready in 2015. This will be the technical conservation focus for
the sector, where a broad audience can learn about traditional
materials and forms of construction, from professionals to young
people. A new technical conservation course is currently being
developed for delivery at the NCC and here we will also showcase
our scientific work in particular.
I also know that many RIAS members have done and are doing
leading-edge work in sensitive refurbishment and restoration and
thus championing the cause of older buildings.
Yet the general lack of demand for investment in the historic
environment means that not enough work is being created. This
is partly a function of the economic downturn. The Scottish
Government, through Historic Scotland, will continue to play an
important role in investing in the historic environment through
grants programmes. It is partly because of the slump in the market
that Ministers have committed to maintaining our investment
levels in cash terms.
There is more, however, that can be done to boost demand
– through education and by providing incentives and specific
measures. For example, Ministers have called repeatedly on the UK
Government to consider reducing the rate of VAT levied on repair
and maintenance work. So far, these requests have not met with
success. But nobody expected the last budget to include a proposal
to remove VAT relief on listed building alterations. The Cabinet
Secretary wrote opposing this on no fewer than three occasions.
Sadly, again, without success. I can assure you that Ministers will
continue to press for a reduction in VAT on repairs and maintenance.
Conclusion
I know that these are not easy times for the architecture profession
– and indeed for many others. In Historic Scotland we remain
committed to working with RIAS and the many other professional
and interest groups who play such a key role in maintaining,
promoting and enhancing the historic landscape of Scotland.
Ian Walford
Acting Chief Executive, Historic Scotland
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where we are now
professor michael lynch hon frias
These are my personal opinions, not those of RIAS or indeed of
anyone else. They are not the opinions of someone with an axe
to grind. Yes, the Ancient Monuments Board (AMB) which I
chaired was abolished in 2003, but the body which replaced it and
the Historic Buildings Council (HBC), the Historic Environment
Advisory Council for Scotland (HEACS) – did a fantastic job, a
better job in my view than AMB had. My opinions are not driven
by any party political bias. I am not a member of any political
party. In fact I was invited on to an SNP working party 12 years
ago on the issue of successors state partly because I had no party
political affiliations.
Where we are now
Or, where we think we are
Where we think we should be
Or, where we were told we would be
Where we are now?
It is one of the many curiosities of where we are now that
much of the situation is heavily dependent on a 65 year-old act
of parliament, the 1947 Town and Country Act. The provision for
the preservation of buildings of special architectural or historic
interest and the authority to draw up lists of such buildings – the
core function of Historic Scotland and its predecessor body – rests
on just two of the 62 clauses in the Act.
This is the result:
Listed Buildings
Scotland

UK

47,650

500,000 (est.)

within my time on AMB I saw how the Listing Team and Ancient
Monument Inspectors met and exceeded all prescribed annual
targets. Other categories have been added.
Gardens and Designed

England & Wales

345

432

This was an enormous achievement – the result of years of
dedicated and highly skilled work within Historic Scotland and
its predecessor body and by the equivalent bodies in England
and Wales. It is the very bedrock of our heritage. Consistently
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15 (8 from Scheduling, 7 from
28 (and growing)

So we now have in Scotland a rough equivalent of the number
of listed buildings as in England but a much higher proportion
of both scheduled monuments and properties in care than in
England. That poses a greater burden, of course, in terms of manhours and cost but it is also an inheritance to cherish and celebrate.
We have more built heritage.
It is another curiosity that there has never been a
comprehensive review, in the intervening 65 years, despite many
amendments to other parts of the Act, despite the issuing of a
series of Guidance Notes produced by HS, sometimes produced
with a measure of consultation, sometimes not. It took an external
body, since abolished – HEACS – to point this simple fact out in
its report of 2006, ‘Whether there is a need to review Heritage
Protection legislation no previous assessment had been made of
heritage protection legislation in Scotland as a whole’.
Will the forthcoming review of historic environment policy do
that? Its terms of reference are not particularly encouraging:
•

•
Scotland

641

Historic Marine Wrecks

Protection of Wrecks Act 1973)

8,200

Properties in care

Conservation Areas (from 1967)

Battlefields

(of c.460,000 pre-1919 buildings)
Scheduled Monuments

389

Landscapes (from 1987)

‘will carry out a fundamental review of the Scottish Historic
Environment Policy to ensure it supports delivery of the
Scottish Government’s commitment both to the historic
environment and sustainable economic growth …’
does then the core function of HS need new legislation and, if
so, in what areas does it most need redirection?

Where are we now?
The Ministry of Works, in the aftermath of the 1947 Act, took a
significant number of properties – over 70 – into care. This was
a process which had a noble purpose and it did much to save a
significant part of Scotland’s historic built heritage. It is one of
the reasons why Scotland has almost as many properties in care as
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has the whole of England – some 345 as opposed to England and
Wales’ 432.
The Ministry also, undoubtedly, bit off much more than it
could comfortably chew and it took many years for some of these
buildings to be appropriately conserved and longer still for some
of them to be opened to the public. In evidence to the Rowallan
Inquiry – a building which was not yet scheduled when taken
into state care in 1950. Asked if Rowallan would be taken into
care in similar circumstances today, my obvious answer was that
it was virtually inconceivable. This was another issue addressed
by HEACS : ‘Whether a Property should be taken into state care’
(2006).
Does Historic Scotland still have a viable
acquisitions policy?
There is of course a review of the HS estate policy currently
ongoing. But what is its underlying purpose? Is it to rationalise,
rebalance, augment or reduce the estate? Is it to add to the
educational experience offered by the estate or to increase its
representativeness? If there is a need for change are there any
other paramount reasons other than cost-cutting. And who, at
bottom, will decide – despite the consultation offered. Here, it is
worth remembering that in 2009 when the Minister (then Mike
Russell) agreed to devise an acquisition policy which would be
subject to public consultation, he specifically rejected the offer
of professional advice from HEACS as to what might be suitable
candidate for taking into state care. Not all acquisitions will be like
Moubray House in the Royal Mile – a money spinner for HS. But
that does not make them any less deserving.
Where we were told we would be?
In 2003, to justify the abolition of AMBS and the HBC, the draft
legislation argued the following:
“Devolution itself has reduced the need for NDPBs to exist to
advise Ministers on the built heritage: we now have Ministers
who have the built heritage as a key element of their portfolio
and we have the Committees of the Scottish Parliament
itself to look at what we do.”

when the average time in post was less than 12 months? We had
ten different ministers or deputy ministers responsible for culture
in the ten years from 1999 to 2009. Fiona Hyslop was that tenth
minister. The responsibilities of these ministers recurrently varied:
Sam Galbraith: Environment, Sports and Culture, Mike Watson:
Sports and Culture and so on.
The same lottery of responsibilities continued under the SNP
administration: Linda Fabiani: Europe, External Affairs, Culture,
Mike Russell: Culture, External Affairs, the Constitution, Fiona
Hyslop: Culture and External Affairs. More closely defined, the
Cabinet Secretary’s responsibilities cover External Affairs, Europe,
Culture and the Arts, Broadcasting, Architecture, Built Heritage,
Lottery Funding, Historic Scotland, National Records of Scotland
and Major Events Strategy.
This is a more focused remit than that of many of her
predecessors, but it surely is also a remit which needs a range of
expert professional advice.
Again in 2003, the draft legislation put forward by Henry
McLeish’s administration said this:
“Day-to-day advice on built heritage issues is now provided by
Historic Scotland’s own staff, who have built up a considerable
level of expertise over all issues relating to the protection and
interpretation of Scotland’s archaeological and built heritage.
Historic Scotland employs a wide range of professional staff,
some of whom have European or worldwide reputations in their
field of expertise.”
There was some considerable justice in that claim in 2003.
But after a number of retirements and losses in the Inspectorate,
is there more or less substance to that claim in 2012? And more
importantly, does their senior management team listen to this
expertise and advise ministers accordingly?
Harry Burns is a senior medical expert advising Ministers
on the health of Scotland’s people. Why is there not a similarly
qualified and highly regarded architectural historian advising
ministers on the health of Scotland’s built environment?
Let me turn back to listing. Here is an excerpt from SHEP,
presently under consultation:

There is an element of truth in this but arguably no more than
that. Prior to the current holder of the post, how realistically was
it possible for Culture Ministers to take a grip of their portfolio
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St Andrews by the Green, Glasgow – William Paull,
Andrew Hunter and Thomas Thomson (1752)

SHEP
Annex 2: Criteria For Determining Whether A Building is of
Special Architectural or Historic Interest For Listing
1. The criteria can only provide a framework within which
professional judgement is exercised in reaching individual
decisions.
2. To be listed, a building needs not be functioning for the
purpose originally intended.
3. The principles of selection for statutory listing are broadly:
a. age and rarity;
b. architectural or historic interest;
c. close historical association.
I would want to make two points here:
(a) Professional judgement is always to some extent a subjective
business however strict the criteria set down are – and they
are commendably strict and a strong element of expertise is
built up within the Listing Team to ensure as far as reasonably
possible uniformity and advice of a third party and dialogue is
always sought.
(b) BUT we need to consider relisting as well as listing. There are
gaps in coverage, through no fault of HS. I’ll come to this in a
moment but let’s note for the moment that the programme to
complete the resurvey has been stopped on cost grounds.
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Let’s look more closely at the criteria.
Age and Rarity
All buildings erected before 1840 (pre-Victorian and the arrival
of the railways) which are of notable quality and survive
predominantly in their original form have a strong case. The year
1840 was selected because of the changes which followed, in terms
of the greater standardisation of materials and design, improved
communications and the birth of the architectural press.
Buildings put up between 1840 and 1945 which are of special
architectural or historic interest and of definite character either
individually or as part of a group may be listed.
Some cut-off date was necessary and it was good that it was
pushed as late as 1840 when something like 1800 would have
probably been more administratively convenient. But in Scotland
1840 as a cut-off means at least two major categories of buildings
were excluded: 1843 saw The Disruption, the break-up of the
national church and the establishment of literally hundreds of
Free Church structures. On top of that, mass Catholic migration
and immigration in the half century after 1840 saw a large number
of Catholic churches built. Both Free Church and Catholic new
churches exercised a highly significant impact on the townscape
and, to a lesser extent, on the rural landscape. Today, we have
significant numbers of decommissioned churches, some of which
for this very reason, fall outside the normal listing procedures.
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It took over 20 years to take action to preserve an iconic
structure, one of the most important buildings in international
terms of Scotland’s Victorian architecture, St Vincent Street
Church. Why was it not a candidate for being taken into care of
the state?
The other factor impacting on the townscape was the legislation
of 1835, the Burgh Police Act, allowing the creation of police burghs.
Further Police Acts in 1850 and 1862 gave established burghs
the legislative opportunity to build new municipal amenities of
various kinds – town halls, other municipal buildings, waterworks,
gasworks.
But what, you may say, of the following clause, that buildings
of a date later than 1840 ‘of special architectural or historic interest
and of definite character’ may be added to listings. That is true.
But it is a catch-up process and a very large-scale one, at that. The
sheer size of the task – in both these areas – made all-inclusion
a virtually impossible task, one that can only be achieved by
systematic future effort over years, if not decades.
Added to that, we have to consider how often and how fully
the listings are reviewed. An ongoing process of review of listings
was in process until a few years ago. It has now virtually come to
a dead stop. Much the same can be said of the ongoing review
of schedulings. I well remember the remarkable results of a
scheduling expedition to Isla in the early 2000s. That ambition has
not completely come to an end. There is, it is true, for example in
the current year, a project centred on parts of Argyll, with some 130
new schedulings in prospect. But this is a process which has been
very substantially reduced from its momentum of ten years ago.
The result is that some parts of Scotland are well covered by
both listings and relistings. One half of the Borders area is well
covered but the other half is not. Parts of Perth and Kinross have
not experienced relisting. Other parts of the country are well
covered in terms of scheduling. Others far less so.
The result: a heritage post-code lottery?
Coming back to my original second set of questions – what we have
been told. What have we been told about government funding of
Historic Scotland?
Here are the figures in the current Corporate Plan.

(£M)

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

47.0

45.3

40.3

35.7

The scale of savings is said to be 25%. In fact, the cut is greater
than that, if allowance is made for inflation across the three years,
something of the order of 27%. But these are very deceptive figures
because they use a flat base line, from 2011-12 onwards. Let’s go
back to the figures in the Budget Spending Review of 2007 to get a
more accurate figure.

(£M)

2008-9

2009-10

2010-11

48.029

49.279

50.279

Let’s now look at a truer picture:
2008-9 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15
(£M)

48.029

49.279

50.279

47.0

45.3

40.3

35.7

So, if we take the true base line of just over £50 million and
allow for four years of inflation, what is the result? A neutral
allocation figure, allowing for modest inflation, in 2014-15 would
be £54.94. It is £35.7. Using the base line actual allocation for 201011, this is a cut [of a fraction under] 33% (32.64%) Put another way,
how far back do we have to go to a year when the government
allocation was lower than what it will be in in 2014? The answer is
2002 [£34m].
I was surprised when I worked out these figures. I was surprised
that more has not been made of them. I am not surprised that
there has been a virtual conspiracy of silence at Holyrood, across
the parties I should say – despite Henry McLeish’s assurances that
devolution would safeguard government protection of Scotland’s
heritage. Ancient monuments and historic buildings are not
natural vote winners. Having tried to grasp the true impact of
these figures – not the sanitised ones in the Corporate Plan – I am
not surprised about how bad has been the impact of these cuts
and the management culture which underpins them on the morale
of the highly dedicated staff within Historic Scotland or those who
have chosen to leave in the last three years or so.
The Minister in both 2009 and the new Minister in February of
this year talked of doing more for less. Fiona Hyslop in February
2012 also proclaimed the strategy of ‘Managing Scotland’s historic
environment creatively’ (2012). What do these words really mean?
Creatively? Leadership role? Championing? Vision? When cuts
reach the level of 33%, frankly more for less becomes impossible.
And no amount of reaching for a Thesaurus of positive spin will
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cover the gaps. Something has to give, especially if HS has to do
more and be seen to do more in certain areas.
My question is this. What impact will cuts of this magnitude
have on the core function of HS – and the core responsibility of
Ministers – to protect, conserve and maintain? - words which are
noticeably absent in the current Corporate Plan or hugely reduced
in visibility compared with every other corporate report.
I have my suspicions. Compare the key phrases of previous
Corporate Plans, such as that of 2008-11,

Conservation and maintenance of properties in
care;
• Advice and grants to assist with conservation and
management of ancient monuments;
• Encouraging archaeological surveys and excavation
at those sites threatened by natural forces or
development where preservation is not possible;
• Taking properties into State care”.
(Review of the Structure and Functions of Historic Scotland, 2004)

“We have a direct responsibility to protect and enhance the
properties in our care, which we will do through systematic
monitoring and carefully prioritised investment in conservation.
… We will continue to identify through listing and scheduling
those assets we consider merit statutory protection. We will
work more effectively with local authorities to ensure that
decisions on proposals to alter listed buildings are based on a
proper understanding of the building and of the impact of the
proposals, and are taken without undue delay.”
Corporate Plan, 2008-11, clause 1.8

Where and how, I would ask, are protection and conservation
going to be managed ‘more creatively’? We have seen two examples
where this is already happening – listing and scheduling. Listing
of buildings and other structures is an ongoing task. It requires
listing and relisting. Buildings come on to and come off the list
as part of the natural process. This is as it should be. History is
an-ongoing process. Who are the partners that the Minister spoke
– the partners that HS will lead? They are, in large measure, cashstrapped local authorities.
These two sets of processes, listing and relisting, scheduling and
new area-based scheduling, even when they operated, were subject
to the whim/inclination of local authorities. Some authorities were
both enthusiastic and rigorous in their procedures. Others less so.
Orkney stood and still stands at one end of that spectrum on the
archaeological front. There are various candidates for the foot of
the table. East Dunbartonshire is one of them, to the extent that
I have heard it said that this was an authority which seemed to be
in denial of its past.
Add to the picture then local authorities where the sense of
communal identity has been strained or diluted by two sets of
changes in local government inflicted in the space of less than a
generation – uniquely in the UK and probably near-uniquely in
Europe too. Add to that the enormous and mounting strain on
local authorities told to do more with less economic resources.
So add to that too the deskilling of key areas in local authority
management – in planning departments, in archaeological
services, in archives, in libraries. Where, taken across Scotland as
a whole, is the commitment and the human resources and the will
to fulfil the partnerships Ministers are so keen to talk about?
The rhetoric of Minsters and necessarily, in turn, the position
statements of HS are, it seems to me, long on aspirations and
vision but short on actual commitments, and particularly short

Or, still more explicitly in the Plan of 2004:
“The work of the organisation is guided by the following
objectives:
• To protect and conserve Scotland’s built heritage;
• To encourage public appreciation and enjoyment of
Scotland’s built heritage;
• To play an active role in the development and success of
social, economic and environmental policies; and
• To be effective and efficient in its work.
Historic Scotland does this by
• Providing statutory protection through:
• Scheduling monuments of national importance;
• Listing buildings of special architectural or historical
importance;
• Dealing with casework on scheduled monument and
listing building consents;
• Carrying out and facilitating conservation of historic
buildings and monuments of national importance
through:
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on re-emphasising the statutory duty of Ministers to protect and
conserve the historic environment. But the current aspirations
of Ministers and the vision of Historic Scotland seems almost to
envisage a historic environment somehow frozen in aspic. The
past is the past. But is it not more likely:
given the ever-quickening pace of technological change,
given Scotland’s ever-expanding population,
given the fast-growing need to revitalise urban spaces,
is it not more likely that future history will pose more demands
rather than less on the ongoing process of conservation and
management of the built heritage.
Here, I worry about ‘Visions’. As a historian I am naturally
sceptical of visions – whether of medieval mystics or 21st
century politicians. I’m also worried when I see that magic word
which adorns or afflicts almost every government policy paper –
sustainability.
Politicians have short careers and short-term ambitions
in terms of policy. Civil Servants have, at best, medium-term
ambitions and strategies. Their careers, fortunately, are usually
longer than those of politicians, Set against that, oddly, is the
instinct of the civil service, to encourage its personnel not to
develop any ‘area expertise’ which would be seen as ‘unreasonable
partiality’. Is that why staff within HS are moved around at regular
intervals? It is a strange way to foster professional expertise. The
professional elsewhere, the academic, the expert, by contrast, does
the opposite – trying to attain specific expertise.
Who is there in these circumstances to think in terms of 50
years or 100 years hence? The first Ancient Monuments Act came
into being in 1882 – 130 years ago. The practice of listing buildings
of ‘special architectural or historic interest’ came into being in
1947 – 65 years ago. The 1947 Act put protection in a much wider
context – it was what we might now call a holistic vision of the
built and historic environment. These were bold and far-seeing
initiatives. They were visionary. And we are still grateful for them.
What initiatives in the ‘new Scotland’ have been as bold or farseeing? We may be told we need policies to suit the times - we
need to take account of economic challenges. But abuse the pearl,
neglect or treat carelessly the historic built environment, neglect
or leave to fortune the evidence of what shaped our identity. what
Mike Russell in 2009 called ‘a key part of our national culture …
part of the dynamic of our culture’… and you will be left with

what? At best there will be stasis. More likely, there will be a slow
gradual but relentless process ot attrition and decay.
When does ‘managed sustainability’ become
‘managed decline’?
Let me turn back to the current Corporate Plan:
‘This Corporate Plan shows how Historic Scotland will take a
leadership role and work with its partners to fulﬁl the wideranging statutory responsibilities of Scottish Ministers in
relation to the historic environment.’
Let me end with a very simple point. Historic Scotland was
created in 1991 with the mission:
“To safeguard the nation’s built heritage and to promote its
understanding and enjoyment”.
Over the course of the years since 1991, by dint of enormous
and sustained effort by dedicated staff, HS hugely expanded and
improved the safeguarding of Scotland’s built heritage. I was
privileged to see some of this. But now, with no overseeing body,
no body to give sustained professional advice, no HEACS which
did a tremendous job, with no body to give independent strategic
advice, with less transparency rather than more, basic questions
need to be asked and answered:
Are those safeguards as fully in place now as they were in 2001?
Will they be as fully in place by 2014-15 as they were in 2001? Is it
fair to say this: It would take an eternal optimist – or a government
politician or a government agency – to answer ‘yes’.
Let me put this final point a different way: this government
in other areas of policy has shown that it is not afraid of taking
what can be unpopular decisions. Ancient monuments, historic
buildings are never going to be vote-winners. Protecting and
conserving them is a costly business. But what is the price of
doing less to look after them? It is a price that will be paid by our
grandchildren and their children. Will they look back to an age of
austerity in which wrong choices were made or no choices at all?
Professor Michael Lynch Hon FRIAS
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ten years on...

The Dictionary of
Scottish Architects
October 2012 was the tenth anniversary of the digital Dictionary
of Scottish Architects. What had been referred to appreciatively by
Professor David Walker’s colleagues in the 1970s and 80s as ‘David’s
Notes’, held securely in a filing cabinet in the Chief Inspector’s office,
researched and collated meticulously over the decades, has been
transformed into a world-wide commodity, satisfying 3.5 million
requests on the internet each year and growing.
The past ten years have seen huge changes to the Dictionary, not

sir rober rowand anderson, rias founder
portrait by john m aitken rsa

just in size, but in the way information is presented, the number and

has been undertaken on architectural cross-dressing, particularly in

geographical spread of users and the ways in which data is collected.

Dundee – doubtless a potentially rich seam for future study!)

When the project started Professor Walker anticipated

The new resources which have become available to researchers

conservatively that a complete A to Z of architects working in Scotland

for consolidating the pre-1940 entries in the last ten years have

in the years 1840-1940 (our initial time-frame) would total 1700

improved research and enabled understanding of a number of people

architects. By the time the first phase was completed in 2006 this had

who previously proved elusive. Ancestry research websites with birth

risen to 6500. There are now almost 15,000 separate entries. Since

marriage and death information, as well as census records are hugely

2008 we have been working on post-war architects. Some of these

useful. Similarly, the availability of digitised post office directories can

entries are still skeletal but are gradually being filled out as part of the

help chart changes in fortune of an individual.

ongoing maintenance and amendment, keeping the Dictionary fresh.
Images of architects and buildings now add a further dimension.

Digitised newspapers are a further boundless source. It is rare to
find no mention of architects, even those in the furthest reaches of

Since the Dictionary first became available over the internet in

Scotland with modest practices, in the local press at the time: whether

2006, it has grown on average by 28% each year. Considerable colour

they are advertising for contractors or acting as property letting

comes from the material submitted by our users. Information,

agents or responsible for the design of a local building. A combination

questions and corrections arrive daily from all over the world. This

of these resources enables us to build up an outline career.

correspondence has uncovered fascinating stories such as that of

As regards the post-war period, still under development, it is the

the Duguids who were builders in Aboyne and later Ballater. Of the

members of the profession themselves who have hugely improved and

second generation, Alexander emigrated to Australia after obtaining

enhanced the information gleaned from written sources. If your name

a qualification in architecture in Aberdeen. He set up practice in

is not yet there, please help us put that right. Interviews with older

Melbourne and went on to design some fine buildings [Monahans,

members have been recorded. Those with outstanding memories and

Melbourne]. The 1896 depression in Australia was probably responsible

considerable enthusiasm have provided key information, enriching

for his move to South Africa that year where he again prospered and

the entries on their colleagues: Eric Davidson, former Director of

designed a number of Scottish Baronial style houses.

the Scottish Health Service Building Division; Richard Cassidy from

Nearer to home we were alerted to a previously unrecognised

Basil Spence and Partners; Gavin McConnell, formerly of Fife County

villa of 1939 in Ayrshire, designed by the prolific housing architect

Education Department to name but three. There are many, too many

Sam Bunton, for Colin McLuckie who was a serious bee-keeper. The

to list, who have done sterling work in providing the Dictionary with

original plans show that the ground floor was almost entirely devoted

material. It is to all of them that, as current Dictionary Manager, I

to storage for beehives. There are various as yet unexplained features

extend my sincere thanks. Happy 10th Birthday!

in the house and garden such as oak lead-lined water tanks in the attic,

Yvonne Hillyard

separate from the main water system. Do they relate to apiculture?
Images sent to the Dictionary are always most welcome.
Sometimes they can be unexpected such as Alexander Porteous Gracie
- in drag! Gracie worked with the practice Mills & Shepherd in Dundee
before moving to London, about 1908. (Editor’s note: little work

See www.scottisharchitects.org.uk
If you have any material for the Dictionary, or would
like to know more, please contact Yvonne:
e:Yvonne.hillyard@scotland.gsi.gov.uk t: 0131 668 8088
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perspective

Cutting Our Own Throats
a View from the Coalface

It’s all been said before and we all know we shouldn’t do it; so why
do we as a profession continue to cut our own throats and those of
our professional colleagues? By slashing our fees to the bone we:
•
•
•

put our businesses at risk
jeopardise the status of our profession
dilute the service we provide.

Is the answer to the question:
•
•
•

fear?
because we have to?
that we lack the courage to stand up to clients?

By continuing to cut the fees we charge we devalue the thing
we do best - design. The thing that lies at the heart of what we are
about and the thing that moulds and forms the environment we
all inhabit.
But we are fearful. In these recessionary times most of
us struggle day to day, searching for work. I’m sure we have all
encountered that characteristic threat of the undiscerning client
who will “go elsewhere” if we don’t meet their fee expectations. I
can’t believe many architects get out of bed in the morning with
the ambition to carry out a bad day’s work. After succeeding to pass
through the long, demanding, fascinating and broad education
that produces our architects the requirement to excel is ingrained
into our souls. By accepting very low returns for the skills we
possess we must either reduce our service (never easy with the
whole project team looking for leadership and information) or
continue to work the customary long hours our training persuades
us to expect.
Our practice has in recent years had the good fortune to work
with an Austrian firm, which manufactures glulam components
for building structures. The product is of high quality, their service
is excellent and the work ethic is family centred in a culture where
time off is as important as time on. Timescales are sufficient
to ensure the work can be conceived, planned and executed
properly and life can carry on. To achieve this the budget is set at
a reasonable level to pay for that time and ensure those involved
in the process take home a proper reward to their families who are
still able to recognise one another at the end of the month.
So how can we be more like those Austrians? Perhaps we need
to learn to care more for the other stuff going on in our lives and
perhaps that will make us courageous enough - or angry enough
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- to stand up and say enough is enough. Were we a trade union
organisation we would unite together but professionals don’t do
that sort of thing - more’s the pity.
Am I naive, lacking insight into the real world? I can’t be
because I’m running a business in hard times and see all-tooclearly the pressures placed on architects (and other consultants)
to do more and more for less. It’s a commercial world where quality
and value are paramount and should be the objective of us all. So, I
come back to that word “reasonable”. Why don’t we - actually YOU
if you’ve read this far - think about what it is we give to our clients.
Understand and realise it’s worth and TRY
to strike a balance where their expectations and our own are
more in sync. Don’t forget we are creative and so we should be able
to find other ways to make our individual practices stand out from
the crowd and this is how we should compete.
We operate under a Code of Conduct that states quite clearly
we must not supplant another architect and we accept this as a
mark of honour amongst professionals. When you are approached
to carry out work how many ask if that work is coming at the cost
of another’s commission? When you submit a tender will the fee
quoted enable you to carry out a professional service? Can we be
brave enough not to steal the food from each other’s mouths?
Honestly?...probably not. The temptation to continually wear away
our returns is overwhelming right now - it’s human nature, the
survival instinct. But it’s eroding our professional status in the
eyes of our employers and every time we do it the return path gets
harder.
At MILL we’ve been fortunate - perhaps due to our size, to
keep away from the dark side of fee quoting. Members of small
practices need to lend themselves to most aspects of the job. In
this way we develop close relationships with our clients, who have
been both understanding and supportive. I remember when we
were in our infancy we found it difficult to earn more than a given
amount each month, no matter how hard we worked. I put this
to our business adviser at the time, who simply asked “Why don’t
you charge more?”. After listening patiently to our protests and
accusations that he didn’t understand our industry, that clients
wouldn’t entertain paying more he added, quietly, “have you
asked?”.
Chris Duncan RIAS
Mill Design LLP
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loa+ds on guide
Architecture + Design Scotland
Level 2, The Lighthouse, Mitchell Street, Glasgow, G1 3LX; mon-sat 10.30am-5.00pm
Architecture and Design Scotland’s programme this winter includes an exhibition exploring Scotland from above and a touring
exhibition documenting the change of the High Street. Find out more on www.ads.org.uk

A+DS Exhibitions and Events

Above Scotland: The Story
of Scotland’s Places Told
Through Aerial Photography
Gallery 2, Level 2
26 October 2012 – 6 February 2013
Above Scotland, created by Architecture
and Design Scotland and the Royal
Commission on the Ancient and Historical
Monuments of Scotland, allows visitors a
unique bird’s-eye view of Scotland through
the stunning aerial photography from the
National Collection of Aerial Photography.
Almost no part of Scotland has been
left untouched and unaltered by its people.
Through these large scale images we can
read the long and complex histories of how
Scotland’s places came to be.
As part of the Above Scotland
exhibition the A+DS Education Team and
DO Architecture worked with schools
around Scotland to give children the
opportunity to see their place from an
unusual perspective. Children were given
the chance to design a creative response
that would change, highlight, or enhance
their place and to document their ideas.

Critical Dialogues
Gallery 2
15 February – 3 April 2013
This year’s Scottish contribution to the
Venice Biennale showcased projects from
four practices that responded to the
Biennale theme ‘Common Ground’ by
exploring the social role of the architect
and the creative boundaries of architecture.
The practices – DO Architecture, Gras,
Pidgin Perfect and Stone Opera – ran a
week-long programme of activities and
collaborations with local communities in
Venice. The resulting work will be shown,
along with a series of activities based in a
Scottish context.
High Street Exhibition
Barony Centre, 50 Main Street,
West Kilbride
24 November – 3 February 2013
Architecture and Design Scotland’s High
Street exhibition continues its tour and
comes to the recently opened Barony
Centre in West Kilbride. This exhibition
shows the evolution of the Scottish High

Street, our changing shops and shopping
habits and the impact this has had today.
The exhibition is hosted by Craft Town
Scotland.
Material Considerations:
A Library of Sustainable
Building Materials
Level 2
Get your hands on a wide range of
sustainable, traditional and emerging
low carbon building products in this
permanent materials library.
Keep up to date with A+DS
programme of training,
publications, events and
exhibitions.
Sign up for our bi-monthly
e-newsletter to be kept up to date
with a wide range of architecture
events in Scotland – go to
www.ads.org.uk to sign up.
Do you have a story for our
website? Please send your stories,
images and suggestions to press@
ads.org.uk

Interior of Above Scotland exhibition, exhibition designed by Konishi Gaffney Architects (Photo: Konishi Gaffney)
critical dialogues III-1 by do architecture (Photo: do architecture)
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At Ashley Ann we have over 25 years’
experience working with architects on
a wide range of projects.
We take a highly flexible approach to
all jobs, and don’t have pre-conceived
ideas about what can be achieved.
We can work in a very wide variety of
materials, and the skill of our
craftsmen ensures outstanding quality.
Airport Industrial Estate, Wick Airport, Wick, KW1 4QS. T: 01955 604433 E: trade@ashleyann.co.uk
Showrooms at: Glasgow, Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Perth, Stirling, Inverness,Thurso and Elgin

ashleya nn.co.uk/trade
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Tog is a Gaelic word meaning many things in varying

(tog fonn). It also means to build, raise, educate

contexts. It can be used to describe hoisting the

and excite. This was the ambition of Tog 2012; a

sails of a boat (tog na siùil), the way the weather

new, live-build, summer school held on a remote

will improve (togaidh an latha) or to sing a song

Scottish island for a week in June 2012.

Finished lighthouse open to the public at Tog 2012 PHOTO: Neil Boyd
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students

tog 2012

Martin Glegg

Tiree has been described as “Rìoghachd barr fo thuinn”;
the Kingdom whose summits are lower than the waves. This
name, which still appears in romantic tales, indicates a natural
topography of the island which is perhaps the lowest and flattest
landscape in Scotland.
Due to this terrain buildings sit prominently and group
together in clustered townships. Hynish, the most southerly
of these townships, was industrialised by the Engineer Alan
Stevenson in the nineteenth century to facilitate the construction
of Skerryvore lighthouse 11 miles south west of Tiree.
Skerryvore has been described by Robert Louis Stevenson
(Alan’s nephew) as “the noblest of all extant deep sea lights” and
was completed in 1842, after dozens of stone masons from across
the country and tonnes of granite from the Isle of Mull had been
imported.
Stevenson’s onshore facilities, including the workshops and
lighthouse-keepers cottages, are now owned by the Hebridean
Trust, a charity formed, in part, to preserve such significant
buildings.

Lynne Cox

The event was hosted on the Isle of Tiree by a spirited team of
architectural and engineering graduates as a response to the
detachment they felt between their training and the messy
realities of getting work built.
The event was inspired after a visit to the Ghost 13 Conference
in Nova Scotia, held on Brian MacKay-Lyons’ farm in 2011.
MacKay-Lyons has held a series of design-build events since
1994, which give students the opportunity to learn timeless
architectural principles through the experience of working in the
“master-apprentice” tradition.
Ghost 13 focussed on the importance of place, craft and
community in architecture. Speakers included a number of
educational design-build programmes, such as Ghost Lab and
Rural Studio, who employ alternative teaching methods to
inspire an architecture which is deeply rooted in their respective
landscapes and communities.
This visit was followed by a retreat to Tiree where the Tog team
agreed to host their own summer school on the island to fill in
some of the gaps in conventional practice and education which the
team found lacking.

Neil Boyd

Lynne Cox

Ghost 13 Conference on Brian MacKay-Lyons’ farm

Cabins built during Ghost 7
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Cladding panel being installed at Tog 2012

Participants half-way through Tog 2012
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Cladding was provided by 4800mm long vertical timber fins,
with concealed fixings from the inside, at approximately 200mm
centres to give the building a changing sense of solidity as the
tower was circumnavigated. Spax screws were used here to reduce
the amount of pre-drilling and counter-sinking required.
The challenge of working safely at height was overcome with
the use of internal platforms which spanned between the frames
and cross-beams. These platforms were built sequentially from
bottom to top, negating the need for scaffolding and limiting the
amount of work done on ladders.
The platforms, which included a deck made from 18mm
ply, tied the structure together. Intermediate steps were added
between platforms to break up the change in level and create a
helical ascent to the top; imagined as a spiral staircase rising to the
top of the lighthouse.
Issues inevitably arose on-site; not all the timber for the
frame arrived, resulting in some horizontal cross-bracing being
replaced with diagonal bracing and platforms being built with
timber borrowed from a neighbour. In addition to this the fixings
for the ground anchor connections didn’t fit so home-made bolts

Ruairidh Moir

These facilities were home to Tog 2012 and allowed the event to
re-imagine the history of the site; as people, once again, came from
afar to take part in a unique construction project.
Although the summer school didn’t compare with the heroism
of Stevenson’s Skerryvore or the legacy of vital buildings created
by Ghost and Rural Studio, it did succeed in its own modest
ambition to understand how to tog.
Given the history of Hynish and its relationship to Stevenson’s
Skerryvore, the Tog team was inspired to design a lighthouse of
their own which would act as a beacon for their ambitions.
The structure was to be temporary and designed around
standard 4800mm lengths of timber. This led to a pair of frames,
4800mm high and 2400mm wide, made of C16 Scottish Sitka
Spruce, supplied by BSW Timber Group. The frames were laid
out on a 2400mm square plan and tied together with 195 x 45mm
cross-beams using 114mm Timberloks.
The need for excessive foundations was minimised due to the
temporary nature of the build; each post sat on blinded bedrock
while trays filled with local beach sand and perimeter Spirafix
Ground Anchors kept the structure in place.

Completed lighthouse from Stevenson’s Signalling Tower during Tog 2012
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were fashioned from steel rod and there was settlement under the
frame so one of the posts needed to be shimmed with slate.
Resolving these issues creatively on a remote island with
limited resources turned out to be one of the more rewarding
parts of the project and a particularly useful insight into the
construction process for students who had not been involved with
a project on-site before.
Despite only being together for a short time, morale throughout the week was comparable to the strong ties which would have
led to families and neighbours helping each other to re-thatch the
vernacular cottages on the island in past generations.
In Ireland, this type of collective working, called meitheal, has
been written about extensively. When JM Synge described this
process at work in The Aran Islands he said “... from the moment
a roof is taken in hand there is a whirl of laughter and talk till it
is ended, and, as the man whose house is being covered is a host
instead of an employer, he lays himself out to please the men who
work with him”.
The participants at Tog would have made these workers from
previous generations proud; in spite of the inclement weather
progress was maintained to such an extent that the build finished
a day early.
The finished lighthouse was open to the public for the
remainder of the week and was visited by people from across
the island; from those who had helped by lending tools, curious
neighbours who watched progress with interest or local builders
who wanted to see whether a group of architects could construct
anything in the rain (it turns out they can!).
Hosting and attending Tog 2012 was a new experience to all
those involved but despite this novelty the participant feedback
showed that the event had succeeded in achieving many of its
ambitions.
One participant, a Masters student at the University of
Strathclyde, asserted that “this experience would be useful for all
student year groups and practitioners who have to be reminded
what architecture actually is!”. Another participant, a recent
graduate now working in practice, commented that “It was nice
taking on the role of the builder, being given instructions having
not designed any part of it”.
The Tog team were disappointed that this type of shared,
hands-on, learning experience was missing from their formal
training but excited that a new organisation such as theirs could
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seize the opportunity to feed this understanding back into
mainstream education. There may even be an appetite for new
models in the spirit of Ghost or Rural Studio which inspired the
team from the beginning.
Samuel Mocbee, founder of Rural Studio, famously said that
“If architecture is going to nudge, cajole, and inspire a community
to challenge the status quo into making responsible changes, it will
take the subversive leadership of academics and practitioners who
keep reminding students of the profession’s responsibilities”. Tog
2012 helped demonstrate that radical young architects can provide
a vital link between the esoteric theories of academic education
and the reality of building; or “making the lines real”, as aptly
described by one participant.
The Tog team may have set out with modest ambitions to host
a week-long summer school in rural Scotland but through this
experience are now emboldened to pursue bigger ideas for how
to teach and practice. The lighthouse project has already enjoyed
recognition; winning two GIA Design Awards and featuring at the
New York Architecture & Design Film Festival. Meanwhile the
team have been invited to lecture widely and have begun making
preparations for Tog 2013. One day tog, the Gaelic word with so
many uses, may be synonymous with the start of a journey to
build, raise, educate and excite.
micheal holliday

Tog 2012 was organised by Chris Hall (Roots
Design Workshop), Lynne Cox (2012 Saltire
Fellow), Micheal Holliday (Roots Design
Workshop) and Richard Campbell (Fairhurst),
with invaluable support from Duncan Roberts.
Tog 2012 was sponsored by BSW Timber Group and
Spirafix Ground Anchors.
www.togstudio.co.uk
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titus grikevicius

Architecture at 131 Rottenrow (A@131) – A Guiding Beacon?

Students and Patrons gather

The ‘Glasgow School of Architecture’ was formerly established in
1895, seven years after its initiation by Charles Gourlay, its first
chair. In 1964 the school, having grown in stature, was incorporated
into the newly formed University of Strathclyde. Frank Fielden,
the Professor of Architecture at the time, was charged with
constructing a new school of architecture building.
This building, functionally arranged similar to a ship, was
completed in 1967, the first purpose built school of architecture in
the British Isles for over three decades. These are the foundations
on which the Strathclyde School of Architecture sits and one which
our staff, current student body and our alumni are acutely aware
and proud of. Historic Scotland’s recent Grade ‘B’ listing for our
building has revived the story of our genesis for all.
Being a student at one of the oldest Schools of Architecture
in the country infuses a sense of responsibility to keep the
reputation, spirit and flare of that institution alive. The activities
of the Student Society has hopefully been fulfilling that task.
At first glance, A@131 (the Strathclyde Student Society) is simply
a troupe of artists and scholars. However in reality it resembles a
large, elongated family when considering that a relatively small
team of enlightening staff guide a large number of students, as

well as continue to influence the massive extended network of a
successful alumni. This may appear as an exaggeration, but this
student society is one which truly stands for what it believes in
and does so with conviction.
This is the student society that rallied the architecture students
of Scotland in 2009/2010 to oppose, en masse, the prospective procapita funding cuts by the Scottish Funding Council. We invited
a delegation of that organisation to our studios to demonstrate
the disastrous consequences of their proposals. That lead from
the Strathclyde Student Society, temporarily at least, prevented a
reduction in funding for our collective education.
The following year, some of our students set up a self-initiated
SASA (Scottish Architecture Students Assembly) which sought
to bring students from across all schools together to collaborate
in a workshop. This activity was replicated in 2011 by the same
students who had since set up their own company.
A forthcoming example of another self-initiated provocation
for architecture beyond our walls, is the campaign to halt the
new extension to the Scottish Parliament buildings. Students in
the society were so aghast at the proposals for Scotland’s most
important civic building, that we organised a protest alongside
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former EMBT/RMJM architects in September this year. This
action increased support for the campaign across Scotland and
demonstrated that the visionary outlook provided by Enric Miralles
and Donald Dewar is still appreciated and treasured by many.
To this end, the society is contacting friends and colleagues
across all the schools of architecture, to mount a combined and
united front against poor intrusions on some of Scotland’s best
buildings.
The Strathclyde Society ‘modus operandi’ therefore can be
regarded as one which takes its role on a personal and collective
level very seriously. On one level we are adept at protecting the
profession, architecture and communities at large. Whilst on
another level, we are nimble in protecting what we hold dear as a
student body.
Back at Strathclyde, the society has in the past been the
instigator of full-school assemblies in order for students and staff
to get a better understanding of proposals and decisions taken
by the University’s Faculty of Engineering. In our last academic
session the results of this endeavour were very beneficial, as it
forced the Faculty to sit up and listen to our concerns. The Student
Society is due to host another full-school assembly in the coming
weeks.
Within the school, segregation between year-groups is defined
only on the most formal levels. Peer learning is fostered and
nurtured across the cohort. Our environment is formulated so
that we study together, eat together, travel together, sometimes
live together, and regularly socialise together. Reinforcement
of inter-year connections is being prepared by the society with
the potential establishment of ‘houses’ throughout the school.
Memberships of A@131 also further this model, with current
students, staff as well as alumni qualifying for inclusion in the
society.
The Society’s social agenda takes a broadly similar pattern
each academic session. Years two and three organise the infamous
Christmas ceilidh, universally enjoyed by those who remember
it through the haze of the morning after! With a significant and
growing number of exchange students flocking to the school every
semester from all over the globe, year four hosts ‘international’
nights. Celebration of different cultures is the objective and
hence we form stronger bonds. These evenings are enlightening,
entertaining and help focus our design activities by relieving the
stresses of everyday studio-panic.
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This year, A@131 is compiling a series of guest lectures to
reinforce our strong links between education and practice. A
formidable host of speakers have agreed to come and be part of
the series. So far these include: Benedetta Tagliabue (EMBT);
Stuart Bagshaw (SBA Architects); Micheal Holliday (Roots
Design Workshop and Tog Studio); Joe Morris (Duggan Morris
Architects); Neil Gillespie (Reiach and Hall); Daphne Thissen
(Netherlands Embassy); as well as ‘Glasgow in Four Chapters’
by Neil Baxter (RIAS). Details of these talks, along with future
additions to the schedule, will be available online before each
event. Warm invitations go to all who wish to join us.
Strathclyde School of Architecture Student Society, therefore
is the large family which embraces all our students, alumni
and certainly the architecture profession in Scotland. When
Frank Fielden completed our ‘ship like’ building complete with
‘promenade deck’, the Architects Journal described us ‘a pioneer
Department of Architecture’. Whilst every ship will list and flex,
the Student Society’s resilience to the extraordinary pressures
facing the Higher Education sector in the past few years makes
us extremely confident of our continuing contribution to
communities around the world for many more decades to come.
In summary, this family is as vibrant as it has ever been. Our
roots, as one of the oldest Schools of Architecture in these islands,
has established our reputation and it is upon that which we build.
The collective road ahead is always obscure, but our Society is
now more determined than ever to keep the standard flying
high. At Strathclyde - the spirit of the original Glasgow School of
Architecture lives on and thrives.
Ruairidh Moir

Should you wish to contact A@131 , or to keep
abreast of their activities, more information can
be found from:
E_MAIL
arch-webspace@strath.ac.uk
TWITTER	twitter.com/stratharch
BLOG	convenientbenches.tumblr.com/
WEBSITE
strath.ac.uk/architecture
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MY YEAR OUT ABROAD
China > Calum Campbell
At age eight, I had my first interactions with Chinese culture. I was
immediately enthralled by Jackie Chan and Bruce Lee’s martial
arts movies; the fantastic and awe-inspiring physical control and
technique. I began my own 13 years of training, attended classes,
watched every movie and gradually immersed myself in Chinese
martial arts culture. I dreamed my training would one day unveil
the mysticism of Asia and all the things there that just didn’t exist
in my world.
In January of this year, I took up my first placement, with
Maxthreads Architectural Design & Visuals. My work was focused
largely in Kaohsiung City, Taiwan, conducted remotely from an
office in Edinburgh. This was my first experience of architectural
practice in Asia and though I had no direct contact with the client
– my Taiwanese employer dealing with the language barrier – I did
experience one overriding nuance of design in an Asian context:
iconicism. We were the third architecture practice enlisted to
design the Anchor Towers – the previous two proposals having
been rejected for being too ‘lacking in charisma’ and design impact:
too typical. Our design had to be radical, based on algorithmically
generated floor plates, skewered together by their service core. It

attracted praise from the clients, striving for a unique design, that
they may leave their mark on their city skyline.
In April, I left Maxthreads and visited China myself. I spent
a month there, travelling between cities, overwhelming myself
with a totally different world. Architecturally, most districts of
most cities are stark, uninspiring fields of skyscrapers and slab
blocks. Unlike most of my experience of Europe, the beauty in
Asian urbanism is tough to find. In Beijing, the Hutongs, the last
undemolished ancient streets and Sanlitun Village, a super-sleek
modern commercial zone are gems amongst masses of repetitive
mediocrity. In Xi’an, the unending labyrinthian multi-level, bazaars
and shopping malls seemed secreted away under the entire city,
occasionally surfacing and weaving between the buildings and
squares, like some serpentine Archigram design, tucked beneath
the rock.
Sutherland Hussey Architects presented me with my next
opportunity: to return to Beijing and work with them and their
Chinese partners Pan Solution. They had a short deadline for a
masterplanning project in the city of Shangqiu – recently connected
to the bullet train network, making it now just two hours from
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Beijing and correspondingly about to boom. The project was to
design a new (third) city-centre, a “future city”, respecting and
responding to the ancient traditional heart of the city as well as its
current, present day city-centre. New commercial, business and
residential districts, cultural areas, government headquarters and
key buildings were desired, to complement the overall ambition of
a new, stylish, iconic centre.
Despite the colossal communication barrier, the two design
teams meshed excellently. Most of our communication was done
through keyed diagrams that we drew for one another (an excellent
exercise in itself) at times reminiscent of playing Pictionary. It was
busy to a level I had not yet experienced: 24 square kilometers of
cityscape needed to be simultaneously designed from concept up,
fully digitally modelled and prepared for formal presentation. We
were constantly revising and plugging in our components into an
ever-changing patchwork master model.

The experience of working in Beijing, though short, was
invaluable. Sutherland Hussey have a plethora of exciting and
unique projects in Asia, just as Maxthreads did – new builds that
are simply unavailable in the UK at present. It is a gold mine, and
in a lot of ways, a blank canvas – there is no desire for a tentative
approach, no fear of grand novelty. Chinese sites cry out for iconic
developments, and interestingly, this is the perfect inroad for
foreign architects. Western design and even western architecture
students are held in incredible esteem. Pan Solution gain fantastic
local prestige from their association with Sutherland Hussey
and even as a part 1 student my foreign colleagues and I were
proudly sat in on the high-status design meetings with the mayor.
Everything about the experience of living and working in China
has been a whirlwind, but for an architecture student, I think it has
been an unparalleled insight into a potential future.

calum campbell

calum campbell

Calum Campbell

Liuzhou Underground Mile

Maxthreads Anchor Preview

Pan Solution, Sutherland Hussey architects

Pan Solutions

Maxthreads

Beijing Walk to Work
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germany > jack taylor
Even before I began studying architecture, Germany has fascinated
me. It was obvious to me that I should come here for the year, so
Berlin it had to be. After an surprisingly tough start to life in this
huge city, a stolen bike being one of many challenges, I am fully
embracing the opportunities available to me here and am having
the time of my life.
I work for Sauerbruch Hutton Architects; probably known best
for GSW building here in Berlin and more recently the Brandhorst
Museum in Munich. I have been working on the competitions
floor at SHI and although at present I can’t talk about what I
have been doing, to say the least, I have been working on some
very exciting, diverse projects. Project teams are small; therefore
I have been able to have a great amount of input into the projects
I have worked on so far. The best thing about the office is that
they embrace the importance of the physical model, something
that is all but lost in many architecture firms these days. I have
spent some very enjoyable hours in the basement of the converted
former Prussian Army Barracks in which I work.
There are at anytime around 10 other interns in the office,
which is great as lunch is also provided every day, which means
that I have the opportunity to meet and socialise with many
different people from all over the world.
Weekends in Berlin are always intense as I want to make the
most of my time whilst I’m here as there is so much to see. The city
is at its best on Friday and Saturday nights. The nightlife here is
the best in the world, so that tends to take up a lot of time.
The architectural fabric of Berlin is the other thing that I always
tend to try and discover at weekends. The fall of communism and
subsequent restructuring of the unified German state, has left

the former GDR territories with an abundance of abandoned
buildings. I have embraced this and have become very passionate
for a little urban exploration – best to watch out for the Polizei!
The presence of the Berlin Wall in the city for over 40 years
obviously impacts dramatically on the difference in style,
construction and built form we see in between the east and west
of the ‘unified’ city of Berlin today. However for me, the most
interesting places to visit are the former border areas themselves
and this is something I have been trying to do whenever possible.
I live only 200m within Prenzlauer Berg (former East Berlin) - the
former death strip near me is now known as the Mauerpark which
hosts an excellent flea market on Sundays as well as in the summer
months the famous Bear Pit Karaoke, often attended by well over
a thousand people.
These border areas fascinate me so much that along with
another intern from the University of Cambridge we plan to
construct an installation on a site that I discovered around six miles
north of the centre of Berlin, in the hope to highlight alternative
ways of using this land, in contrast to the common solutions of
which the most popular seem to be constructing supermarkets, or
simple reinstating the grid. To me simply doing this can sometimes
seem such a missed opportunity. In the late nineteenth Century,
Berlin and Glasgow were the third and fourth biggest cities in the
world. Now both have low population densities and a lot of free
space. It would be interesting to see what the two cities could learn
from each other.
Jack Taylor
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switzerland > calum mcdonald
Esposito + Javet Architectes are medium sized (17 employees)
architects, site manager, interns and apprentice; typical in its
formation with two (married) directors who studied and taught
at EPFL and went into practice individually before merging;
very successful at Swiss competitions and an office with an
incredibly rich knowledge of material-particularly its relationship
to constructional processes, regulation and standardised parts,
which as well as being a wonderfully simple design process - is at
the forefront of creatively meeting regulation and requirement.
Working there as an intern is in no way a negative statement. I
would like to tell you about my year abroad through my experience
of “experience”, what this means at home and abroad and how in
its own way it adds to the conflict facing a Part 1 student between
studio and practice. I left the UK looking for “work experience” or a
“placement” where I would further “develop professionally.” These
terms are given to us at University and by professional bodies
such as RIBA and they have certain suggestive meanings which
prepare students in a particular way for their year out. They are
very much in the foreground, as the stated intent of a student’s
time in practice.
However, in Switzerland, I feel they are simply the bland
background beginnings of obligatory time in office.
Legitimate experience will happen whether it is acknowledged
or not. Yes, I completed PEDR’s and religiously recorded my daily
activities in my black Moleskine diary, but to me the experience
largely came through just doing the job. For example I could
measure my experience based on the space on my desk, or, the
size of the pile of paper to my left. In my first month, there were
41 pages of A3 to determine facade panel sizes - and importantly the office drawing standards. After three months there were only
13 sheets of A3, for resolving the layout of classroom cupboards
and a proper 1:20 layout. In my final week, I had 3 sheets for 3
variants of a construction detail where a precast staircase would
fire station, zaha hadid, vitra
campus, germany
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venice biennale, swiss pavilion

meet a floorslab, full concentration about only the subject of the
drawing, the thickness of the finish compared to the brute surface,
riser/tread sizes and so on. I had become more experienced.
Experience though, just like architecture as a discipline is very
specific and heavily dependent on circumstances, many of which
are external to the office - particularly my generously sized desk
where I sat in my white shirt and black jeans.
Therein lies the value in literally / systematically returning to
Great Britain. The “Professional Experience Reflective Summary”
is found somewhere within a PEDR. It summarises quite
nicely one of a number of processes in place to track the larger
scale contextualised experience of a young British architect.
The framework RIBA provides to students in practice is key to
developing a critical awareness of being a professionally registered
architect in work and in society. From my student perspective,
working towards Part 3 provides a framework I can register onto
at key temporal moments in my education. This is an idea I like.
Moreover, its existence and my subjectivity to it, helps me
to acknowledge much more than the pieces of paper on my large
desk and even the subjects of those pieces of paper, or even the
day to day specifics of my experience as an intern. It’s the primary
resource keeping the life of a young architect from becoming
autonomous.
My year out abroad was, experientially, imbalanced upon
arrival, by taking (very specific - but that’s just me perhaps me)
British aspirations into Switzerland. Before long it was balanced,
after putting these in the background and working as a Swiss
intern would. Upon departure it has become validated by (re)
applying myself and my experiences to British standards. It was
about too much and too little and how to profit from them both
equally.
Calum McDonald
meeting room and model storage
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Tabakspanden by Abbink De Haas
Tabak II

the fish house by guz architects

Tabak I

Tabak II

Tabak I

PROGRAMMA TABAK II RENOVATIE

PROGRAMMA TABAK II NIEUWBOUW

PROGRAMMA TABAK I RENOVATIE

PROGRAMMA TABAK I NIEUWBOUW

ca 800 m2 woningbouw in De Slang
woningen in Spuistraat 217 gekoppeld aan
nieuwbouw

ca 2900 m2 BVO woningbouw
30 woningen
50 - 90 m2 BVO per woning
enkele grotere woningen

ca 1400 m2 BVO woningbouw

ca 1100 m2 BVO woningbouw
12 woningen; 3 per laag
60 - 70 m2 BVO per woning

ca 1100 m2 BVO bedrijfsruimte
waarvan 600 m2 Artmall
horeca in Spuistraat 223 en 225

ca 200 m2 BVO bedrijfsruimte in De Slang
ca 850 m2 BVO bedrijfsruimte
waarvan 200 m2 ateliers

Totaal: 1000 m2 BVO

Totaal: 2500 m2 BVO

150 m2 BVO bedrijfsruimte
Totaal: 1250 m2 BVO

parkeerkelder nader te bepalen
Totaal: 3750 m2 BVO

Tabak I+II Renovatie
(Vincent Smulders)
Tabak I+II Nieuwbouw
(Abbink X De Haas)
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singapore/amsterdam > jeremie warner
During my year out in practice I worked for Guz Architects in
Singapore for four months and Abbink De Haas in Amsterdam for
six months. Both are successful firms with good reputations, but
very different in style and design approach and in very different
countries. In Singapore prostitution is illegal and drug use is
punishable by death. In Amsterdam women appear in windows and
drugs are available on most streets. Living in a very conservative
country then moving to one of the most liberal in the world was
a great experience and something that has definitely shaped my
career and attitude to practicing architecture in the UK.
In Singapore I was part of an office which was very multicultural
which nicely reflected Singapore itself. There was only one
Singaporean in the office, with Guz coming from Manchester, but
ending up in Singapore when his sailing boat broke down on his
return voyage from Hong Kong as a graduate. He set up shop to
pay for the repairs, but 30 years on was still there. Having been
educated in the UK he had a good understanding of where I was
in my professional development and gave me a very broad range
of jobs to do in the office. I would be in contact with contractors,
issue architects directions, contact clients, handle image and
interview requests from magazines, participate in site visits and
was given my own design project, a new reception desk for the
office! On reflection my time in Singapore was a great first taste of

the profession outside of academia and a great country to live in
for the four months I was there.
Amsterdam was very different. With Europe at the time being
right in the middle of the credit crunch, simply securing this
placement felt like a major triumph. Having always been a fan of
Dutch design and architecture the opportunity to work in Holland
was one I didn’t want to miss. The Dutch design process was very
different to that in Singapore with a lot of thought given to every
aspect of design. The project I was assigned to in Amsterdam was
a block of flats in the historic UNESCO site of the city centre.
This proved to be a very interesting context within which to be
working as the planning departments where understandably very
strict with regard to aesthetics and made sure our proposal fitted
the surrounding context. Whilst I enjoyed my time in the office
in Amsterdam, over the six months I was there it became obvious
that work was becoming difficult to find, with the office suffering
from credit crunch redundancies.
The advice I got from practice partner Angie Abbink when I left
was to go back to Asia as that is where the work is now. I reckon
she was probably right, my skills and architectural education are in
demand, but unfortunately not, for the moment, in the UK.
Jeremie Warner
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Showoffs...

For the largest range of Italian office furniture in Scotland, visit our
custom-built showroom just 30 minutes from the heart of Glasgow.
One office chair or a complete refit, we’re here to support every
step of your project, from concept to installation.
Saxen: comprehensive commercial workspace solutions.

0845 652 0454
www.saxen.com
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image from ‘Socialist Architecture - The Vanishing Act’

Railway station, entrance to platforms – Skopje Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 2009
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Socialist Architecture: The
Vanishing Act
Armin Linke & Srdjan
Jovanovic Weiss
Distributed by: JRP-Ringier
£42.00
Socialist Architecture: The Vanishing Act
illustrates an architecture which will be
completely fresh to most of us. The book’s
premise is that socialism has practically
vanished, but its buildings remain:
without a political system to keep the
institutions alive, do these structures have
a future? Twenty years after the break-up
of Yugoslavia, some are little more than
shells, whilst others have been preserved
as if in aspic.
Without delving into complex Balkan
politics which a novel, like Andric’s
The Bridge over the Drina, covers far
more emotively, Socialist Architecture
concentrates on the architecture of
reconstruction and expansion during
the 1960’s and 1970’s. Although we come
to it with few preconceptions, there are
some reference points: the civic buildings
of Aalto’s late period and the protean
architecture of Imre Makovec. Some of
these structures are entirely sui generis,
though.
The book’s premise is best illustrated
by the spomeniki, or partisan memorials.
These are the purest expression of Socialist
architecture, commemorating the fight
against fascism during World War II. To
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the Western Europeans who form this
book’s audience, these giant abstract
sculptures demonstrate the possibilities
of reinforced concrete; their message for
native Bosnians, Croatians, Serbs and
other former Yugoslavs is quite different.
Some buildings are included for
their political connotations – an Army
headquarters, a Memorial Home and
Political School, and a Home of the
Revolution – whilst others illustrate the
state’s wider ambitions. Kenzo Tange’s
masterplan for Skopje, a megastructure
which makes an interesting comparison
with Copcutt’s similarly incomplete
Cumbernauld town centre, represents
urbanism as an instrument of central
planning.
Linke and Weiss portray these places
as a kind of three dimensional propaganda,
yet the deeper message inherent in the
beautifully framed but rather forlorn
images, is how architecture survives
after its supporting ideology has gone.
Beyond that, they ask whether buildings
can take on new meanings. Experience
in the former Yugoslavia suggests they
can. By extension, those new meanings
become the expression of young states:

Montenegro, Slovenia, Macedonia and
their neighbours are represented here
and how they relate to remnants of the
former Yugoslavia’s architecture is a guide
to how devolved or independent countries
view the buildings they inherit from their
predecessors.
Socialist Architecture: The Vanishing
Act is a large format hardback printed
on matt art stock and was produced
by Codax, a Swiss publisher whose
commissioning editor has a sure eye.
So far, the former Yugoslavia is largely
undigested by Western academics: that
will change as more books are published
and it’s interesting to speculate that these
buildings have gained more coverage here
recently than they ever did in the 60’s and
70’s when they were built.
As such, this book is a good
introduction to the region, with a wide
range of interesting buildings illustrated,
and enough background to set them into
the context of Brutalist design on this side
of the Iron Curtain.
Mark Chalmers RIAS
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Architectural Colour in the
Professional Palette
Fiona McLachlan
Routledge
£34.99
Fiona McLachlan shows that colour is an
essential consideration, internally and
externally, in the design of a building.
There is more to colour than mere selection
from paint samples. Theories of colour
systems are described and addressed while
case studies demonstrate the depth and
appreciation of colour. Delight abounds in
this worthwhile publication. All is covered,
from colour definition to modes of
expression. Colour is not seen in isolation
but integral within the whole building
design.
Eight case studies demonstrate
the contribution colour makes to the
experience of building design. Theories,
references, cultural values and colour
selection and justification weave through
the case studies.

The Agora in the Netherlands, as an
example of a case study, has an auditorium
consisting of irregular angular set of
surfaces (with acoustic consequences).
Colour selection is limited to one (a
certain red/orange only) and covers all.
Seats, carpet, wall treatment and the
suspended, facetted, ceiling are unified
by the application of the single colour.
The effect is dramatic and welcoming in
the tradition of theatre architecture and
musicals in particular. The architects, UN
Studio, worked closely with the client with
theatre theory informing all decisions.
Somewhat different is the work of
O’Donnell and Tuomey who have adopted
a wider, but still restricted, range of
colours which reflects the components
of their building. The design process
includes evolving both form and colour
to clearly define the various elements that
eventually make up the building design.
The colour palette is found in the natural
pigments seen in Italian paintings in a
search for the timeless.
Steven Holl (a favourite architect of
the author) shows in his buildings the
effect of combining space, light and colour
as essential ingredients. The results are
through a heuristic process rather than
being pre-determined. Complexity of form
and the effect of coloured light is a trade
mark.
The architecture of Sauerbruch
Hutton, a further case study, is colourful
and radical, such as their dramatic use of
coloured panels in abstract patterns.
There is a helpful warning over the
simple acceptance of colour ranges. There

are defined ranges with British Standard,
RAL System, Dulux Colour System and
others as examples. The author advocates
being conversant with each, due to the
subtle differences between ranges of
colours.
Colours can be defined by their
chemistry as seen in paint samples. This
though is not how a colour is perceived,
when applied. A colour as seen may be
influenced by light, texture, materials,
reflections, effect of the juxtaposition of
different colours and even change of colour
over time (such as through weathering and
client preference). Current interest in the
Bauhaus has unearthed the curriculum
chart reproduced in this publication.
Colour features as an essential design
component in all projects.
The author has searched for the
authority to justify colour selection. The
rational is acknowledged while embracing
the emotional. This search has included
the contribution of the artist whose
business is understanding colours: the
results of colour experiments are available
to the architect.
The author’s message is clear: colour
is a valuable component. Confidence is
required to apply it in a building design.
Skill is required to integrate colour into the
quality of light, materials and mood. The
evidence abounds: colour is significant.
Ian Appleton FRIAS
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Enclosed balconies create
a natural energy resource

©Keith Hunter

Solar energy, even on overcast days, naturally warms an enclosed balcony
space. Ventilation to the adjacent room allows the airflow from this sunspace
to warm this inner room. By enclosing a balcony the benefits of Solar Gain,
Natural Light and Natural Ventilation reduce artificial energy requirement.
The sunspace is not heated artificially and can be single glazed, to exclude
the wind chill effect that would naturally cool an open balcony.
Balconies can be totally enclosed, fully or partially opened making them more
desirable for more days of the year. Frameless panels provide uninterrupted
views and avoid undesirable sight lines to the façade design.
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The Sainsbury Laboratory, Science, Architecture, Art
Stephen Day, John Parker,
Steve Rose
Black Dog Publishing
£19.95
Art and science often seem like oil
and water. The Sainsbury Laboratory,
University of Cambridge, designed by
architects Stanton Williams is however a
tale of harmony on so many levels.
The science of plant development
has the potential to bring significant
environmental benefits and ultimately
perhaps even help feed the expanding
world population, according to the
authors of this new book. The brief for
a building to accommodate botanical
researchers focused on three criteria - i)
best use of natural light, ii) fostering a
sense of community, and iii) adequate
flexibility to deal with unforeseen change.
Not particularly unusual ambitions for
new architecture but the obvious delight
and pride of the clients, project users
and sponsors in what has been achieved
suggests this is a very special building.
The book makes it clear that the
creation of the Sainsbury Laboratory has
been a labour of love for the sponsors,
client, design team, contractors and a
host of consultants advisers and project
administrators. A fulsome appendix of
credits generously accompanies a colourful
compendium of cheerful chaps in hi-viz
waistcoats to remind us that the serene
conclusion was arrived at through grit.
True bibliophiles may recoil from the
DVD inset within the hard back cover but
beautiful clear video presentations avoid
documentary cliches and make splendid
use of the vast space available in this
medium. Gentle conversations between
Roger Freedman and David Sainsbury
augment the written introductory texts
and somehow better reveal the personal
commitment of each to the project.
Four main menu headings on the DVD
introduce the players under - Science,
Garden, Architecture and Art and the

William Pye’s Sturburst

whole entity is bound together in a slide
show and time lapse presentation entitled
“making of the building”.
The DVD is particularly well suited
to Norman Ackroyd’s ground work and
sketch books from his Galapagos trip
and beautifully reveals the tactile studio
processes involved in his printmaking.
Artist Susan Heron nicely explains how
her initial drawings translate into finished
relief models and William Pye describes
his art as ‘science’ as he manipulates water
and investigates how droplets cling to
surfaces. He has created sealed containers
for this landscape which incorporate
innovative ‘jet pots’. These clarify spouting
water which allows light and colour to play
on the surface. The impact of these artistic
contributions is well described in the book
but each is more easily understood on the
DVD.
Architect Alan Stanton explains the
building in terms of a ‘street’ with study
spaces and central coffee area designed
to stimulate interaction amongst the
scientists. The rectangular plan has a
hard outer face towards the town and a
softer response facing the botanic garden.
Referencing Charles Darwin’s ‘thinking
path’ Stanton describes the importance of
walking as an aid to thinking.
Paul Williams emphasises the
importance of a balance between open

shared spaces and intimate lab areas to
the interior comfort and celebrates the
materiality of French limestone, oak,
concrete and York paving. The building
is experienced as a sequence of external
spaces according to Gavin Henderson,
who focusses on elevational solidity and
permeability.
A key aim of the building was to
respond to the setting within the botanic
gardens such that the research would
benefit from taking place within this wider
landscape context.
The complimentary and interdependent presentation of book and
DVD formats works extremely well here
as neither could adequately describe the
content on their own. Together however
they make a fascinating story come alive
and form much more than a design report
on what is clearly a most distinguished
project.
The book also examines plant science
and the origins of the botanic gardens
in Cambridge. There are delightfully
engrossing illustrations of botanical
architecture and descriptions of plants
as masters of pattern making. This
architecture has history dating 450
million years. Now that would give our
architectural heritage folks something to
really get excited about!
Ian Stuart Campbell Hon FRIAS
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John Pawson: A Visual
Inventory
John Pawson
Phaidon Press
£29.95
There was a time when earnest architects
would exhibit their erudition by embarking
on a Grand Tour, perhaps to survey some
ancient Roman relics, documenting
and measuring the surviving fragments
before eventually publishing a leatherbound volume of detailed engravings.
The most notable exemplar is Robert
Adam’s Ruins of the Palace of the Emperor
Diocletian at Spalatro in Dalmatia published
(by subscription) in 1764. Practitioners
today may be better travelled but they
are less discriminating in recording their
experiences. Most carry a camera in a
casual effort to capture the mystery of
foreign lands; but some, however, are
more media-savvy, as evidenced by John
Pawson’s seductive new publication A
Visual Inventory.
Pawson’s
architectural
oeuvre
encompasses a wide variety of projects
from Calvin Klein’s flagship retail store
in Manhattan to a Cistercian monastery
in Bohemia. He readily acknowledges
his inability to draw or sketch but duly
compensates with an obsessive passion
for his digital camera. He assiduously
documents his architectural life (and
associated travels) and, to date, has
amassed over 250,000 images and the
book gathers together a select 272, laid
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out as a succession of contrived diptychs.
Each photograph is accompanied by an
extended caption setting out the reason for
its inclusion and we are assured that none
of the photographs have been cropped
or manipulated. The choice, although
beguiling, does appear rather arbitrary and
the pairings somewhat tenuous.
The book opens with the etymology of
the term ‘inventory’ and employs apposite
words such as list, catalogue and survey.
Pawson obviously has an unfailing eye
for detail and an unerring ability to distill
complex elements down to their essential
form. The images oscillate between the
stark utilitarianism of the tessellated
matting at Rievaulx Abbey to the brooding
exoticism of Angkor Wat. There is an
autobiographical aspect to the book with
several photographs showing his London
home where we glimpse his personal art
collection (with works by Donald Judd and
Carl Andre) his taste in cut flowers, even
the fissures of his bedroom shutters.
The book’s title is self-explanatory
and Phaidon must be commended for
producing such a beautiful edition. The
geographic spread of the photographs is
undoubtedly impressive and includes a
welcome smattering of seminal Asplund,
Scarpa and Zumthor projects. Elements
of Philip Johnson’s rambling estate at
New Canaan appear a number of times
(including the celebrated dog house) and
Pawson also cites Johnson’s glib aphorism
concerning the three F’s of Architecture,
namely; ‘Finish, Photograph, Forget’.
Although many architects may dabble
in associated creative disciplines such
as painting, sculpture and photography,
few merit the distinction of a dedicated
monograph. In this regard John Pawson
is an exception, as is Richard Meier whose
preferred artistic medium is collage.
Pawson’s photographs often elevate the
ordinary towards the extraordinary and
can conjure up a real sense of place.
Although people rarely feature in his
photographs, Pawson nonetheless aspires
to Cartier-Bresson’s belief in ‘the decisive
moment’ and pursues his interest “…in the
way the eye often sees what it is expecting

to see, rather than what is there.” The
photographs are revelatory and afford us a
glimpse into Pawson’s psyche but the book
would have benefited from a more rigorous
taxonomy to provide greater structure and
narrative flow.
Mark Cousins RIAS

The Environmental Design
Pocketbook
Sofie Pelsmakers
RIBA Publishing
£25.00
This book is as useful as a ball of twine, just
as compact and nearly as long. Packed with
‘rule of thumb’ guidance for architects
on just about any practical aspect of
contemporary building design this mighty
tome sorts the wheat from the chaff so you
don’t have to.
Want to settle a pub argument about
the slimmest construction of timber
framed wall to satisfy the current building
regulations then look no further than page
226 with its diagrams of sixteen alternative
constructions ranging from phenolic foam
at 280mm to straw at 456mm? Or perhaps
you are just about to commence work
on the retro-fit of a Victorian house and
are not quite sure where to begin – turn
to chapters eight & nine for guidance
on the likely current heat loss of the
property, the practical measures that can
be taken to reduce energy consumption
and a selection of key details that may be
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adapted to suit your project. And just in
case that involves too much reading for
the time starved architect there follows
a checklist of recommended retrofit
measures in order of carbon reduction and
financial payback. Simple.
This dense but readable book manages
to get across the key facts in a way that
neither patronises nor overly simplifies.
The realities of climate change are spelt
out (with key scientific papers invoked)
and the arguments against inaction made
clear in environmental and financial
terms. The author then proceeds to
break down the various design strategies
necessary to address the problem in a
logical, systematic way from site planning
& building design, running through to low
carbon technologies and renewables.
This is a book of solutions, many of
which are simple, common sense and
easy to follow. Where the issues are
more complex it assists the architect in
designing a solution for a specific building,
then ensures success through a series of
‘hand holding’ check lists.
Going back to first principles, the
selection of different construction
materials and methods is assessed in
unsentimental fashion, listing pros and
cons for each in terms that an architect (or
client) can easily understand, pointing out
issues of sustainability, cost, site erection
times, thermal resistance and more.
Technology is explained in simple, waffle
free terms. The dark art of photovoltaic
and solar panels is illuminated with
a feasibility flow chart, a formula for
energy calculation and a ‘tilt factor’ table
– sufficient information for most practical
purposes.
Over complex explanation has been
dispensed with, leaving the reader with
just the relevant facts (and a generous
bibliography should they wish to study
particular issues in more detail). Critically
the book is well indexed and logically
compiled, essential for a book that is likely
to find a home next to your workstation or
in the pocket of your site jacket.
Peter Robinson RIAS

Digital Landcape
Architecture Now
Nadia Amoroso
Thames and Hudson
£32.00
Nadia Amoroso’s overview of the use
of digital technologies in landscape
architecture is a strange psychedelic
tome. From its pink and green cover to
its saturated pages it is largely a record
of unrestrained indulgence in the use of
computer technologies in the development
of landscape architecture. However, if you
can scrape through the greasepaint and
occasionally impenetrable language some
significant themes emerge.
George Hargreaves’ introduction makes
an important point that in the pre-digital
world, where models were hand-crafted
and perspectives laboriously constructed
in pencil, hindsight allows us to see a clear
relationship between form and technique.
We often hear how computers allow us to
design and build buildings that couldn’t be
done before computer modelling but it is
perhaps harder to quantify the degree to
which modelling programmes can drive
form, rather than being pure tools for the
realisation of the imagination. However,
there is evidence here that algorithmic
processes within computer programmes
are pulling designers in certain directions.
The author is evangelical about the
wonders of digital technologies with
enthusiastic reference to the various
programmes that have generated the
images in the book and does not question
for a moment that digital technologies

might not be wholly beneficial to design.
‘Through testing and sculpting a wide
array of surface modalities, landscape
architects actively engage in proposing
design solutions, crafting new formal
expressions of land in ways that propose
unique visions of possible and future use
of space.’ But the gaping hole in this book
is that most of the projects in its pages are
unrealised and therefore remain ultimately
untested.
The short exploration of datascaping
and mapping technologies would
certainly have warranted more depth.
The use of statistics and mapping in
helping understand complex realities,
climate and population change and then
responding to them appropriately in
urban design proposals, is interesting
and potentially important. Work by
MVRDV using such approaches is perhaps
slightly alarming, given that the process is
likened to the computer game ‘Sim City’,
where the game player creates their own
cities and economies. Such potentially
megalomaniacal approaches make the
reader somewhat uncomfortable. This
discomfort is compounded through the
pages and pages of mega-projects and
blobitecture illustrated, with only very
rare glimpses of human scale and subtle
texture.
Exceptions are German-Italian firm
Land’s public spaces in Duisburg and
Cesena which demonstrate a carefully
considered translation of mapping and
modelling techniques to generate peopledriven spaces and the playful work of
Columbian firm Paisajes Emergentes.
Closer to home, Chris Speed’s work on
mapping and the social dimension of
digital practice demonstrates how mapping
techniques can be used to give insight
to how people use space. Rarely though
has this reader seen such a bewildering
collection of clumsy photoshopping, poor
use of colour, whimsical ugly form and
inhuman design. Now where did I put that
pencil?

All these new titles are available at the RIAS bookshop, 15 Rutland Square,
Edinburgh; by mail order (0131 229 7545); or online at www.rias.org.uk

Wil Tunnell RIAS
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TECHNICAL

THE LATEST NEWS FROM RIAS PRACTICE
If you have issues you would like to discuss
please do noT hesitate to contact us.
Maryse Richardson, Manager: PRACTICE
0131 229 7545 mrichardson@rias.org.uk
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PRACTICE UPDATE

Conservation Up-date
Jocelyn Cunliffe FRIAS, Chair of the RIAS
Conservation Committee, also represents the
Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland
(AHSS) on the board of the Built Environment
Forum Scotland (BEFS).
During 2012 I have represented the RIAS at two meetings of the
Edinburgh Group - The UK Forum for Professional Accreditation in
Built Environment Conservation. This group, whose name reflects
the place where it was initially set up, was serviced by Historic
Scotland until 2008 and is now serviced by COTAC. It promotes a
consistency of approach to conservation of the built environment
based on the 1993 ICOMOS Education and Training Guidelines.
Meetings move around the country to reflect the UK-wide
remit. In May the meeting was hosted by CADW at Tretower
Court near Crickhowell, Wales and in November at The City &
Guilds of London Arts School, Kennington, London.
Historic Scotland has taken the lead in the four ‘home
countries’ in establishing and agreeing a protocol to accommodate
cross-border working. The principle is that accredited practitioners
operating in one country will be deemed accredited in the others.
The RIAS commented to Historic Scotland as the protocol evolved
(see conservation section of the RIAS website). It is recognised that
the professional institutions set out and police standards for their
own members. Historic Scotland and English Heritage require
discipline to be the responsibility of the professional institutions
and they also insist on re-assessment on a regular basis.
The RIAS Conservation Accreditation Scheme has been
amended to reflect these protocol requirements and a number of
architects with conservation accreditation have gone through the
re-accreditation procedure in 2012 to ensure that their accreditation
indicates evidence of recent experience and current competence.
Those architects seeking RIAS Conservation Accreditation or
re-accreditation should read the guidance carefully and ensure that
they concisely demonstrate the competencies that are identified
in the guidance notes and in the application form. The applicant
should make clear exactly what his or her role has been in any
project. Many applicants fail to do this. It is also important that
applicants do not claim as their own projects which have been in
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their office but with which they have had little or no involvement.
Historic Scotland is carrying out pre-consultation work on the
Historic Environment Policy Review, intimated in the HS Corporate
Plan. Three workstreams have been established to look at core
activities and issues in the historic environment sector and a high
level consultation document will be published in 2013. This Review
is being carried out within a tight timescale as it is taking place
in the context of the intended merger of the Royal Commission
of the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS)
and Historic Scotland which has been identified by the Cabinet
Secretary as her preferred option. The business case for the merger
is being examined and there is likely to be a formal consultation
on legislation early in 2013. Information on the merger process is
available on the websites of RCAHMS and Historic Scotland.
The RIAS Conservation Committee has been working with
other professional bodies to re-establish the Conservation Liaison
Committee. The first meeting of this group was scheduled for early
December. Amongst the topics for discussion was grants. A new
Grants for Places of Worship programme is being launched by
Historic Scotland and the Heritage Lottery Fund in the new year
but details are not yet available.
In October 2012 Historic Scotland phased out two categories
of listing Category C (non-statutory) and B for Group (statutory).
There are three categories of listing, Category A, Category B and
Category C and buildings are assigned to the three categories
according to their relative importance. Following the List C review
and the phasing out of Category C (non-statutory) there is no
longer any need for the C(S) category. All listed buildings receive
equal legal protection and it should be noted that protection
applies equally to the interior and exterior of all listed buildings
regardless of category. The listing criteria are available on Historic
Scotland’s website (www.historic-scotland.gov.uk).
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Planning Update

•

An Update of the Changes in Scottish Planning
Practice During the Past Year
Hugh W J Crawford FRIAS, Convenor of
Environment, Housing and Town Planning
The past year has seen a continuing mood of change, reflection,
reappraisal and criticism by those working within the procedures
of the Planning System. This is being done within economic
conditions which do not reflect the level of activity which the
planning system is designed to address. Statistics gathered and
analysed at this time may not reflect a planning system adequate
for its purpose when a higher level of development activity is
restored.
The RIAS has been represented in the stakeholder and
working groups run by the Scottish Government and responded
to a range of consultations. Into these we have added comments
and submissions from practitioners. The Environmental Housing
and Town Planning Committee is in direct contact with John
McNairney, the new Chief Planner, Scottish Executive, appointed
June 2012. The Committee maintains a constructive dialogue and
convey the input of members to the process of review; at present
the Committee is enquiring about the working of Enterprise
Zones.
From the Stakeholder Forum at the Department for Planning
and Environmental Appeals (DPEA), we have learned that the case
load had been continuing at a reduced level and that had allowed a
reduction of full-time staff numbers, which may not be sufficient
to meet the needs of an upturn. In particular there is likely to be an
upturn in the number of development plan examinations in 2013.
There were five consultations returned in June, 2012:
•

•

Fees for Planning Applications; these are expected to rise
with the linking of the increase to improved performance.
The fees will cover the full application process including the
pre-application process and the charges for advertisement and
neighbour notification.
Development Delivery; the consultation contained no firm
proposals, but looked for views on the present working of the
system and the preferred areas for change and improvement.
There was some concern about delays and the general
suitability of the present system.

•

•

Development Plan Examinations; the present system
of examinations is still settling in, but local authorities are
unhappy about the power of Reporters to impose changes of
plans. There is concern also that the time taken for the process
and the discretion allowed to Reporters to limited the topics
considered at an examination.
Miscellaneous Amendments to the Planning System; which
have been proposed to simplify the system where many of the
procedures fall short of what was intended. Amendments have
been proposed to rectify these issues.
General Permitted Development Order; following the
consultations, the process will continue through Parliament
as an Amendment Order dealing with non-householder
development dealing with a range of uses and providing for
extensions to public buildings.

Analyses of responses to these consultations are now available
on the Scottish Government consultation pages as well as http://
www.scotland.gov.uk/planning.

building standards
Review of Technical Handbooks
The RIAS was consulted on the review of 4 sections of the Building
(Scotland) Regulations 2004: Technical Handbooks. The changes to
the building regulations are scheduled for autumn 2013.
Section 0 (General): updated guidance of the Technical
Handbooks for Regulation 8 of the Building (Scotland) Regulations
2004, as amended.
Section 2 (Fire): proposals to amend standard 2.15 automatic
fire suppression systems in relation to existing school buildings
and the introduction of a new Standard 2.16, Fire Safety Information.
Section 3 (Environment) & Section 4 (Safety): changes relating
to carbon monoxide detection, water efficiency, precipitation,
waste storage, changing places, toilets and protective barriers.
Section 7 (Sustainability): proposal to extend non-domestic
sustainability labelling to school buildings.
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PRACTICE UPDATE

RIAS BIM Seminar
The topic of BIM was discussed by various RIAS
Committees in 2012. Marjorie Appleton FRIAS,
Special Adviser to the Secretary, wrote the
following report to inform those who have not
been able to attend the seminar.
“The BIM Experience in Scotland”, organised by RIAS Practice
Services on Wednesday 31st October 2012, examined the
experience of the use of BIM in Scottish architects’ practices, for
those considering the use of BIM to become acquainted with its
advantages and disadvantages and to decide whether the choice of
becoming BIM compliant was right for their practice.
Practices heard from different sized offices experienced in
BIM. Jim Grimley RIAS and Andy Law FRIAS from Reiach and
Hall Architects introduced the subject and augmented their
previous Practice Note by talking through their experience on
recent projects. This was followed by David Stillie RIAS and Kevin
Haggarty of Mott MacDonald, who described the effect of BIM a
large, multi-disciplinary, global practice.
Anthony McDonnell and Mark Lean of Morgan McDonnell,
then described the suitability of BIM for smaller practices and the
experience of using BIM on a mixed conservation and new build
project. The degree of accuracy required for surveys of existing
buildings which could be fed into the BIM model was discussed
as was the necessity for additional staff to be BIM compliant, or at
least Revit trained and the need for a structured plan for adopting
BIM in order to achieve successful implementation.
Euan Geddes FRIAS of ADF Architects followed with an
examination of the business case for investing in BIM with the
necessary training, hardware, software and workstations to become
BIM compliant and listed the advantages and disadvantages. After
lunch Derek Jones of Keppie Design informatively described
current public procurement – the situation in the UK and the
contrasting experience in Scotland.
This was followed by the JCT/SBCC approach to BIM given by
Shona Frame of Macroberts and Robert Morris of MARSH then
described the insurance issues pertaining to BIM. Soft Landings an alternative approach to contract completion which is to become
obligatory on public UK BIM projects - was then lucidly explained
by Gary Clark from Heriot-Watt University. Its affect on current

contracts and the shift necessary in current working practice
required for its implementation were debated.
The RIAS is greatly indebted to all those who took part, in
particular to the speakers who had taken so much time and effort
in the preparation of their excellent papers – and to chairman
Willie Watt FRIAS in eliciting such good debates.
The message from the day was that many practices are now
changing the way they work to become BIM compliant. Since it is
a new discipline there may be a somewhat rocky road ahead until
most of the problems are ironed out. But the advantages clearly
outweigh the disadvantages for those practices who have used it –
and, for them, there is now no going back.
In the next couple of issues of Practice Information we shall
be including papers, not already published, as new Practice Notes.

rias updates
RIAS Contract Administration Forms
In time for the start of 2013 the re-designed RIAS Suite of Contract
Administration Forms will be available as free downloads for
Practice Services subscribers. The suite now includes all the forms
suitable for the SBCC 2011 standard and minor works building
contracts in a new easy to use colour coded format.

RI A S C ONTR AC T A DMINI S TR ATION
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Final Certificate

Architect’s Instruction

SBC/Q, AQ or XQ/Scot

SBC/Q, AQ, XQ/Scot or SBC/DB/Scot or MW/Scot, MW/D/Scot

PRACTICE UPDATE

Chartered Practice/Practice Services 2013

Practices will soon be invited to renew their Practice Services
subscription for 2013.
RIAS Council has recently approved the launch of RIAS
Chartered Practice. Practice Services subscribers will be able to
promote their practice as a “Chartered Practice” provided at least
20% of architects employed in the practice are RIAS members.
Most of our subscribers currently meet the eligibility criteria.
Upon renewal of your Practice Services subscription a certificate
of Chartered Practice membership will be issued to you as well
as access to the Chartered Practice logos for use on advertising
literature, websites, RIAS Directory and tender documents.
Practices experiencing cashflow problems can opt to pay in
three or four instalments. If you wish to take advantage of this
payment option, please speak to a member of the Practice Team.

Directory 2013-2015 – Don’t miss out!

Remember that all practices must opt into the new RIAS Directory
and provide updated information, even for a free entry. Do not
miss the opportunity to be included in this important new service
for architects and potential clients. Practice Services subscribers
who also meet the criteria of eligibility for Chartered Practice will
be able to display the RIAS Chartered Practice logo alongside their
entry.
To obtain an application form (required even for the free
entry) and discuss your options please call Veronica Low on 0131
229 7545.
Maryse Richardson
Manager: Practice

MIKE STOANE LIGHTING I EQUIPMENT DESIGN + MANUFACTURE
Rosslyn Chapel Visitors Centre

Lighting Design: FOTO-MA

Glass Balustrading
Hadden Construction is pleased to work in partnership
with clients across Scotland on a wide range of projects:

Grille City Aluminium specialises in the manufacture
and installation of top quality aluminium balustrades
and extrusions, including the Juralco range
exclusively imported direct from New Zealand.

Turnbull Aluminium Ltd.
t/a Grille City Aluminium
Unit 3, Inveralmond Trade Park,
Perth PH1 3TT
Tel: 01738 639 429 Fax: 01738 621 358
info@grillecity.com www.grillecity.com

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Main Contracting
Design & Build
Partnering
General Works
Maintenance
Refurbishment
Education
Housing
Healthcare
Commercial
Industrial
Leisure
Public Buildings
To discuss your next project, contact Stephen Lynas FRIAS
Hadden Construction Ltd, 1 Maidenplain Place,
Aberuthven, Perthshire, PH3 1EL
Email: slynas@hadden.co.uk
Tel: 01764 694702
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FINANCE

junior isas
The 1st November marked the first anniversary of the Junior Individual Savings Account (JISA), a tax
efficient savings vehicle for children. A mini version of the long standing and popular adult ISA,
the JISA allows parents, grandparents and family friends to invest in cash and stock and shares
ISAs.
Recent research from Family Investments showed that 92% of
parents with children under age 18 said they thought it was
important to save on behalf of their child but more than half (56%)
still had not heard of a JISA. This figure is better than last year
when 75% had not heard of it, but it is still quite high. The need for
long term savings for children has never been greater. The spiralling
costs of university fees, increasingly large deposits required for
first time house buyers and life’s other inevitable expenditures,
mean that children today are likely to face significant financial
pressure as they enter adulthood. It will be nearly impossible for
them to stay out of crippling debt without the continued financial
support of parents and grandparents.
Worse, these high cost items may inhibit future generations
from saving for their retirement, which could consequently plunge
them into poverty in their old age. Even small amounts of money
invested regularly can make a huge difference over time. Putting
away £50 each month over 18 years, assuming an annual growth
rate of 4%, could leave you with a pot of £15,800. If you are able to
put away the maximum amount of £300 a month into a JISA, it
could be worth almost £95,000. This is an amazing start in life for
any young adult!
Eligibility
All UK resident and ordinarily resident children under the age of
18 who do not have a Child Trust Fund (CTF) are eligible for JISAs.
This includes children born before the launch of the CTF (the CTF
was available to children born between 1st September 2002 and
2nd January 2011). Anyone with parental responsibility for an

eligible child can open a JISA for that child. Eligible children will
be able to open JISAs for themselves from age 16.
Taxation
Any income or capital gains will be tax-free. The parental settlement
rules do not apply to parental contributions to JISAs.
Investments
Both cash and stocks and shares JISAs are available. Children can
hold up to one cash and one stocks and shares JISA at a time (two
accounts in total). The qualifying investments for both cash and
stocks and shares JISAs are the same as for the adult equivalents,
i.e. stocks and shares - individual shares or bonds, or pooled
investments such as open-ended investment funds, investment
trusts or life assurance investments.
Any person or organisation can contribute to a child’s JISA.
Obtaining Advice
If you would like to receive more information, it is important to
seek professional independent financial advice before proceeding.
Please contact RIAS PFS on 0141-226-8866 or email us at frame@
riaspfs.com.
RIAS PFS
Tel 0141 226 8866
Email info@riaspfs.com
Web www.riaspfs.com
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insurance
Passing on the Baton
Succession Planning for Architects
Introduction
It is easy to get caught up in the daily tasks of finding and satisfying
clients so when succession or pastures new beckon, unless you
have laid the groundwork, it can be difficult to pick the right exit
route. This article provides an overview of some key issues to
consider when planning an exit, whether the practice is operated
as a general or limited partnership, a limited liability partnership
(LLP) or a limited company.
Key Points to Consider
The exact method used will depend on your legal relationship
with the practice, whether a partner in a partnership, a director or
shareholder in a company, or an employee.
If you have an ownership interest in the practice, such as
shares in a company or an interest in a partnership, then it is
likely that the transfer or sale of that interest will be subject to
various contractual restrictions. The relevant documents should
be reviewed carefully in order to:
•

•
•

give you maximum control over the terms and timing of your
exit (for example you may have to offer your shares to the
other owners of the business),
optimise value (there may be a contractual framework for
valuing your share) and
structure the exit in the most tax efficient way and in the
context of your overall financial planning.

As well as how your share in the ownership of the practice is
dealt with, you will also have to consider pre-existing contractual
provisions that are relevant as well as those which your partners,
fellow shareholders or successors may want to consider. These
may be built into a partnership agreement, a company’s articles
of association, a shareholders’ agreement or an employment
contract. Particular issues may include:
•

the risk of ongoing liability for the practice’s debts and
obligations, not just insured claims from clients which we look
at in more detail below, this will be a particularly important
consideration if you are a partner in a non-LLP partnership
where it may be important to obtain indemnity protection
from the continuing partners (this is because a partner is
usually jointly and severally liable for the debts and obligations
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•
•

of the firm incurred while he is a partner),
you may have given guarantees or securities over property
which may require to be terminated,
you may be subject to restrictive covenants or restrictions’ over
rights to use intellectual property such as designs, drawings,
product samples and models.

If you need advice on the insurance implications of succession
planning, please contact Patrick Tyler or Ian McCallum at RIAS
Insurance Services.
Claims
This wouldn’t be an article written by lawyers if it didn’t mention
the bane of an architect’s life: claims, whether deserving or not,
from unhappy clients. In the construction industry, we are all
familiar with claims which have sometimes a very long tail indeed.
Clients in general have five years from when they or ought
reasonably to be aware that they have a claim to bring an action so
you can see you might be well into your retirement before danger
rears its ugly head.
One particular case we were involved in springs to mind where
a large industrial structure was built in the late 1980s, the roof
started to leak regularly in the mid to late 1990s and a court action
was raised in the early 2000s. This action eventually settled after
years of fighting among the various parties in 2010 by which point
many of the key witnesses had retired and some had even died
or become senile. It pays therefore to consider how to deal with
future claims.
The first question is who is going to deal with it? In the case of
a limited company or an LLP it is quite probable that any claim will
be against that legal person and as indemnity insurance is almost
always on a “claims made” basis, the insurance policy in force at
the time being will pick it up so the theory goes.
However, who is going to pay for the self insured amount or
excess? Sometimes this can be a significant sum for the business
involved. It would make sense to consider and agree how that
is going to be dealt with, Is there to be a claw back or will the
continuing business pick up the tab.
If you are a sole practitioner or part of a partnership, it is
possible for a new trading entity to take on the liability of the old
and look after it under their insurance policy. That runs a slight
risk for someone retiring as it relies on the business keeping the

insurance policy in place as the client is going to pursue the old
partnership or individual.
RIAS Insurance Services can advise you on the purchase of
what is known as “Run Off” cover which provides protection for
a number of years.
Personal liability
This article isn’t meant to scare unnecessarily but it is quite
possible for an individual architect, even if employed by a limited
company, to end up being personally liable to a client. You should
be particularly alert to this if your practice is operated as a
partnership, as mentioned above.
Most insurance policies will expressly cover employees of the
business both past and present but what happens if the insurance
isn’t there? The classic case, and relevant in these circumstances,
was Merrett v Babb which involved a valuation surveyor.
The facts are probably well-known but it’s worth going over
them again. Mr Babb surveyed a residential property for his
employers. The survey had been instructed by lenders to support
an application by Ms Merrett for a mortgage over the property.
Mr Babb’s inspection report failed to notice settlement cracks
between the property and a later extension. Some time later, Mr
Babb’s employers, a limited company, went out of business and in
spite of RICS Rules, the administrators decided not to pay for “Run
Off” cover for claims.
Ms Merrett, now the householder, subsequently discovered
the cracks which she alleged reduced the value of the property
by £14,500 and she pursued Mr Babb for this amount. Mr Babb’s
former company was no longer in existence and, as has been said,
there was no Professional Indemnity “Run Off” cover in place.
Mr Babb’s new employers had Professional Indemnity cover but
this would not cover any claims arising for work done by Mr Babb
before he joined, so Ms Merrett then sued Mr Babb in a personal
action; she was successful because although Mr Babb was working
on the instructions of his employers, he had signed the valuation
personally, rather than on behalf of his company. A majority
decision handed down by the court allowed Mr Merrett’s claim
and Mr Babb was held personally liable.
Had Mr Babb’s former employers bought “Run Off” protection
then, subject to any terms and conditions, Ms Merrett’s claim
would have been met under that policy. But there are lessons to
be learned here. This decision has implications for Professional

Indemnity Insurance and employed professionals need to have
the comfort of knowing that they are insured in their personal
capacity for services rendered on behalf of their employers. It’s
usual for Professional Indemnity policies to cover this exposure
automatically but it’s not always the case. The RIAS Insurance
Services policy does provide this protection and has always done
so.
You can easily imagine an architect creating a sufficiently close
relationship with a client on a project that the client could look to
the architect personally as well as his employer firm or company
for recourse. And let’s not forget that complaints to the ARB have
to be about an individual architect not a firm or company. The
RIAS Insurance Services policy includes protection for any costs
incurred in representation at an ARB hearing.
You will see, therefore, that peace of mind may require an
individual architect to check that such cover is in place. RIAS
Insurance Services will be happy to assist with any of these
enquiries.
RIAS Insurance Services is extremely grateful for the assistance
provided by Alisdair Matheson and Andrew Akintewe, of Brodies LLP,
and their involvement in the preparation of this article.

Alisdair is an associate in the Dispute
Resolution team at Brodies LLP and
is accredited as a specialist in both
Professional Negligence and Construction
Law by the Law Society of Scotland and
Andrew is an associate in the Corporate
unit who deals with business transfers and
reorganisations on a daily basis.
RIAS INSURANCE SERVICES
Tel 0131 311 4292 Fax 0131 311 4280
Email ian.mccallum@marsh.com
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Werneth Health Centre “the most environmentally
friendly primary healthcare building in the UK”
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CHAPTERS

hillpark house, bobby halliday architects

the rias is a federation of six local chapters.
chapter activity is central to the life of the
incorporation and our services to our members.
these updates illustrate the breadth and
quality of chapter activity.
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aberdeen

www.aberdeenarchitects.org

The long dark nights are upon us and we can take time to reflect
on the year which is drawing to a close. Personally speaking, and
for the Aberdeen Society of Architects, it has been a busy and
rewarding one. There have been a number of highlights including
the Convention in May and my own participation in the judging
process for the Aberdeenshire Council and Aberdeen Civic Society
Awards.
Members of ASA were again to the fore when the Civic Society
Awards were presented at a ceremony in the Town & County Hall.
There were, however, two outstanding pieces of architecture which
were recognised on the night. These were the Sir Duncan Rice
Library at Aberdeen University by Schmidt Hammer Lassen and
the Phoenix Hall, Camphill Village, by Camphill Architects. I was
particularly impressed with the craftsmanship and attention to
detail displayed at Phoenix Hall and this was quite rightly rewarded
with a special award for the foreman joiner on the project.
I also attended the recent prize giving at The Scott Sutherland
School of Architecture and Built Environment, when a number of
promising young construction professionals were recognised for
their hard work and their potential. The potential displayed by
recipients of the Chapter prizes has obviously been noted beyond
the realms of academia, as all of our certificates were presented in
absentia. In these continuing difficult times it is heartening that at
least some students have been able to find work.
Chapter Council has been delighted by the response
from members to the half day CPD event. Topics included
masterplanning and the future of Aberdeen City, an update on
contracts from Iain Ferguson FRIAS and Debbie Mays Hon FRIAS
of SBCC and details of innovative approaches to energy design and
sustainability within existing listed buildings.
Chapter members will, by now, all have been circulated with
details of the call for entries to the ASA Awards 2012. The closing
date for entries is 28th December. The Award is open to any project
which has been completed within the calendar year. There are a
number of changes for this year, particularly a realignment of
categories. The Awards also have a new sponsor, in the form of
McLeod & Aitken, Quantity Surveyors, Project Managers and
CDM Co-ordinators. Our thanks go to Graham Cantlay, Duncan
Moir and Chris Milne for their support. With judging to take
place in the early part of 2013, the Awards will be presented at our
annual dinner, which will take place in March.
We must also thank John Russell and Russwood. Their
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sir duncan rice LIBRARY, schmidt hammer lassen;
Aberdeen Civic Society Award winner

generous support over the last two years has allowed us to get
our Awards ‘up and running’ and to make them the success they
undoubtedly are.
The furore has almost died down following the decision by
Aberdeen City Councillors to abandon the City Gardens Project.
Whilst those who opposed the project are congratulating
themselves, there are others amongst us wondering if ultimately
there were any real ‘winners’ as a result of this decision. Perhaps
the City of Aberdeen will be the biggest loser in the end. The most
frightening aspect of the whole process is not the rejection of the
gardens project, nor is it the loss of promised millions. It is the
complete lack of a credible, viable, vision for the future of the City.
It is therefore incumbent on all of us who have an interest in the
future of our great City to continue the dialogue with a view to
establishing exactly what the future might be for Aberdeen and
how we are going to get there.
Murray Restrup FRIAS, President ASA
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dundee

www.dia-architects.com

Dunfermline High School, Fife Council Property

This quarter the Dundee Institute of Architects has focussed its
efforts around delivering its CPD programme and the organising
and judging of the annual DIA Awards. After two years outsourcing
its CPD programme, DIA Council decided that it was necessary
to revamp and revigorate CPD delivery. To satisfy our members’
thirst for knowledge an exciting programme of events has been
co-ordinated by Rodger Brunton, Secretary DIA, involving a wide,
varied and stimulating compendium of presentations and visits.
After consultations and in light of the continuing depressed
economic climate, the DIA is offering its CPD programme to all
its members free of charge this year. This of course puts added
pressure on the voluntary efforts of DIA Council. I would urge
that all members take advantage of this gesture to attend as
many events as possible. DIA Council is hoping that this kindles
additional interest and motivates an increased attendance at
this year’s events. Whilst most will still be held at the Duncan
of Jordanstone College of Art (Room 5013) some visits have
been organised, most notably to the new Olympia Leisure Pool,
Dundee, by Dundee City Council Architects Department, the
innovative Dunfermline High School by Fife Council Property
Services and Velux Factory, Glenrothes. For a full listing of events
please consult our revitalised website.

This year’s DIA Awards judges, Helen Wright of ‘The Courier’
and George Gall of ‘ACTAJOB’ have been assisting in evaluating
and short-listing the entries. It was gratifying that this year’s
assortment of submissions slightly exceeded last year’s number of
entries. Submissions have flooded in from members across DIA
territory encompassing innovative projects from Montrose to
St.Andrews (or in the case of The Ambassador Award; Barcelona
and Peru). The DIA has always sought to create a professional
Awards Dinner which will again be held at The Invercarse Hotel,
Dundee. To achieve this it relies heavily on sponsorship and
grateful thanks must go to; Blackadders Solicitors, Ora Ceramics,
Bentleys Shopfitting, Cupa Roofing Products, Forbo Flooring,
Marley Plumbing and Drainage, Resistant Building Products,
Scotframe Timber Frame Engineering and of course Forestry
Commission Scotland for their support.
In my capacity as DIA President I attended a working group
of local businesses representing all aspects of the construction
industry. It was interesting to hear the views and opinions tabled
and the common grievances aired. It was considered that the
industry should be put on a ‘war footing’ as consolidation of the
industry must be expedited immediately, otherwise skills and
people will be lost. never to return.
Whilst the dearth of opportunities to employ staff or train
students is clearly apparent within the architectural profession it
is evident that all sectors of the industry are suffering badly. One
has to consider the long-term effect that this will have and also
the third party, related industries that feed off the construction
industry that are undoubtedly suffering and the effect on society
as a whole. These alarming assessments were delivered with
mutual anxiety to a gathering which comprised Chief Executives
of The Scottish Building Federation, Dundee and Angus Chamber
of Commerce and Fife Chamber of Commerce.
It is anticipated in the very near future that a short
questionnaire will be issued through DIA to all members. I
urge you to respond to this in order that the views of as many
architects as possible can be heard. I am keen to ensure that our
Chapter strongly represents our members with RIAS and other
stakeholders. Please do not hesitate to contact the DIA Council
through our website or via Secretary, Rodger Brunton.
Fraser Middleton RIAS, President DIA
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edinburgh

www.eaa.org.uk

EAA Awards for Architecture 2013
The EAA Awards for Architecture 2013 were launched in November.
The Edinburgh Architectural Association Awards are designed to
create a showcase for the architectural profession to demonstrate
its skills and its contribution to the environment and the economy
by highlighting excellent work undertaken within the EAA Chapter
area and by architects in general.
Shortlisted entries will be featured on the EAA website and
the winners will be announced and presented with their awards
at a special presentation event in March 2013. An exhibition of
all shortlisted entries will also be held in the RIAS Joyce B Deans
Room at 15 Rutland Square. Entries for the following award
categories are invited:
• Building of the Year
• Regeneration/ Conservation
• Small Project
• EAA Ambassador
• Wood Award (new award category this year)
The criteria for each category are explained on the EAA website.
Entries should be submitted no later than 12 noon Tuesday 29th
January 2013.
Edinburgh Urban Design Panel
EAA continues to provide three members for the Panel’s monthly
meetings, reviewing major projects at the pre-application stage.
CPD
Events this quarter included:
16th November 2012: Third Changeworks Seminar
28th November 2012: Concluding Lecture in the Scale Series. At
the Fine Scale: Detailing of its Time and of its Place. Stephen
Dickson of City of Edinburgh Council shared his study of building
detail design and how these enable us to pinpoint buildings
in both time and space, how these details evolved over time
with specific spatial relationship with each other and how they
were lost to Internationalism. Stephen Dickson sees a potential
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David Barbour, BDP

EAA Secretary
EAA Council would like to thank Beth Cumpstey for her service
as Secretary to the Chapter and wish her well in her new post as
a full-time architect. We also welcome our new Secretary, Gail
Palmer, who has been in post since October.

Bathgate Partnership Centre – BDP

resurgence in attention to historical architectural detailing which
acknowledges and respects such local details and an end to
unattached “architectural statements”.
Gloria Lo and Gail Palmer continue to organise the 2013
programme.
Scottish Government Procurement Reform Bill
Consultation
EAA returned a response to the Scottish Government’s
consultation on public procurement on 2nd November 2012.
City of Edinburgh Council Property
Conservation Service
EAA Council is grateful to John McLaren for his work preparing a
Chapter response to the CEC consultation on the re-design of the
troubled Property Conservation Service.
Forthcoming Chapter Council Meetings:
Tuesday 8th January 2013, Tuesday 12th February 2013
More information and other Chapter news is available on the EAA
website www.eaa.org.uk
Dermot Patterson RIAS, President EAA
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The last quarter is always the busiest of the year, with the annual
awards dinner just before the festive period - the busy bees of the
Communication Committee are buzzing around in a heightened
state of organisation! This year’s awards dinner was a resounding
success. With the addition of a short talk about the Alexander
Thomson competition, its commendations and winner, and the
inclusion of the new photography competition in honour of John
Marc Creaney; there was a lot to get through.
With over 70 entries and a shortlist of over 40, the judging of
the main architectural awards was done over a four week period.
The process for judging this year’s awards was changed with ten
GIA committee members marking all the entries to whittle down
to a shortlist. Then each category was judged by a smaller team
(two GIA committee members and a specialist guest judge).
Having read through the feedback sheets for all the site visits, the
quality of this year’s entries would rival any previous year.
I was honoured to be able to spend the day of the awards dinner
with Kathryn Findlay of Ushida Findlay Architects. We set off very
early in the morning on a mission to visit five or six of the award
winning buildings, several of which I had not visited personally
up to this point. Although all the buildings visited that day were
very worthy winners, the most noticeable thing that both Kathryn
and I picked up on was how pleased, if not ecstatic, the clients
and users were of the buildings that their architects had produced.
There was an overwhelming feeling that there is a true benefit, at
every level, in using an architect. Every client’s life, either in work
or at home, seemed to have been enriched by these buildings.
The other main thrust of the dinner was to highlight the great
recent achievements by young architects. As we all know, the
past few years have been difficult times for architecture. Against
this backdrop I have been particularly impressed at how many
students and young architects have taken the initiative in creating
their own business opportunities. New architectural companies
have been pro-active in self-promotion, finding new clients and
stepping outside the traditional boundaries of the architect’s role.
I feel that it is important for us to nurture and encourage this
young talent wherever possible and we will be supporting them
with new initiatives in the coming year.
The GIA will be improving its links with the architecture
schools with initiatives such as the Architecture, People and
Places (AP+P) committee’s work with students. AP+P has been
developing a new initiative called ‘Conversations’. They aim

neil boyd

glasgow

Reflections by Neil Boyd - Jon-Marc Creaney Photography
Competition Winner

to identify architectural issues within the Chapter area and
investigate these through a process of documenting, presenting
and recording. Each conversation will engage with the decision
makers and stakeholders involved and promote creative solutions.
‘Conversations’ continues to raise awareness of the GIA
amongst the profession and also provide opportunities to invite
international speakers and engage with local communities. It also
results in definite proposals for improving the places investigated.
These educational events have the additional benefit of
promoting architecture to a wider audience. This could help the
public re-engage with architecture, which is an objective for the
GIA over the forthcoming year. With projects based on community
engagement, there is an opportunity to involve the public and
promote the idea that good architecture has a positive impact on
people’s lives.
Michael Jarvis RIAS, President GIA
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Meet our family of leading
fenestration solutions
Senior Architectural is a major UK supplier of
façade solutions, specialising in providing
aluminium, timber, glass and fibreglass glazing
systems designed to the highest standards.
With more than two decades’ experience,
Senior’s reputation is that of an innovative driver
of the market, offering technical excellence,
performance, value, and creativity to the many
fabricators, architects and contractors with
which we are proud to be associated.

ALUMINIUM

HYBRID

FIBRE

GLASS

Tel: 01506 407 640 E-mail: info@seniorarchitectural.co.uk Web: www.seniorarchitectural.co.uk
Unit 4 Dunlop Court, Deans Industrial Estate SW, Livingston, West Lothian EH54 8SL. Strategic service centres located nationwide.
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www.highlandarchitects.org
Highland Council

inverness

Milton of Leys Primary school, Inverness – Highland Council

IAA conference presentation

IAA conference

As I write, the IAA is reaching the climax of its summer/autumn
major projects; the IAA Awards and our autumn CPD Conference.
The awards process, which has included regional awards heats,
judging and exhibitions in six IAA regions, reached its climax
at the Strathpeffer Pavilion on 9th November with the judging
and awards ceremony for the 2012 IAA Awards, in six categories,
including Innovation and Best Use of Timber. This glittering
occasion, hosted this year by the BBC’s Fred MacAulay, attracts
well over 100 guests and is highly anticipated by all.
The awards dinner is preceded by this year’s major CPD
Conference, “Urban Legends and Rural Myths; An Exploration of
New and Imagined Ideas” with speakers Neil Sutherland, Hugh

Raven, Gordon Gibb, Professor Robin Webster and Kurt Kohlstedt.
The Association is also taking the opportunity - having in
excess of 100 of its members gathered in one place - to invite,
review and comment on the IAA’s areas of operation, how well it
works and in what areas it should be seeking to develop its services
in the future. Questions discussed include whether IAA should
employ staff; whether it should change its name; and how best it
should support and assist its local group networks, which operate
in Shetland, Skye and the Western Isles.
Andrew Bruce FRIAS, Acting IAA President
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As the building was being designed,
one question kept coming to mind...

...WHAT ABOUT
THE FIRE SAFETY
STANDARDS?

For a FREE consultation to find out what fire engineering
can do for you please contact Sandy Killbourn on
T: 01786 449944 • E: enquiry@g-fire.co.uk

www.gartcarronfireengineering.co.uk

FE
GARTCARRON FIRE ENGINEERING Ltd.

Designing buildings to save life

Eight times winner of the Johnstone’s Painter of the Year Award
Johnstone’s Supreme Decorator of the Year Award 2010
WorldSkills Double Gold Medal Winner

NEVIN
of EDINBURGH

‘The Royal Palace of Stirling Castle’

DECORATORS OF DISTINCTION

Specialists in Microscopy
paint anaylsis, conservation
and restoration

Nevin of Edinburgh has been providing the highest
standards of skill, customer service and excellence
since 1977. We are a multi-award winning company
and the decorator of choice for organisations such as
The National Galleries of Scotland, Historic Scotland
and The National Trust for Scotland. We can help you
decorate, renovate and transform the interior and
exterior of your property no matter what the size or
difficulty. We pride ourselves on fine attention to
detail and ensuring of your 100% satisfaction.

‘Edinburgh City Chambers’

8 Swanfield, Leith,
Edinburgh EH6 5RX

www.nevinofedinburgh.co.uk
enquiries@nevinofedinburgh.co.uk

tel: 01315541711
fax: 01738623228
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Building of the Year 2012 - WINNER - Hillpark House Bridge of
Allan , Bobby Halliday Architects

Wood Award WINNER - Cedar Studio, Croftamie, Architeco

Members and guests enjoyed an informative afternoon on 20
September 2012 kindly sponsored by Highland Galvanisers with
topics covering Protection of Steel, Social Media for Architects
(from Fatbuzz.com), Designing out Waste (from Zero Waste
Scotland) and Timber Technology (from Intelligent Wood Systems)
rounded off with a review of the work of Nicoll Russell Studios.
There was a fantastic response to The ‘Real Stirling Prize’
Building of the Year Award 2012 sponsored by Russwood Ltd. Entries
included: WB_Arch: Briarlands Farm, McEachern Architects: The
Woodhouse & Easter Borland, Wellwood Leslie: Polmaise Waste
Facility, Architeco: Cedar Studio, Falkirk Council: St Bernadette’s
PS, Bracewell Stirling Consulting: Parklands Nursing Home, Arka
Architects: 14 Albert Road, 2-6 Stevenson Ave, Myretoun Barn, 13
Greenvale Drive, Burnett Pollock Associates: William Simpsons
Home, Anderson Bell Christie: Raploch Resource Centre, MacDuff
Architects: Camphill Blair Drummond, Reiach & Hall: Alloa &
Stirling Campus and Bobby Halliday Architects: Hillpark House,
Chalmers Church, Coachhouse.
The Building of the Year 2012 was awarded to Bobby Halliday
Architects for the remodelling of Hillpark House, Claremont Drive,
Bridge of Allan. This reconfiguration of a fairly ordinary home has
created something really special. The new extension to the entrance
area and the elegant curved stair add delight. The harnessing of a
level change between kitchen/dining and the lounge is masterful by
providing two stairs flanking a screen wall between.
Commendations were awarded for WB_Arch: Briarlands
Farm, Arka Architects: Myretoun Barn and Falkirk Council: St
Bernadette’s Primary.

We were also pleased to announce another category, kindly
sponsored by the Forestry Commission Scotland and Wood for
Good for the Best Use of Timber 2012. Architeco’s Cedar Studio
in Croftamie won through. Judges commented on ‘the simple
function of this gem of a building, its scale, detailing and selection
of timber materials which enable this small quirky shed to
seamlessly fit in with its surroundings’. Thanks to all entrants.
To complement our new logo and widen communicating
with members, clients and others we have set up a Twitter
account. We will be posting a range of news updates and articles.
Visit www.twitter.com/SSA_Architect or www.facebook.com/
StirlingSocietyOfArchitects
The SSA celebrates being 80 years young in November 2013!
As part of the celebration we are arranging a dinner for members,
clients and associates in mid to late November next year.
Chapter Council is currently finalising a venue in Alloa for the
Spring CPD & Annual General Meeting. We look forward to a good
turnout. Please save the 21st March 2013 in your diaries. As ever we
are on the lookout for potential new Council Members to support
the workings of the Chapter. Please consider joining Council.
Moira Bain, our Chapter Secretary for the last 12 years, has
retired. I am grateful to the incredible Moira for her support over
the years. On behalf of the SAA I wish her a happy, healthy and
enjoyable retirement. I also take the opportunity to welcome our
new Secretary Louise Fields, a recent architecture graduate.
With festive wishes and all the best for 2013.
Stephen Lynas FRIAS, President SSA
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president’s diary
october 2012
29

ASA Chapter Meeting / Aberdeen

november 2012
08
08
09
12
21
22
23
27
28
28

RIAS Conservation Committee / Edinburgh
RIAS Andrew Doolan Best Building in Scotland Award
Presentation / Scottish Parliament, Edinburgh
GIA Awards Dinner / Glasgow
School Visit - ESALA and Interview of their Design Tutor
Award Nominee / Edinburgh
RIAS President’s Policy Committee / Edinburgh
DIA Dinner / Dundee
Memorial Event for Sharon McCord Hon FRIAS /
Edinburgh
School Visit – Scott Sutherland School and Interview of
their Design Tutor Award Nominee /
Aberdeen
School Visit – University of Dundee and Interview of their
Design Tutor Award Nominee / Dundee
RIAS Education Committee / Dundee

december 2012
03
05
05
06
14

malcolm cochrane

14

ASA Chapter Meeting / Aberdeen
Meeting with Cabinet Secretary, Fiona Hyslop MSP /
Edinburgh
RIAS Council / Edinburgh
Five Presidents Meeting / London
School Visit – The Mackintosh School of Architecture and
Interview of their Design Tutor Award Nominee / Glasgow
School Visit – Strathclyde University and Interview of their
Design Tutor Award Nominee / Glasgow
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president elect
On Wednesday 5th December 2012, RIAS
Council elected Iain Connelly FRIAS as the
Incorporation’s President Elect – with
acclamation. Iain will assume the Presidency at
the May 2013 RIAS Convention.
Our President Elect’s CV:
After qualifying from Edinburgh College
of Art Iain joined Sir Frank Mears &
Partners in 1978. He moved to Terrance
Oliver Architects, Dunfermline in
November 1979 where he worked on
private residential projects, notably
Steeple Clump, Dalgety Bay, also
industrial and commercial projects.
Iain joined Dunfermline District Council in 1983, progressing
to Principal Architect. His projects included Cowdenbeath
Pool and new build housing, a major extension to the Carnegie
Sports Centre and housing regeneration. He oversaw the award
winning restoration of Abbot House, Dunfermline, the extensions
of Carnegie Library and Tiffany Lounge, Carnegie Hall, both
Dunfermline and the new Dalgety Bay Library.
In 1996 Iain was promoted to Area Manager for Fife Council,
moving to Kirkcaldy and assuming responsibility for a large, multidisciplinary, practice. In March 2002 he became Head of Property
Services with over 200 professional and support staff. Current
projects include the £19m Carnegie Centre refurbishment,
Dunfermline High School (£40m) and Auchmuty High School,
Glenrothes (£32m).
Iain has represented Fife Council on the Association of Chief
Architects in Scottish Local Authorities (ACASLA) since 1990.
When it was incorporated into The Society of Chief Architects
in Local Authorities (SCALA) in 2004 he became the first SCALA
Scotland President (2004-2006). He remains a member of the
SCALA Scotland Executive, representing them on the Federation
of Property Services.
On RIAS Council since 2004, Iain was previously a member of
the Consultancy Committee and is Vice-Convenor of the Scottish
Government and Local Authority Liaison Committee. A strong
advocate for in-house services Iain has also always supported
the value of working in partnership with the private sector.
Throughout his career he has campaigned to promote the benefits
that can be achieved through well designed buildings and spaces.
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REPORT ON december 2012 COUNCIL
The Council meeting included a
presentation from the ARB Chief
Executive, Alison Carr, in response
to RIAS concerns on recent Scottish
cases. There was a brisk question and
answer session with promises of followup on issues raised. That was followed
by an enlightening short presentation
on the work of the Dundee School by
Graeme Hutton, Associate Dean, Head
of Architecture & Planning, University of
Dundee.
Council noted the revised forecast
surplus of £5,407 in the Management
Accounts to September 2012. Adverse
costs were offset by positive variances on
membership subscriptions, awards, and
the costs of the Secretary and President’s
office and staff.
The Membership Report was noted
by Council with 8 deaths, 15 resignations,
13 transfers to Retired, 26 removals,
13 transfers to Retired membership, 6
transfers to Retired Fellowship, 4 Reinstatements, 1 election to Affiliate
Membership, 229 elections to Student
Membership, 22 elections to Membership,
3 nominations to Fellowship and 2
nominations to Honorary Fellowship.
The Scottish Government’s method of
measuring the strength of responses to
consultations by ignoring the weighting
of the responding organisations was
discussed and it was agreed that a different
way of responding will be put in place
where possible.
An application from the Inverness
Chapter to draw down funds from the
Chapter Fund was agreed. £10,000 of the
Fund will be designated for 2016 activities.
The RIAS is a partner in the online
Dictionary of Scottish Architects, founded

by Professor David Walker. It was agreed
that support for the continuation of the
Dictionary in the present partnership
model was in accordance with the Scottish
Government’s wishes for public/private
endeavours.
Council noted that David Dunbar
PPRIAS and Stephen Lynas FRIAS,
President SSA, had applied for membership
of the Construction Scotland Industry
Leadership Group, the Government’s
forum.
The implications for the Incorporation
of the impending 2014 Referendum require
consideration and it was agreed that
Practice and CEAM Committees review
this issue and report back to Council.
The proposal to establish a task group
to consider the development of a BIM
Manager Accreditation Scheme (BMAS)
was agreed by Council. This group will
report, through Practice Committee, to
Council.
Council also agreed that Practice
Committee should review ideas around
procurement accreditation. It was also
agreed to propose a self-lodged sPQQ
which practitioners and businesses would
retain and amend for lodging for specific
projects as required.
Council noted that the third audit of
the Energy Design Certification Scheme
has been successfully completed remotely
with no ‘serious causes for concern’. It
was also agreed that an application for
the establishment of a Section 6 – Energy
(Non-domestic) should be made and also
that an EPC Scheme Guide be prepared
and lodged. Council also approved the
submission of a Section 7 – Sustainability
Scheme, covering both domestic and nondomestic.

The success of this year’s RIAS Awards
was noted by Council who also agreed
minor variations respect of shortlisting
projects.
The Incorporation’s involvement in the
Beechgrove Garden community projects
had produced a significant profile and
Council agreed to continue with a further
year’s funding with a detailed review in
September 2013.
The continuing saga on the remedial
work to the Incorporation’s garden wall
has progressed after positive discussions
with the City of Edinburgh Council. A
proposal for rectification is in progress of
preparation and costing.
Reports were received and noted from
Committees, from the Chapters and RIBA
Council.
A J Hugh FRIAS
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JON JARDINE GRAPHIC DESIGNER
KEITHSTR. 17, 10787 BERLIN, DEUTSCHLAND
mail@jonjardine.com +49 0 30 21 00 58 69

ADVERT PROOF
PLEASE CHECK CAREFULLY

Robin Abbey

Signwriter
gilder, glass gilder

Traditional writing and gilding
Design
Historical context
Advice
Tuition

0131 555 4488
mobile 07939 000 831

robinabbey1@gmail.com
www.robinabbeysignwriting.co.uk
Studio 6, Coburg House Art Studios,
Edinburgh eh6 6et
a vi n y l- free zon e!
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membership report, december 2012
The Following Deaths were
Reported with Regret:
W Ashley Bartlam frias
John M Dick rias
Desmond Hodges frias
Ronald Y MacDonald rias
Sharon McCord hon frias
Alan J Mercer rias
Alexander Wilson rias
Euan Wright
Resignations Reported:
Christoph Ackerman, Colin Glover,
Jill Hackland, Paul Johnstone, Khairul
Khalifa, Gavin Lloyd, Guido MacLellan,
Nicola Mayer, Wallace McGregor, Peter
Rennie, Fiona Smith, Paul Stollard, Peter
Swift, Ian F Thomson, Oliver J Wilson
Transfers To Retired
Membership Approved:
James Aitchison frias Glasgow
Calum Anton rias Inverness
Alan Bayne rias riba Glasgow
Douglas Brown rias riba Glasgow
Anne S Crawford rias Edinburgh
Anthony Curtis Wolffe frias riba Glasgow
Philip Draper rias riba Glasgow
Stewart Fowler frias riba Stirling
Patricia Gibbons rias Edinburgh
A Grant Gordon frias riba Edinburgh
Stewart Henderson frias riba Edinburgh
John Keddie rias Edinburgh
A Hamilton Kennedy rias Outwith
J A MacFadyen rias riba Edinburgh
Henry J L Mantell frias riba Aberdeen
William R Mason rias riba Stirling
Alasdair Matheson Munro rias riba
Inverness
Don Nelson rias Dundee
Douglas M W Wilson rias riba Edinburgh

members removed for nonpayment:
Jeremy Anderson Edinburgh
Steven Anderson Edinburgh
William G Anderson Glasgow
Robert Black Edinburgh
Colin Campbell Edinburgh
Paul Devlin Aberdeen
Charles A Duncan Outwith
Fergal Fenney Glasgow
Stewart Gilmore Glasgow
Michael Grant Glasgow
George Hay Edinburgh
Aileen Jackson Glasgow
Paul Jamieson Glasgow
Tessa Lavery Glasgow
Janey Llewellyn Glasgow
Jamie Duncan MacFarlane Edinburgh
Yeesan Pang Glasgow
Henry Paterson Edinburgh
Christopher Perry Glasgow
Andrew Scott Glasgow
John Stevenson Glasgow
Abdulazeez Sulieiman Outwith
Ronald Tasker Glasgow
David Walker Edinburgh
Jane Yellowlees Dundee
Yen Ling Yong Aberdeen
reinstatements to full
membership:
William Cooper rias riba Outwith
Steven Fraser rias riba Edinburgh
Paul McShane rias riba Glasgow
Mark James Ritchie rias Glasgow
elections to student
membership:
Mariem Ahmed Aberdeen, Ross Aitchison
Edinburgh, Rosalind Alexander Dundee,
Tanu Alexandru Dundee, Karvela

Anastasia Glasgow, Julija Andrejeva
Glasgow, James Ashmore Edinburgh,
William Au-Yeung Dundee, Kirstin
Bailey Dundee, Zainab Bashir Glasgow,
Aleksandra Belitskaja Dundee, Alaa
Beruwien Aberdeen, Catherine Boag
Edinburgh, Angus Bolland Edinburgh,
Blanka Borbely Aberdeen, Harley Borrell
Aberdeen, Rachel Braude Edinburgh,
Iona Broadhurst Dundee, Scott Brown
Aberdeen, Holly Brown Aberdeen, Cashei
Brown Edinburgh, Shimali Burah Dundee,
Georgia Burghardt-Scriven Dundee, Louisa
Butler Edinburgh, Zoe Campbell Dundee,
Kar Mun Chong Glasgow, Zhiqiang
Chou Glasgow, Carole Chu Edinburgh,
Egle Ciucikaite Glasgow, Ross Colemon
Aberdeen, Martina Contento Edinburgh,
Jack Cripps Edinburgh, Jordon Crook
Glasgow, Calum Dalgetty Aberdeen, James
Dalley Aberdeen, Alexandre De Craene
Dundee, Roberta Dickute Dundee, Ivan
Dikov Dundee, Stuart Dilley Aberdeen,
Fraser Docherty Dundee, Christy Doherty
Glasgow, Christie Duff Aberdeen, Hugh
Ebdy Dundee, Alina Enache Dundee, Conor
English Dundee, Giannoulaki Evangelia
Glasgow, Laura Farquhar Dundee,
Charlotte Finden Edinburgh, Low Fong
Glasgow, Henry Forbes Dundee, Sarah
Gibb Dundee, Hemant Ginda Glasgow,
Iain Gisbey Dundee, Kirsten Gollifer
Dundee, Fay Lydia Goodwin Glasgow,
Yevgen Gozhenko Aberdeen, Alasdair
Grant Aberdeen, Martyna Gruszka
Aberdeen, Shona Gunn Glasgow, Lewis
Hall Dundee, Corinna Hammer Dundee,
Russell Henderson Dundee, Declan
Hendrie Glasgow, Bruce Hills Aberdeen,
Andrew Hopper Dundee, Rebecca Horne
Edinburgh, Sophie Houston Aberdeen,
Natalie Hristova Aberdeen, Christopher
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Petur Hudson Glasgow, Hamzah Hussain
Dundee, Maryam Hussain Edinburgh,
Louise Hyde Dundee, Connor Inglis
Aberdeen, Sean Innes Dundee, Stephen
Jamieson Glasgow, Olivia Johnston
Aberdeen, Rebecca Joyce Glasgow, Alise
Jozepa Glasgow, Anuja Kanani Edinburgh,
Hironori Kaseda Edinburgh, Antonia
Kati Aberdeen, Lewis Kelly Edinburgh,
Sarah Kemp Edinburgh, Alastair Kent
Glasgow, Alannah Kidney Edinburgh,
Senan Killeen Edinburgh, Jamie Kinghorn
Edinburgh, Kizil Kizilov Dundee, Jamie
Knight Dundee, Anastasia Konstantinidi
Dundee, Marina Konstantopaula Glasgow,
Margaret Kuleta Dundee, Doville
Kvaraciejute Glasgow, Suzanna Kwong
Glasgow, Christina Kypri Glasgow, Damian
Lakuber Dundee, Jade Lau Dundee, Ewan
Lauchland Dundee, Samuel Laurenson
Aberdeen, Joe Leask Aberdeen, Juliya
Lebedinec Aberdeen, Jeong Lee Edinburgh,
Sungjae Lee Glasgow, Lynda Lein
Edinburgh, Lovisa Lidstrom Edinburgh, Li
Lin Edinburgh, Emma Lindblom Aberdeen,
Christine Lindsay Aberdeen, Harry
Lindsay Glasgow, Fiona Logie Aberdeen,
Marulli Luca Dundee, Nadia Lyon Dundee,
Henry Ma Edinburgh, Michael MacDonald
Aberdeen, Kirsten MacFarlane Aberdeen,
Katharine Mackay Rice Aberdeen, Robert
MacKinnon Dundee, Ruth MacLennan
Glasgow, Murdo Macrae Aberdeen, Farhan
Mahmood Glasgow, Neil Mair Aberdeen,
Nikhil Mair Aberdeen, Matthew McCallum
Dundee, Shaun McCallum Dundee, Lauren
McCann Glasgow, Gavin McCarthy
Dundee, Callum McCracken Edinburgh,
Jennifer McDougall Dundee, Adam McFall
Edinburgh, Callum McGregor Dundee,
Lauren McIntyre Dundee, Reiss McLeod
Aberdeen, Sean McQueenie Glasgow,
Patrick Mill Aberdeen, Rachel Milne
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Edinburgh, Velislava Mincheva Dundee,
Vicky Mitchell Aberdeen, Billy Morgan
Edinburgh, Catherine Morrison Aberdeen,
Robert Morrison Dundee, Georgia
Moustaka Edinburgh, Celine Mugica
Edinburgh, Katarina Muraydova Dundee,
Julie Neilson Aberdeen, James Ness
Edinburgh, Nathan Noble Aberdeen, Carl
Alexander Nordal Glasgow, Nia Noteva
Dundee, Stephen O’Boyle Dundee, Cian
O’Donnell Aberdeen, Linn Anna Opsahl
Glasgow, Andrew Pacitti Aberdeen, Bojana
Papic Edinburgh, Sam Pardo-Preston
Edinburgh, Aleksandra Patarova Glasgow,
Gregor Paxford Dundee, Matthew Pepper
Edinburgh, Thomas Perritt Aberdeen,
Sophie Perrott Aberdeen, Flampouris
Petros Glasgow, Yolana S Petrova Glasgow,
Evelina Petrova Vasileva Glasgow, Lukas
Polikevicius Glasgow, Vikki Rae Edinburgh,
Slavena Raleva Glasgow, Graham Readings
Glasgow, Stewart Rees Aberdeen, Colin
Reynolds Glasgow, Victor Rhynas Glasgow,
Jennifer Robertson Aberdeen, Calum
Ross Dundee, Amie Routledge Edinburgh,
Tan Yun Ru Glasgow, Samantha Jayne
Russell Glasgow, Margarita Safroniou
Dundee, Naqiyyah Salleh Edinburgh,
Isabel Sandeman Edinburgh, Massimo
Sannino Glasgow, Louisa Schmolke
Dundee, Joseph Scotchman Edinburgh,
Wayne Scott Dundee, Jacob Scoular
Dundee, Ben Scrimgeour Dundee, Kristine
Senko Aberdeen, Nada Shehab Glasgow,
Carole Shek Edinburgh, Atousa Shiran
Dundee, Saba Shramko Glasgow, Patrick
Sim Aberdeen, Skomantas Simkus
Glasgow, Thomas Simpson Edinburgh,
Anastasija Sirokova Dundee, Hannah
Skyner Aberdeen, Iveta Smidtaite Glasgow,
Hannah Spicer Aberdeen, Christine
Stewart Edinburgh, Oluwaseun Taiwo
Glasgow, Christina Tantcheva Glasgow,

Alastair Thomson Dundee, Yoanna
Tomabzewska Glasgow, Gavin Tong
Dundee, Melina Trapezanlidou Dundee,
Evelina Vasileva Glasgow, Amanda Vos
Aberdeen, Low Wai Fong Glasgow, Scott
Wallace Dundee, Calum Ward Aberdeen,
Mark White Dundee, Daniel Whitelaw
Aberdeen, Theo Woodland-Hill Dundee,
Gabriel Wyderkiewicz Aberdeen, Mikael
Che Yang Ip Glasgow, Fraser Yardley
Glasgow, Go Yee Glasgow, Toh Yi Hong
Glasgow, Tina Yip Glasgow, Rebecca Ziola
Glasgow
elections to membership:
Paul Ackerman rias Edinburgh
Rolf Basler rias Glasgow
Lynsay Bell rias Edinburgh
Lisa Blyth rias Edinburgh
Andrew Campbell rias Glasgow
Damian Connolly rias riba Outwith
Marie-Louise Dunk rias riba Aberdeen
Nicola Jane Farquhar rias riba Glasgow
Rupert Fleming rias riba Edinburgh
Susan Goodfellow rias Glasgow
Paul Harkin rias riba Edinburgh
Nigel Lea rias riba Outwith
Stephen Martin rias Aberdeen
Alan McBeth rias riba Outwith
Neil Andrew McLaughlin rias riba Outwith
Nicholas Mills rias riba Edinburgh
Kai Yin Pui rias riba Outwith
Alex Reid rias riba Outwith
Kathryn Thomson rias Edinburgh
Ian J Tod rias riba Outwith
Peter Wiggleswoth rias riba Outwith
Iain Wylie rias riba Glasgow
elections to fellowship:
John McAslan cbe frias riba Outwith
Jill Malvenan frias Glasgow
Babak Sasan frias riba Glasgow
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Walter Ashley Bartlam FRIAS
14 February 1917 – 6 September
2012

W Ashley Bartlam was born in
Birmingham. He enrolled in the army at
the beginning of World War II and went to
France with The Military Police as part of
the British Expeditionary Force. He came
back through Dunkirk and transferred
to the Royal Engineers where he was
sent up to Pinefield Camp at Elgin on
an officer training course prior to being
commissioned into the Royal Engineers
at Aldershot in 1941. He embarked at
Southampton on 4th June 1944 for the
D-Day invasion. After the surrender of the
Germans he was involved in the run down
of European POW Camps. Ultimately
being demobbed in 1946.
Bartlam enrolled as a veteran at
Birmingham University. When he
qualified in 1949 the job he had hoped
for with AJ Morrison in Elgin didn’t
materialise so he set up his own practice
at 106 High Street, Elgin. Over the years
the practice grew, eventually becoming The
Ashley Bartlam Partnership. He pioneered
open plan offices for the HIDB Office in
Inverness, gained three Civic Trust Awards
and worked for the HIDB, SDA and many
local councils including Rothes, where

he served as borough architect. He also
undertook projects for several of the large
shooting estates and built two houses
for Gordonstoun School. By the 1970’s he
had offices in Kingussie, Inverness, Elgin,
Nairn and Kirkwall in Orkney. He retired
from architecture in 1982 after completing
some 3245 jobs over a period of 33 years.
Ashley Bartlam was a Town Councillor
for 6 years, a founding member and
Chairman of The Elgin Round Table and
a founding member and first President of
The Moray Ski Club. He was elected Rear
Commodore of the Findhorn Yacht Club
in 1965 and organised the 18ft National
Sailing Championships at Findhorn in 1967
and again in 1970. These Championships
are still held at Findhorn. He was a very
keen blue water sailor and had two cruising
yachts in which he visited all the remote
islands off the west coast, raced to Norway
and cruised up to the Faroes. His second
yacht AIVA 2 was a ferro-concrete ketch,
the first ever built by Jones of Buckie.
During this period in his life he also had
a yacht charter company based at Holm in
Scapa Flow, called Orkney Yacht Charters.
After retiral he took up painting,
sculpture and writing. His bust of his elder
son-in-law’s father, Captain E. E. Fresson
OBE, the pioneer of civil aviation in the
North of Scotland and The Isles, forms
the centrepiece of the celebration of the
Fresson in Tankerness Museum, Kirkwall.
Ashley Bartlam’s final interest was
archaeology and he wrote many learned
papers on the history of Moray. His wife
predeceased him in 2010 and he passed
away peacefully at Elgin in September. He
is survived by his two daughters.
obituary kindly supplied by his daughter,
Veronica Fresson

John M Dick RIAS
23 July 1924 – 8 August 2012

After leaving Dalziel High School in 1941,
John (who was always affectionately
known as Jack) started his architectural
studies aged 19, then volunteered for the
Royal Air Force. He trained as a bomber
pilot – mainly in Canada. By the end of
the war he was engaged in flying Japanese
prisoners of war to the UK in a converted
Liberator bomber!
He was too late for entry to Glasgow
School of Art on his return to Motherwell
in 1947, so started on the part-time course
which he continued until he qualified in
1952.
He initially worked with Lanarkshire
County Council, then Cullen, Lochhead
and Brown and finally Keppie, Henderson
and Partners as an Associate, working
on numerous major school, hospital
and office buildings for the practices.
In addition to his enthusiasm for work,
his interests ranged through music and
literature to sport. He played rugby in
his youth progressing to tennis, golf and
finally bowls.
Having lost many contemporaries
during the war, he joined the Dalziel High
School Memorial Committee. Following
the purchase of Cleland Estate, he spent
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many hours working to ensure a suitable
memorial was erected to the fallen.
He is survived by wife Joy with whom
he enjoyed a 60 year long, and very happy,
marriage.
obituary kindly supplied by John’s wife,
Joy Dick
Ronald Yule MacDonald RIAS
20 August 1931 – 11 September
2012

Ron Macdonald was architect, academic,
musician, fisher and an entertaining,
witty, hugely enthusiastic, passionate bon
viveur.
Ron began his architectural studies
at Grays School of Art, Aberdeen. After
qualifying in 1954 he undertook national
service in the army. Post de-mob he spent
several years in practice, specialising in the
design of primary and secondary schools;
first with Hertfordshire County Council
and later with Angus and Fife Councils. He
also worked for short periods with Baxter,
Clark and Paul and the Hurd Rolland
Partnership, forming enduring friendships
with John Clark and Larry Rolland. For
years after the Sydney Opera House
competition Ron talked about the brilliant
entry by John Clark and Ian Plenderleith.
In 1969, after a spell with the Scott
Sutherland School, he was appointed
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Senior Lecturer at Duncan of Jordanstone.
Throughout his time at the school,
until his retirement in 1996, Ron was
responsible for the school’s technology
teaching. His particular area of expertise
was prefabricated construction and
system building. His research culminated
in the award of an M.Phil. in 1973. Ron
was not content to be known merely as a
“Technologist” and such was his curiosity
and intellect that he crossed boundaries
into history and theory with relative ease.
He will be remembered for his patient
and supportive teaching, as an insightful
critic who used his knowledge to build
confidence through good humoured
exchange. His voice of kindness and
moderation was reinforced, only when
needed, with a mordant sense of humour.
Ron was a keen singer and a very
knowledgeable opera buff. He and John
Clark were both involved with Tayside
Opera. He sang unmistakeable imitations
of Jussi Bjorling, Heddle Nash and even
Maria Callas! He was also a great Mahler
fan, loved the wonderful songs and song
cycles of Schubert and Schumann and had
a superb record library.
Ron was also a skilled fisherman. On
his first ever salmon fishing outing, Ron
landed a beautiful eighteen pounder and
that evening entertained all the guests in
the hotel with his guitar and songs. Ron
did everything with enormous passion and
enthusiasm, was the greatest of company,
large in structure and large of heart.
Ron is survived by his wife Kathleen
and daughters Natalie and Madeleine.
obituary supplied by Dr Larry Rolland
PPRIAS PPRIBA and Barry Heathcote RIAS

Alex D Wilson RIAS
5 May 1928 – 17 November 2012

Originally hailing from Dunblane, Alex
Wilson studied at the Glasgow School
where his thesis subject was Dunblane
Cathedral. Following National Service in
the Royal Engineers in Egypt during the
Suez Crisis, he started his professional
career with John Melvin in Alloa then
with Stirling County Council where he
was largely concerned with their schools
programme. He was Depute Burgh
Architect during the major regeneration
of Stirling’s ‘Top o’ the Town’. This was
a project to which he was particularly
suited, given his passion for architectural
history and conservation. Latterly he
was Depute Director of Architectural
Services for Stirling District Council which
included involvement with major works
on all of Stirling’s notable civic and public
buildings. His final professional role was
with Forth Valley Health Board.
Alex was Convener of Dunblane
Cathedral
Development
Committee
serving as client for the halls complex
(opened in 1997). He was also Property
Convener (latterly President) of the
Society of Friends of Dunblane Cathedral,
which cares for the historic buildings in
the environs of the Cathedral, including
Dunblane Museum. He was a volunteer

guide in the Museum, a Trustee of
the historic Leighton Library and a
member and office-bearer in many other
organisations including Stirling Field &
Archaeological Society, Stirling Philatelic
Society, the Guildry of Stirling, the Trades
Guild of Stirling, Friends of the Ochils,
Dunblane Local History Society, Dunblane
Civic Society, Central Scotland Family
History Society, and Friends of the Stirling
Smith Art Gallery & Museum.
Alex was a mild and gentle man,
wholly unassuming and did not relish
the limelight. Yet he was tenacious when
the occasion demanded and gave endless
attention to detail. Many organisations
will forever be indebted to Alex Wilson for
his lifelong commitment and service. He
is survived by his wife Lysbeth, children
Anne, Iain, Malcolm, Sandy and Douglas
and nine grandchildren.
obituary information supplied by Alex’s
son, Malcolm Wilson
Sharon McCord Hon FRIAS
26 February 1967 – 11 November
2012
Sharon McCord was born in Fauldhouse,
West Lothian. She studied English at
Glasgow University where she wrote
for, and edited the student newspaper,
the Guardian. For over a decade after
University she worked as a journalist under
the ‘nom de guerre’, Sara Villiers. Although
she later airily dismissed ‘Sara’s’ regular,
girl about town, columns as “breathless,
hedonistic, piffle” her huge volume of work
as a features writer and critic for, among
others, the Herald, Scotsman, Scotland
on Sunday, Guardian and Telegraph led to
recognition in the Young Journalist of the
Year Awards.

wattie cheung
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Beautiful, raven haired and adorned
with bright red lipstick, Sara personified
the ‘it girl’ before anyone invented the
term, although, typically witty and
self-deprecating, her own description
had her as “the Carrie Bradshaw of
Sauchiehall Street”. From the early 2000s
Sharon reverted to her own name and
pursued a career in events management
and communications for membership
organisations, ultimately, from 2007, for
the Royal Incorporation of Architects in
Scotland (RIAS) where, she declared, she
had, at last, found her vocation.
As Depute Secretary of the
Incorporation, Sharon reinvented the
RIAS’ journal, significantly increased
the organisation’s public and political
profile, overhauled its communications,
introduced ebulletins, set up a new website
and organised numerous distinctive
and successful events. Much of this was
done after the diagnosis of terminal
kidney cancer in 2009. Her brave blog:
kidneycancerinfo.org.uk, has, with typical
humour and candour, supported and
informed many of those suffering from
the condition.
As her illness progressed, Sharon
focussed her energies on spending time in

the company of family and good friends.
She was cared for by her adoring long
term bidey-in, Robin McKechnie, who she
married on her birthday in February 2011.
She travelled, visited galleries, exhibitions
and the theatre. She was thrilled to be
recognised by the RIAS through the
award of the Incorporation’s Honorary
Fellowship. She was, as President Sholto
has commented, “A superb advocate
for architecture in Scotland and a great
supporter of a profession she believed in
deeply.”
Sharon spent her last ten days in the
care of St Columba’s Hospice, Edinburgh
and died on Remembrance Day 2012. She
is survived by her beloved Robin, parents
Patsy and Jimmy, sisters Jackey and
Louise and her brother Jason.
Neil Baxter

The obituary for Allan
Pendreigh RIAS in the last
issue did not mention that
Allan’s wife, Morag, survives
him, We are extremely sorry
for any hurt this omission
may have caused. the
Secretary has written to
Mrs Pendreigh.

Obituaries which are read
out at RIAS Council
are published in RIAS
Quarterly
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CONTACTING RIAS
To contact RIAS call 0131 229 7545 or fax 0131 228 2188. For general enquiries email info@rias.org.uk

senior management

Charlene Byrne

Neil Baxter

Consultancy

Secretary and Treasurer

nbaxter@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Oversight of RIAS
policy, governance, business planning and
budgets. Overall responsibility for the Incorporation’s membership
services, Consultancy, Practice Services, accreditation schemes, events,
publications, outreach, political liaison, CPD, educational initiatives and
awards.
Louise McLeod
senior manager: Finance and
Administration

lmcleod@rias.org.uk
Joined: November 1986. Responsible for
central services function including finance, audit, salaries, pensions,
member pensions, annual contracts, insurances, personnel, recruitment,
membership, staff management, IT, health & safety, the building.
dr deborah mays hon frias
director: projects and ceo of
sbcc

dmays@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2012. Director of Projects: advisor
to the Secretary, developing and co-ordinating the 2016 centenary
celebrations for the Incorporation. CEO of SBCC: managing production
and purchase of contracts, promoting their use, managing the online
services, promoting and strengthening SBCC, its membership and
website.
Maryse Richardson
senior manager: Practice

mrichardson@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2003. Manages Practice
Services, secretariat for RIAS Practice
committees and production of quarterly Practice Information, legal
and contractual queries, maintaining the RIAS suite of Standard Forms,
managing dispute resolution expert panels, management of conservation
and sustainability accreditation.

Staff
sophie birch
Practice assistant

sbirch@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2011. Practice Services
support, administers conservation and
sustainability accreditation schemes and the RIAS Energy Design
Certification Scheme. Co-ordinates the e-PI Bulletin, Practice Services
website updates and online research.
stuart bryce
MANAGER: bookshop (p/T)

bookshop@rias.org.uk
Joined: September 2012. Managing RIAS
Bookshop, including sales of architectural
appointments, certificates, administrations
forms and up-to-date and archived building contracts. Telephone,
website and direct sale to members and the public of RIAS publications
and a wide range of architectural books.
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Manager : Membership / rias

Joined: March 2002. Administration of
Membership, RIAS Consultancy, Scottish
Community Projects Fund, Architect in the House and the RIAS Clients
Advisory Service.
Carol-Ann Hildersley

Lily Office Dog (p/T)
ldog@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Works to maintain
a stress-free working environment,
occasionally enliven meetings and ensure a
focus on the key agenda priorities (biscuits
and sandwiches). Introduces a Zen-like calm by generally wandering
about and sleeping under desks.

Manager: Secretary and
Treasurer’s office

childersley@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2010. Management of the
Secretary’s schedule, organising travel and accommodation, handling
incoming calls, emails, documentation. Administration and minuting of
committee meetings and Council. Research and assistance on projects.
Maureen Johnstone
Finance and Administration
Assistant

mjohnstone@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2003. Support for finance and
central services, financial processing and filing, coordination of internal
room bookings and meeting set-ups, assisting membership, post and
mail, management of office recycling.
Marilyn Leishman
Receptionist / bookshop
assistant (p/T)

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2009. Dealing with incoming
calls, meeting and greeting, opening and logging mail for distribution,
ordering stationery and monitoring stock, dealing with suppliers,
maintaining press cuttings file, bookshop cover.
veronica low
manager: commercial (p/T)

vlow@rias.org.uk
Joined: May 2011. Advertising sales and
sponsorship for the RIAS Quarterly. Sale and
distribution of RIAS publications and space
rentals in Rutland Square. Also responsible for sponsorship liaison for
RIAS events.
Sonja Rosendahl
MANAGER: COMMUNICATIONS AND events

srosendahl@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2009. Event Management,
internal
communication
including
website content management, editorial
assistance for RIAS Quarterly, e-bulletins,
media monitoring, awards coordination.
Responsible for Online Directory, Special
Skills Directory and job ads.
Lorraine Sutherland

ADVISORS
marjorie appleton frias
practice service consultant
(p/T)

mappleton@rias.org.uk
Joined September 2010. Advises on Practice
Information and matters relating to its publication, content and delivery.
Oversees the reorganisation and development of information issued to
practices.
richard atkins frias
technical advisor (p/T)

ratkins@rias.org.uk
Joined December 2009. Expert support
for RIAS Energy Design Certification,
sustainability, technical accreditation schemes, liaison with BSD, practice
advisory notes, liaison on energy assessment.
Jack Hugh frias
Special Advisor (p/T)

jhugh@rias.org.uk
Joined: November 2007. Advises on
financial matters, collation and drafting
of PPC/Council papers, preparation of agendas; maintenance of 15
Rutland Square, Head of Certification and manager of RIAS Energy
Design Certification Scheme.
Pat Lally hon frias
special advisor (p/T)

c/o childersley@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2008. Liaison with Scottish
Government and local authority politicians,
encouraging political participation in CPG
and other RIAS events, chairing of RIAS government committee, external
relations with COSLA, STUC and quasi-government organisations.
Brian Moore hon frias
Director: Consultancy

bmoore@rias.org.uk
Joined: 1995. Manages all aspects of
architectural competitions, deals with
procurement issues for architects and improving procurement in
architecture by ensuring value-based selection procedures in all RIAS
Competitions.

Senior Receptionist / bookshop assistant (p/T)

John Norman hon frias

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2005. Dealing with incoming
calls, meeting and greeting, opening and
logging mail for distribution, ordering
stationery and monitoring stock, dealing
with suppliers, maintaining press cuttings
file, general administration duties.

accountant (p/T)

jnorman@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2008. Annual budget, quarterly
accounts, annual statutory accounts for
RIAS charity and RIAS Services Ltd, VAT returns, ledger management/
supervision, RIAS/RIBA membership reconciliations, annual audit, payroll
issues, other tax and financial issues, as required.

Stirling Stove Centre

Woodburning and multi-fuel stoves ~ Professional fitting ~ Stoves and accessories
Flues, chimney liners and cowls ~ Log and coal sales
Stove-ready wood supply (less than 20% moisture content)

Visit our showroom to view our stunning range or call 01786 440028.

range
cookers

solar
panels,
thermal
and pv

design
service

fitting
service

biomass
heating
systems

Unit 5, 10 Munro Road, Springkerse Industrial Estate, Stirling FK7 7UU
Tel: 01786 440028 www.stirlingstovecentre.co.uk

RHI Approved
Equiment

Peace of mind.
For indemnity insurance that offers complete peace of mind,
choose RIAS Insurance Services (one less load to worry about!).

For further information, contact Ian McCallum,
RIAS Insurance Services, Orchard Brae House, 30 Queensferry Road, Edinburgh EH4 2HS
Tel: 0131 311 4292 Fax: 0131 311 4280 email: ian.mccallum@marsh.com

RIAS
Insurance Services

